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T
he mission of ITEA is to advance the
field of test and evaluation worldwide
in government, industry, and academia.
As such, I am particu-
larly pleased to see the

blend of contributing authors in this
issue. The theme, ‘‘Software Intensive
Systems,’’ is obviously highly relevant to
all three communities. As the capabili-
ties of software intensive systems be-
come increasingly complex, so does the
importance of test and evaluation. Of
course, the associated challenges are also
increasing proportionally, to include the
need for testers to adapt to fast changing
technology and environments. Agile
software development is iterative and
incremental—the requirements and so-
lutions evolve through the collaboration of cross-
functional teams. The Agile process is a leap from the
traditional waterfall development process many of us
are accustomed to; however, it is not a new process. In
fact, the ‘‘Manifesto for Agile Software Development’’
was developed in 2001. Testers and evaluators of
software intensive systems must follow the Agile lead
and also break away from the traditional linear,
waterfall T&E cycle. A new information technology
acquisition system is emerging in the Department of
Defense that encompasses a much higher optempo in
development, testing, and fielding, as discussed by Dr.
Steve Hutchison, DISA T&E Executive, in his
December 2010 ITEA Journal Invited Article. The
IT test and evaluation process must also be adapted for
this new environment with increased emphasis on
collaboration and integrated testing.

The tester’s role in traditional waterfall develop-
ment processes was relatively straight-forward. We
typically tested a finished product against requirements
and specifications. With the application of Agile
development processes, the tester’s role is becoming
increasingly more complicated. Key to meeting the
impending T&E challenges is ensuring that our
acquisition workforce is provided with the training
and tools required for success. I am especially looking
forward to the June ITEA Journal issue. The theme,
‘‘Organizing to Accomplish the Mission,’’ will take a
harder look at future workforce requirements. The

ITEA Board of Directors and staff are working to
ensure that our educational offerings and event themes
are closely aligned with emerging challenges and best

practices, like those associated with the
T&E of software intensive systems. In fact,
our 2011 short course line-up includes
‘‘Mission Assurance in DoD Systems
Acquisition and Test,’’ a two-day course
designed for T&E personnel involved with
the acquisition and test of systems. Please
take the time to check out our current short
course schedule on the ITEA website. You
will find a mixture of both new and tried-
and-true offerings. As always, we welcome
any suggestions for future courses. Feel free
to contact me personally at president@
itea.org. I also urge anyone interested in
helping to strengthen ITEA’s educational

relevancy to volunteer to serve on the Education
Committee. If you do not consider education your
forte, there are other ITEA committees in need of
more volunteers including the Awards Committee, the
Chapter and Individual Membership Committee, the
Corporate Development Committee, the Events
Committee, the Publications Committee, and the
Ways and Means Committee. All of these committees
are important to ensuring the accomplishment of
ITEA’s vision: to be recognized as the premier professional

association for the international Test and Evaluation

community. Please consider volunteering your time and
talents for this worthy cause. I assure you that the
rewards are many.

As I write, the White Sands ITEA Chapter is
making final preparations for what I am confident will
be another successful Live-Virtual-Constructive Con-

ference…for the 16th year in a row! We are also gearing
up for our 2011 ITEA Professional Awards process.
Watch the website for updates and please submit
nominations for all T&E professionals whose contri-
butions deserve recognition by the association.

I hope to see many of you in Las Vegas at the 15th
Annual Test Instrumentation Workshop on May 9–
12!

Stephanie H. Clewer

President’s Corner
ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 1
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S
oftware Intensive Systems. Software plays an
increasingly pervasive role in our lives and
is a multi-billion dollar enterprise. It would
be nearly impossible to live an entire day
without contacting a software-driven sys-

tem, from household appliances to automobiles to
utilities; air transportation and law enforcement; enter-
tainment, commerce and education; national defense and
health care. Software-intensive systems include large-
scale heterogeneous and embedded systems and in the
near future will exhibit adaptive behavior. They will
process knowledge rather than merely data and will
dynamically alter their structure. Two primary challenges
in designing and testing software systems are their
increasing complexity, and the increasing need to adapt
them to fast changing technology and environments.
Requirements engineering methods, techniques, and
tools help ensure successful customer involvement
throughout the system lifecycle. For large military
systems this is particularly difficult because requirements
can be based on subjective demands, evolve over time,
and be troublesome to precisely define. This issue
examines software and testing in several manifestations.

Dan Craytor, Chief Architect of the Microsoft
Department of Defense sales district and retired Army
aviator, uses the Guest Editorial to introduce cloud
computing as the next tipping point in technology that
will bring new capabilities to the warfighter. Dr.
Catherine Warner, new Science Advisor to the Director,
Operational Test & Evaluation, introduces her agenda,
including integrated testing, increased scientific rigor,
and reliability growth and tracking. Dr. James Welshans,
chair of the ITEA History Committee, interviews a true
software testing pioneer for Historical Perspectives.

Will Manning of the US Army Operational Test
Command illustrates with three examples the role
operational testing plays in software intensive systems
evaluation. Major Douglas Kaupa and Michael Whe-
lan describe early influence through integrated testing
at the Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center. Colonel Michael W. Kometer, et al. examine
the need for a joint system of systems test methodology
for operational testing, and the intrinsic role distrib-
uted testing should play. Kevin Johnson and Dr. Mark
Kiemele demonstrate the benefits of design of
experiments in testing and its potential for becoming
the science of testing.

In a pair of articles from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Craig Schlenoff and
coworkers first present challenges in the design of an
effective performance evaluation for intelligent sys-
tems. That article is followed by Brian Weiss and
Craig Schlenoff’s experience leading the design and
implementation of performance evaluations for a
speech-to-speech translation system. In another pair
of articles, this time from the Information Sciences
Institute of the University of Southern California, Dan
Davis and colleagues begin with a discussion of
General Purpose Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPUs) and related accelerator technology and
the potential impact for test and evaluation. The
companion article by Dr. Ke-Thia Yao et al. argues for
the implementation of a scalable data grid for
distributed data analysis and data mining, and provides
results from an application at the Joint Forces
Command. The contributed articles close with Nicho-
las Lenzi et al.’s flexible test and evaluation framework
developed for unmanned and autonomous systems.

Issue at a Glance
ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 3
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Transforming Warfare With Cloud Services

Dan Craytor

Microsoft, U.S. Department of Defense, Reston, Virginia

A
very short time ago the Department
of Defense trained, planned, and
executed warfare in an all analog
manner. Warfighters lis-
tened to a briefing, cop-

ied notes, and readied the tools of war by
manually transferring data to instruments,
creating a more effective fighting force.
We did not know the invention of the
microprocessor was about to change
modern warfare. One could easily say in
the last 25 years, technology has revolu-
tionized the capabilities of the modern
warrior.

We are at the tipping point of another
technology revolution promising to deliv-
er profound changes to the methods
warfighters use to engage adversaries.
The improvements in the microprocessor, proliferation
of broadband technology, both terrestrial and wireless,
rapid development methods of software, and the
evolution of the modern data centers will deliver
economically accessible massive computing power,
both in our personal lives and in war fighting. Cloud
computing is the next generation of computing.

Many consumer services take advantage of cloud
computing. The truth is that cloud computing has a
significant influence on our daily lives. If you use a free
E-mail service like Hotmail or a popular search engine
like Bing, these cloud services provide E-mail and search
services on cloud platforms. The characteristics that
make these applications attractive are high reliability,
relatively low cost to operate at scale, dynamic in scale
because they can quickly scale up or down by millions of
users, no capital expenditures for hardware or software
for the end user, predictable budgeting for the IT staff,
and the ability to upgrade to the next application version
without an interruption in service.

In some cases, the cloud is considered a relatively
new concept emerging from five generations of
computing starting nearly 50 years ago. However,
cloud computing, depending on the definition, has
existed in different forms for several years. But there
were specific set of events enabling what we consider
modern cloud computing.

Cloud—the fifth generation of computing
Three major events in 1969 transformed our culture

to the electronically connected world we experience
today. The first two were widely publi-
cized, but the third little-mentioned
event changed our lives more than the
events of the first two. The NASA moon
project provided numerous technology
spinoffs, including virtual reality, breast
cancer detection, and of course, improved
golf ball aerodynamics (NASA 2010).
Woodstock, the second event, among
other things, generated the desire and
market for increased accessibility to
music, not to mention a generational
culture change. The third and little
known event was the first transmission
of information across what is now the

Internet. This event created an entire new industry and
culture, and forever changed the ways we communi-
cate, shop, conduct business, and share information.

The 1970s saw the introduction of the monolithic
mainframe era as an accepted business tool connecting
the many ‘‘green screens’’ to a centralized processing
center. The mainframes were used by large organiza-
tions normally for bulk data processing or enterprise
applications requiring massive computing power.
Because local area networks did not exist, information
was limited to those who could physically connect to
the mainframe. Many of these systems still exist today
and are hampered by the limitations of information
sharing technology of the 1970s.

In the 1980s, the growth of the client–server models
created the slightly broader ability to share informa-
tion. Client–server computing or networking is a
distributed application architecture that partitions tasks
or workloads between service providers (servers) and
service requesters, called clients. Often clients and
servers operate over a computer network on separate
hardware. A client does not share any of its resources,
but requests a server’s content or service function.
Organizations created their own client–server systems
and also created islands-of-information because the
technology to easily share information would not be
available until the 1990s.

Dan Craytor

Guest Editorial
ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 5–13
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Networks started to spring up in the 1990s, giving
us the ability to connect to some information created
in the 1970s and 1980s. But most important, a small
company located in Mountain View, California,
developed a technology transforming a large network
used by the government and academia into the
World Wide Web and changed our culture forever.
Netscape Communications Corporation created the
Netscape browser. ‘‘Netscape was known to many as
the thought leader in web browsing, and developed a
number of complementary applications of software
allowing for a rich suite of internet tools’’ (Netscape
2008).

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) technologies
created after the turn of the millennium provided the
promise of connecting the islands-of-information
created in the previous decades. SOA continues to
improve on past technologies and offers technologists
the ability to connect to information inside their
enterprise and to data external to their organization.
The SOA concepts and principles resulted in the
evolution and progression of existing computing
models and enterprise architectures within the
Department of Defense (DoD) and leading to
reference architectures such as the net-centric
enterprise architecture. The net-centric approach
focused on a model of a continuously evolving and
increasingly complex environment of people, devices,
information, and services, all interconnected and
facilitating more efficient transmittal of information,
empowering organizations to make better business
decisions. The net-centric enterprise architecture
served as the foundation for the DoD’s global
information grid built upon the premise of integrat-
ing all information systems. The vision of net-
centricity targets SOA principles and was a clear
indicator of the business value of service orientation
and how it can be leveraged to address critical
business problems.

The fifth generation of computing is cloud
computing services, offering the elasticity for com-
puting power and budget. This is an exciting time in
the evolution of computing technology, and we have
the opportunity to watch and participate to determine
the success of the cloud. With technology giants
including Microsoft, Amazon, and Google pouring
cash into the cloud, it is likely enterprises and
consumers will be the beneficiaries of their invest-
ments (Figure 1).

As large companies with impressive research and
development budgets fight for share of the cloud
market, warfighters and consumers will directly benefit
with new services, greater service availability, and new
innovations.

Cloud computing defined

‘‘Just as cable companies offer consumers a range
of services—basic cable packages, premium chan-
nels, and pay-per-view—cloud computing brings
to government flexible choices about computing
resources. Cloud computing sounds more amor-
phous than it is. In fact, the idea behind the cloud
is pretty simple: It’s a network of computing
resources that are located just about anywhere
and that can be shared.’’ (Microsoft 2008)

It seems there are as many definitions of cloud
services as there are companies who claim to provide
these services. Cloud computing is evolving and
changing rapidly, so to establish a baseline for the
remainder of this article, the following definition is
provided for consistency. As the cloud services evolve,
no doubt this definition will evolve.

Cloud computing is a style of computing in which
dynamically scalable and often virtualized
resources are provided as a service over the
network. Cloud computing consists of reliable
services delivered through data centers and built
on servers with different levels of virtualization
technologies. Regardless of the device used for
access, the ‘‘cloud’’ appears as a single point of
access for all the computing needs of consumers.

Cloud computing is not a new concept; in fact,
Microsoft has delivered cloud services for over 15 years
with products including Hotmail, MSN, and XBOX
Live. The term ‘‘cloud’’ only recently became popular
because of an idea generated from excess computing
power remaining from the after-holidays sale at a
bookstore. Amazon, the bookstore, decided to offer the
unneeded idle computing power required to power its
Web site during the Christmas rush to organizations
requiring massive scale computing power but without
the desire to invest in their own hardware. A business
model was created at Amazon continuing to sell excess
computing power, and modern computing clouds

Figure 1. Five generations.

Craytor
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started to become an interesting method to solve
technology and budget issues. By offering services
abstracted or hosted in the cloud and delivering them
to consumers on a fee-for-service model, the term
cloud became a popular label for similar industry
offerings.

Essential characteristics of cloud computing
as defined by the National Institute of Science
and Technology (NIST)

‘‘‘It’s faster.’ Data-intensive computing in the cloud
can be six times faster than in isolated data centers.
You can deploy applications more quickly, too,
compared to traditional means.’’ (NSF 2009)

Cloud computing is still an evolving paradigm. Its
definitions, use cases, underlying technologies, issues,
risks, and benefits will be refined in spirited debates by
the public and private sectors. The definitions, attributes,
and characteristics will evolve and change over time. The
characteristics are generally used by industry as a
reference model to discuss services and offered to create
various forms of clouds and service offerings.1

N On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilater-
ally provision computing capabilities, such as
server time and network storage, as needed
automatically without requiring human interac-
tion with each service’s provider.

N Broad network access: Capabilities are available
over the network and accessed through standard
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous
thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile
phones, laptops, and PDAs).

N Resource pooling: The provider’s computing re-
sources are pooled to serve multiple consumers
using a multitenant model, with different phys-
ical and virtual resources dynamically assigned
and reassigned according to consumer demand.
There is a sense of location independence in that
the customer generally has no control or knowl-
edge over the exact location of the provided
resources but may be able to specify location at a
higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or
data center). Examples of resources include
storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth,
and virtual machines.

N Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be rapidly and
elastically provisioned, in some cases automati-
cally, to quickly scale out and rapidly released to
quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities
available for provisioning often appear to be
unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at
any time.

N Measured service: Cloud systems automatically
control and optimize resource use by leveraging a
metering capability at some level of abstraction
appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage,
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts).
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and
reported providing transparency for both the
provider and consumer of the utilized service.

Stepping into the cloud
The choice to move to the cloud is not an all-or-

nothing proposition. Flexible options about which
services to obtain in the cloud and which to keep on
site are common questions from organizations explor-
ing cloud services. Organizational priorities and
security requirements determine the level of cloud
capabilities to explore.

Cloud deployment models

‘‘The [IDC] report also found that nearly half of
respondents (44 percent) are considering the
deployment of private clouds in their IT systems,
and that public cloud services appear less likely to
be broadly adopted than private clouds, Broderick
said.’’ (eWeek 2010)

N Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is operated
solely for an organization. It may be managed by
the organization or a third party and may exist on
or off premises.

N Community cloud: The cloud infrastructure is
shared by several organizations and supports a
specific community that has shared concerns
(e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and
compliance considerations). It may be managed
by the organizations or a third party and may
exist on or off premises.

N Public cloud: The cloud infrastructure is made
available to the general public or a large industry
group and is owned by an organization selling
cloud services.

N Hybrid cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a
composition of two or more clouds (private,
community, or public) that remain unique
entities but are bound together by standardized
or proprietary technology that enables data and
application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for
load-balancing between clouds).

Cloud deployment models provide a framework
enabling Information Technology (IT) managers the
methods to physically separate data and services. For
example, commanders of areas of operations could
build private clouds for mission specific operations.

Guest Editorial
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They could also extend specific services of the cloud
into a hybrid model allowing mission partners or
Nongovernmental Organizations (NGO) access to the
services and information to improve mission success
opportunities.

Cloud service models

The City of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, made
access to public data easy for citizens and
developers with its Open Data Catalogue.
Created in a cloud-based software development
environment, it makes data accessible in a
programmatic manner with open, industry-
standard protocols and application programming
interfaces (APIs). (City of Edmonton web site).

Today, cloud service models are presented in three
distinct sets of offerings:

N The applications people use every day are
Software as a Service (SaaS).

N The operating environment in which applications
run is called Platform as a Service (PaaS).

N Data centers offer Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS).

Outsourcing some capabilities to the cloud makes
the most of what is onsite by freeing time, budget, and
people. For example, with SaaS, IT managers can add
services, like E-mail, affordably. With PaaS, the ability
to deliver services broadly without having to manage
the infrastructure is an option. With IaaS, pay-as-you-
go data center capacity for adding central processing
units, storage, networking, or Web hosting is the
service model.1

N SaaS: The capability provided to the warfighter is
to use the provider’s applications running on a
cloud infrastructure. The applications or finished
services are accessible from various client devices
through a thin client interface such as a Web
browser (e.g., Web-based E-mail). The warfighter
or DoD IT administrator does not manage or
control the underlying cloud infrastructure includ-
ing network, servers, operating systems, storage, or
even individual application capabilities, with the
possible exception of limited user-specific applica-
tion configuration settings.

N PaaS: The service provided to the IT adminis-
trator is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure
with developer designed or acquired applications.
The IT administrator does not manage or control
the underlying cloud infrastructure, including
network, servers, operating systems, or storage
but has control over the deployed applications

and possibly application hosting environment
configurations.

N IaaS: The service provided to the IT administra-
tor is to provision processing, storage, networks,
and other fundamental computing resources
where the consumer is able to deploy and run
arbitrary software, which can include operating
systems and applications. The IT administrator
does not manage or control the underlying cloud
infrastructure but has control over operating
systems, storage, deployed applications, and
possibly limited control of select networking
components (e.g., host firewalls).

Each of these models offers different levels of
control, costs, administration time, and service avail-
ability options. As an example, a commander facing a
situation such as a natural disaster and the need to
quickly establish communication services with mission
partners and NGOs, could take advantage of the SaaS
model with established E-mail and collaboration
services to develop a communications network in hours
rather than months.

Data center evolution

‘‘‘It’s greener.’ In 2006, the Department of Energy
estimated that U.S. data centers consumed about 1.5
percent of all U.S. electricity use, and current
projections show worldwide carbon emissions from
data centers will quadruple by 2020.’’ (Forest,
Kaplan, and Kindler 2008).

One of the most fascinating areas of cloud computing
enabling massive computing power is the data centers. It
is fascinating because of the massive amount of electrical
power consumed to generate the computing power
(about 80 percent of a modern data center’s operating
cost is electricity), and the technology, both hardware
and software, evolves so quickly that some consider data
center technology obsolete after 18 months.

Here is a brief look at both hardware and software
enabling the cloud fabric.

A hardware perspective
Most people familiar with data centers envision a

large building surrounded by cooling devices and
redundant power sources housing fenced off cages of
server racks generating a persistent hum and consum-
ing massive amounts of power. In the latest data
centers and data centers in the near future, these
expectations could drastically change.

Last year Microsoft opened its massive 770,000
square foot Generation 3 (Gen3) data center in
Chicago, a marvel of data center technology for several

Craytor
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reasons. With previous generations of data centers
(Gen1 and Gen2), the control unit was considered the
server or a rack of servers. In the Chicago data center,
half of the building, Gen2, still uses traditional raised
floor rooms with racks of servers. However, in the
Gen3 section, control units are transformed from
server racks to standard 40-foot shipping containers
densely packed with between 1,800 to 2,400 servers
depending upon the container vendor (Figure 2).

Shipping containers provide numerous advantages
over standard server rack technology.

N They increase efficiency for deployment by
enabling a container of servers to be deployed
within 2 hours after arriving on the loading dock.

N They reduce the management function, restrict-
ing automated maintenance functions to a larger,
single unit.

N They reduce power consumption and carbon
emissions with new efficiencies including water
cooling and reducing typical shipping consum-
ables such as cardboard and Styrofoam packing
for servers and components.

Container technology is a major transformation for
data center management, but Microsoft’s Generation 4
data centers are nearly ready for deployment and
promise greater transformation advancements than
previously achieved with Gen3.

‘‘Some people got the impression that this
[Microsoft Generation 4 data center] announce-
ment was solely about a containerized server
room rather than a re-thinking of the entire
infrastructure.’’ (Microsoft Datacenters 2008)

Generation 4 (Gen4) is a transformational shift in
data center technology (Figure 3). Gen4 offers
modularity that enables the data center manager
the ability to scale up as demand scales. For example,
the Gen4 data center eliminates the requirement for
a building and places the infrastructure outside to
take advantage of ambient air cooling and elimina-
tion of capital investments and taxes for building
structures.

The Gen4 version of the container, named the ‘‘IT
Pac,’’ under consideration includes an evaporative
cooling technology much like the old ‘‘swamp coolers’’
(Figure 4). They have the promise of achieving 70
percent greater efficiency over Gen3 systems. They offer
advances in modularity and cost savings in construction.

Figure 3. Gen4 data center.

Figure 2. Gen3 container.
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Data center hardware and design provide the
backbone that enables cloud computing. Traditional
design goals are to reduce cost and improve efficiency
and availability. But what if software was able to play a
much bigger role in cloud efficiencies by reducing cost
and hardware while improving availability?

Redundancy versus resiliency—a software
method to achieve higher availability 2

Traditionally, IT has provided highly available services
through redundancy. If a necessary component providing
the service were to fail, a redundant component would be
standing by to pick up the workload commonly referred
to as N + 1. N + 1 redundancy is a technique to increase
system availability in the event of component failure.
Components (N) have at least one independent backup
component (+1). Redundancy is often applied at all
layers of the stack because each layer may not trust that
the layer below will be highly available. This redundancy,
particularly at the infrastructure layer, comes at a
premium price in both capital and operational expendi-
tures. As the redundancy of hardware components is
increased to achieve higher availability levels, the cost can
escalate quickly.

A new approach to availability is the Dynamic Data
Center (DDC). A key principle of the DDC is providing
highly available services through resiliency. Rather than
designing for failure prevention, the DDC design accepts
and expects components will eventually fail and focuses
instead on mitigating the impact of failure and rapidly
restoring service when the failure occurs. Through
virtualization and real-time detection and automated
response to health states, workloads can be moved from
failing infrastructure components, often with no per-
ceived impact to the service. If redundancy is handled at
the application layer, it can be removed from the
infrastructure layer, providing substantial cost savings.

To achieve the perception of continuous availability,
IT must take a holistic approach to how availability is
achieved. Traditionally, availability has been the primary
measure of the success of IT service delivery and is
defined through service level targets that measure the
percentage of uptime (e.g., 99.99 percent availability,
etc.). However, defining service delivery success solely
through availability targets creates the false perception of
‘‘the more nines the better’’ and does not account for how
much availability consumers actually need.

There are two fundamental assumptions behind using
availability as the measure of success. First, any service
outage is significant enough in length that the consumer is
aware of the outage, and second, there is a significant
negative impact to the business every time there is an
outage. It is also reasonable to assume the longer it takes to
restore the service, the greater the impact on the business.

There are two main factors that affect availability.
First is reliability, which is measured by Mean Time
between Failures (MTBF). This measures the time
between service outages. Second is resiliency, which is
measured by Mean Time to Restore Service (MTRS).
MTRS measures the total elapsed time from the start
of a service outage to the time the service is restored.
The fact that human intervention is normally required
to detect and respond to incidents limits how much
MTRS can be reduced; therefore, organizations have
traditionally focused on MTBF to achieve availability
targets. Achieving higher availability through greater
reliability requires increased investment in redundant
hardware and an exponential increase in the cost of
implementing and maintaining this hardware.

Using this principle, the DDC achieves higher levels
of availability and resiliency by removing the tradi-
tional model of physical redundancy and replacing it
with the use of software tools. One tool to achieve
higher levels of availability is virtualization. Virtualiza-
tion provides a means of abstracting the service from a
specific server and increasing its portability. Technol-
ogies provided by the hypervisor can allow either the
transparent movement or restart of the workload to
other virtualization hosts thus increasing resiliency and
availability without any specialized software running
within the workload. Another tool is a health model
that allows IT to fully understand the hardware health
and automatically respond to failure conditions by
migrating services away from the failing hardware.

In a traditional data center, the MTRS may average
well over an hour while the DDC can recover from
failures in a matter of seconds. Combined with the
automation of detection and response to failure and
warn states within the infrastructure, the DDC can
reduce the MTRS (from the perspective of IaaS)
dramatically. Thus, a significant increase in resiliency

Figure 4. Gen4 container, the IT PAC.
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makes the reliability factor much less important. In
the DDC, availability (minutes of uptime/year) is
no longer the primary measure of the success of IT
service delivery. The perception of availability and the
business impact of unavailability become the measures
of success. The chart in Figure 5 illustrates these
points.

At Microsoft, Windows Azure is the cloud service
software creating the DDC in the data center
(Microsoft 2008). Azure creates the DDC through

essentially two primary components, the Windows
Azure Fabric Controller and Windows Azure Hyper-
visor. The Windows Azure Fabric Controller, among
other tasks, is responsible for interpreting the state of
virtual machines, restarting virtual machines in the case
of machine nonresponsiveness or failure, and provision-
ing and deprovisioning machines through direct com-
munication with the underlying hypervisor, which creates
the dynamic nature of the DDC. As cloud vendors
continue to improve cloud operating systems, organiza-

Figure 6. In the cloud, the warfighter can access the desired information across a range of devices.

Figure 5. Dynamic data center availability.
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tions will see the benefit of reduced cloud computing
costs and reduced business impact of unavailability.

Gen3 and Gen4 data center technologies’ improve-
ments in resiliency over redundancy really mean one
thing to the warfighter: the possibility of receiving the
information needed to accomplish the mission with
greater availability and reliability delivered to the
device best suited to enhance mission success.

Warfighter centric computing

‘‘The Office of Naval Research is testing a cloud-
based platform for mobile geocasting, a way of
broadcasting locations in real time by capturing
GPS data from a cell phone. The data is transcoded
in real time and displayed as animation over a
map to show routes and motion as they occur.’’3

In less than 5 years, the advances in technology will
likely establish the primary method for accessing
information over networks as a wireless device not
yet invented but delivering a personalized experience
with enhanced security and ease-of-use even in harsh
environments. The cloud infrastructure will possess the
intelligence to conduct self-healing actions and adjust
to the changing conditions to meet mission require-
ments. The cloud offers the opportunity for the
warfighter to access the desired information across a
range of devices with a similar experience whether in
garrison, en route, or deployed (Figure 6).

Summary
With cloud computing as part of organizational IT

strategy, administrators can increase data capacity and
computing power without compromising security or
requiring the organization to make heavy infrastructure
investments—all while helping to lower total cost of
ownership. The idea is to find the right balance of on-
premise and cloud services for the organization.

Key points to remember about cloud computing is
the value the cloud brings to the warfighter and all
supporting agencies including

N Greater efficiencies for large and small organiza-
tions,

N Reduction in IT costs with no need to invest in
IT infrastructure,

N Affordable IT applications available through easy
pay-as-you-go or subscription models,

N Hassle-free deployment and maintenance of
software,

N Fast and easy scale up and scale down with
predictable billing,

N Better collaboration through ‘‘anywhere, anytime’’
access to IT for users located around the world,

N New opportunities for innovation as developers
flock to this latest computing paradigm.

Cloud computing technology is redefining IT and
the way we engage in conflicts. The standards are being
defined, and new techniques and technologies effecting
cloud computing evolve almost daily. The great news is
consumers and warfighters are the ones who will
benefit from the hefty investments industry and
government is pouring into cloud computing. C

DAN CRAYTOR is chief architect of the Microsoft
Department of Defense sales district, delivering products
and enterprise solutions to DoD customers. Dan creates the
vision and technical strategy enhancing Microsoft products,

DoD solutions, and long-term investments in a complex
and dynamic network environment. Dan gains his
military experience from 21 years of service as an Army
aviator and test officer in research and development for

tactical communication systems and information technol-
ogy, Dan’s tours include the United States, Germany,
Korea, and Iraq. Dan holds a master’s degree of business
administration in management information technology

and a bachelor of science degree in information technology.
E-mail: danc@microsoft.com

Endnotes
1NIST Definitions http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/.
2Microsoft Research internal whitepaper.
3Based on internal Microsoft e-mail about a Windows Azure–based

mobile geocasting solution from http://www.IncaX.com.
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Continuing the Emphasis on Scientific Rigor in
Test and Evaluation

Catherine Warner, Ph.D.
Science Advisor, Office of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, The Pentagon, Washington, D.C.

The Director, Operational Test & Evaluation has a new Science Advisor for the first time

since 1988. Dr. Catherine Warner, formerly a research staff member at the Institute for

Defense Analyses, is now the Science Advisor to the Director, Operational Test &

Evaluation. She is working closely with the Honorable Dr. Michael Gilmore on his

initiatives for Test and Evaluation (T&E). Her goals for the Science Advisor’s role include

continuing the emphasis on reliability growth and tracking during T&E, increasing the

emphasis on scientific test design and statistical rigor in T&E, improving the analytical

capabilities of the Department of Defense T&E workforce, developing initiatives to support

integrated testing, and collaborating with the newly recreated Developmental Test and

Evaluation office to ensure rigorous testing of all systems for our Service members.

T
his is my first opportunity
since being appointed as the
Science Advisor to the Di-
rector, Operational Test &
Evaluation (DOT&E) to ad-

dress the testing community through The
ITEA Journal. I look forward to many future
discussions, articles, and interactions with the
test community through The ITEA Journal.

Let me begin by introducing myself. I
have been involved with operational test and
evaluation since 1991, when I became a
research staff member at the Institute for
Defense Analyses (IDA). At IDA, I per-
formed and directed analysis of operational
tests for U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force systems in
support of DOT&E. My initial responsibilities
included the evaluation of unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) systems including the Hunter Short Range
UAV system, the Predator Medium Altitude Endur-
ance UAV Advanced Concept Technology Develop-
ment (ACTD) system, the Global Hawk UAV ACTD
system, and the Shadow Tactical UAV system. As part
of my work with UAV systems, I was involved with the
development of evaluation concepts for intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems. The
difficulty in evaluating ISR system effectiveness is
quantitatively assessing the product or information the
system provides. Our team at IDA developed mission
success templates that allowed a quantitative assess-
ment of the timeliness, accuracy, and completeness
based on the requestor’s needs and ground truth. Also

as part of my work on UAV systems, I
was involved with the Army’s Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
Analysis Center at White Sands Missile
Range in the development of operational
test visualization tools. These computer-
based tools allowed the playback of
operational test events over terrain maps
and could be used for determining line-
of-sight between an airborne platform
and a ground target of interest. This
capability was extremely useful in the
analyses of the Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar (JSTARS) operational
testing.

More recently, I was the assistant director of IDA’s
Operational Evaluation Division and led their air
warfare group. My analysis portfolio included major
aircraft systems such as the F-22, V-22, F/A-18E/F,
and H-1 Upgrades programs. In this role, I worked
closely with U.S. Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps
operational evaluators. I coordinated IDA’s support for
one of DOT&E’s largest efforts observing the
operational test of the F-22. I also provided analytical
support for DOT&E’s reports to Congress on the
operational test and evaluation of the F/A-18E/F
APG-79 (AESA) radar upgrade, the V-22 Osprey
(both MV-22 and CV-22 systems), and the H-1
Upgrades (UH-1Y and AH-1Z).

I learned many lessons during 19 years of planning,
observing, and evaluating operational tests as an IDA
analyst. My experiences have taught me the importance

Catherine Warner
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of test planning, including the formulation of the
evaluation plan and achieving a shared agreement of
the plan among the stakeholders—perhaps the primary
and most difficult step in the testing process. Next,
accurately collecting and documenting data form the
foundation for the analyses that follow. The ability to
preview data collection tools and databases greatly
reduces the risk of ending a test without much
documented evidence. Finally, choosing the appropri-
ate evaluation tools helps clarify results for the
researcher, decision maker, and end user; using the
proper methodology can help find the difference that
makes a difference. I bring these experiences with me
now as the Science Advisor to DOT&E.

As Science Advisor to DOT&E, I provide technical
and policy advice on all matters of operational test and
evaluation within the Department of Defense (DoD). I
will identify future trends and needs and implement
new test and analysis techniques—continually guiding
and shaping the scientific focus of DOT&E policies
and interests. I am a technical resource for the
DOT&E staff and a liaison between DOT&E and
the T&E community. I look forward to picking up
where my predecessor, Dr. Ernest Seglie, left off.

In November 2009, Dr. Michael Gilmore, Director,
Operational Test & Evaluation, authored a memoran-
dum outlining his initiatives for Operational Test and
Evaluation. He published these initiatives in the June
2010 ITEA Journal. They are as follows:

1. Field New Capability Rapidly;
2. Engage Early to Improve Requirements;
3. Integrate Developmental, Live Fire, and Opera-

tional Testing; and
4. Substantially Improve Suitability Before Initial

Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E).

As the Science Advisor to DOT&E, I am already
working to support these initiatives. Going forward, I
will provide technical expertise for the programmatic
and technical areas upon which DOT&E should focus
to ensure proper support for future testing require-
ments. In particular, my initial priorities are to improve
reliability planning, tracking, and assessment method-
ologies, integrate developmental, live fire, and opera-
tional testing, and increase scientific-based test design
within the DoD.

The importance of reliability and maintainability on
life cycle costs has gained traction throughout DoD.
My predecessor commissioned many studies on the
subject, and these studies indicate that there are solid
returns on investments made for reliability from about
seven to one and up to approximately fifty to one if
done early in the life cycle. For this reason, DOT&E

has placed a great deal of emphasis on reliability in
operational testing and test planning. Over the past
two years, DOT&E and the Undersecretary of
Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics
(USD[AT&L]) have worked together to lead im-
provements in system reliability and reliability policy.
Examples include the following:

N updated policy in DoDI 5000.02 to require
reliability growth;

N approved a new industry standard for best
practices for reliability, the ANSI/GEIA-STD-
0009;

N published sample Request For Proposal (RFP)
and contract language to assure reliability growth
is incorporated in system design and development
contracts;

N updated the DoD Reliability, Availability, Main-
tainability & Cost (RAM-C) Manual;

N sponsored development of the Reliability Invest-
ment Model; and

N began drafting the Reliability Program Hand-
book, HB-0009.

The Weapon Systems Acquisition Reform Act
(WSARA) of 2009 also added emphasis on reliability
by specifying reliability responsibilities for the Director
of Systems Engineering and the Director of Develop-
mental Test and Evaluation (DDT&E). However,
more remains to be done. To further improve
reliability, the Director and I are working with the
USD(AT&L) to strengthen and clarify Department
policy. I plan to work with the Department to upgrade
educational programs and to introduce more rigor and
objectivity into planning reliability test programs. I am
working with the Army Test and Evaluation Com-
mand (ATEC) and Material Systems Analysis Activity
(AMSAA) to make their extensive efforts in reliability
growth and monitoring available to the T&E com-
munity at large. We have participated together on a
Government Accountability Office panel on reliability.
I have invited AMSAA to provide in-house training to
DOT&E and DT&E action officers. I hope that by
extending this knowledge to the T&E Integrated
Product Teams (IPTs) and Program Offices at large
that reliability planning and tracking will continue to
increase.

Another of the Director’s initiatives, which was
echoed in the WSARA 2009, is to use integrated
testing. Integrated testing encourages all testers
(contractor, developmental, operational, and live fire)
to plan together the test program, seeking an efficient
continuum—eliminating redundant processes and
products. Although each test type has a different
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objective, data from each test can provide insight for
others. Our goal is to have an efficient and adequate
test program that is not duplicative. We want to test
early in the mission context and in realistic operational
environments, even for component testing, to discover
problems early. Evaluators must plan to use all test data
to support their evaluations to the extent possible. But
dedicated OT is still required.

Our test resources are limited, in many cases we do
not have the forces available to field a complete
capability for test purposes, and sometimes our test
ranges are not large enough to contain the full-scale
test. We have limited time available for testing and
few test articles, either because of cost or the time to
produce them. To overcome these constraints, we must
use statistical tools. Stochastic simulations provide
synthetic forces to supplement operational units and
also supplement field tests for conditions that cannot
be replicated in the field. Statistical methods also
facilitate the performance assessment of systems when
only small samples are available.

To deal with many of the foregoing testing con-
straints, we are promoting the use of Design of
Experiments. Design of Experiments is a structured,
rigorous statistical tool for test planning and analysis. We
are working to make Design of Experiments a common
tool for test planning, execution, and evaluation. In May
2009, DOT&E and the OT agencies signed a joint letter
endorsing the application of Design of Experiments.
While this subject has been extensively written about in
an academic setting, there are still many questions about
how it applies to T&E within DoD. DOT&E and
DDT&E have already engaged in joint training on
Design of Experiments and are discussing approaches to
Developmental Testing – Operational Testing (DT-
OT) integration. By the time this article appears in The
ITEA Journal, I will have traveled to all of the operational
test agencies to discuss these issues. With DT&E, the
operational test agencies, and the Service academies, I
am forming a steering group to develop a roadmap for
the institutionalization of scientific test design and
statistical rigor. The steering group will assess the current
state of analytic capabilities within each of the Services
and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). This
group will also develop options for training and other
support that Services and agencies will need to increase
the rigor of test design and analytic capabilities to desired
levels. In addition to the steering group, I also plan to
form a permanent advisory board to act as a resource on
future methods for incorporating statistical rigor and test
science.

Parallel to the formation of a permanent advisory
board, I am working to form research relationships with
academic institutions that have excelled in the fields of

statistics, experimental design, T&E, and systems
engineering. We have some initial work currently
ongoing at the Naval Postgraduate School and hope
to further collaborate with the Air Force Institute of
Technology and other institutions such as Arizona State
University and Virginia Tech.

In summary, my role as the Science Advisor at
DOT&E is to help ensure that our Service members
have high confidence in their systems, know what their
systems can and cannot do, and know that they will
work when needed. In addition to rigorously and
objectively evaluating these systems, we must make all
of our OT&E results more readily available to the end
users of the equipment. DOT&E reports are now
available through Defense Technical Information
Center and the Congressional Research Service. We
also have established points of contact within each
combatant command, and we have a classified Web site
that is accessible throughout DoD. However, I am
exploring other options to ensure that the information
is accessible not only to the decision makers but to the
fighting forces as well.

I look forward to working with the test community in
continuing the emphasis on scientific rigor in T&E and
ensuring we have the best methods in place, so that the
acquisition community can provide the best possible
systems to our Service members. C
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When the Aspens Trembled–Remembering the
Early Days of Testing and Evaluation

Jim Welshans

Navarre, Florida
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The MITRE Corporation, Fort Walton Beach, Florida
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Frankly, our approach to testing hasn’t changed at all. We don’t test to pass, but design tests to

‘‘fail.’’ This has been true for as long as I can remember. Without tests that stress the system,

problems would not be found until it was too late, and then be costly to fix. (Adolph Fejfar)

F
or this issue’s historical narrative, dedi-
cated to testing and evaluation of soft-
ware intensive systems, I sought out one
of the true pioneers
with over 50 years in

the business, Mr. Adolph Fejfar. We
met for lunch near the MITRE
office here in Fort Walton Beach,
Florida. Not only did our food get
cold, but the waitress visited us at
least a half dozen times in her
eagerness to bus the table. Such was
the richness of the discourse. I truly
believe that if he hadn’t needed to get to the airport
later that afternoon, I’d still be scribbling down notes
from his life experiences in testing and evaluation. I
began the interview by asking Adolph to summarize
his background.

Fejfar
‘‘My involvement in testing started immediately after

graduation from South Dakota State University with a
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering in
December, 1959. I entered the Air Force in January 1960
and was assigned to a radar squadron with a manual Air
Control and Warning (AC&W) mission. Shortly after my
arrival, we began acceptance testing of a new search radar
and Semiautomated Ground Environment (SAGE)
integration started. Later, I ended up at 28th Air
Division in the operations section and got involved with
several tests, one including tracking the X-15 with SAGE.

‘‘In 1963, the Air Force Institute of Technology assigned
me to Stanford University for my master’s degree in
electrical engineering, where unfortunately some health
issues led to a medical discharge from active duty. I

obtained a National Science Foundation fellowship and
stayed at Stanford studying for an engineer degree in
electrical engineering. My research project measured the

polarization and probability of sporadic
emissions from Jupiter and polarization
of emissions from solar flares. The cause
of the Jupiter emissions was eventually
validated by satellite observations
many years later.

‘‘In August 1966 I started working
for The MITRE Corporation and have
essentially been with them ever since.
My first project was to correct radar

measurements of satellite range and range rate for
ionospheric and tropospheric perturbations. This transi-
tioned to evaluating the utility and operation of an over-
the-horizon radar. This work involved ionospheric ray
tracing, evaluating subclutter visibility, and range
calibration using switched reflectors.

‘‘My next major project (1974–1978) dealt with identity
verification for entry control into classified and sensitive
areas, such as nuclear weapons storage facilities. This was an
early Air Force project that preceded today’s biometric
measurements, integrating voice, handwriting, and finger-
print signatures in a hybrid system. Thinking back on it,
much of the math and algorithms were the same as what I’d
worked with in the radar tests. It all came down to making
sure we could consistently filter out what is meaningful from
the background noise. The research design had to accommo-
date finding both Type 1 and Type 2 errors [e.g., false
positive and false negative]. In 2006, MITRE staff met
with the National Biometric Test Center1 to review the
volumes of data we collected and our test reports.

‘‘From 1979 to 1987 I worked on the TRC-170
[tactical radio communication] digital troposcatter radio.

Historical Perspectives
ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 18–20
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This included updating the propagation prediction
program since this radio operated at a different frequency
than did earlier analog radios. Our testing here involved
collecting 30-day periods of data (24/7) on links in
Arizona, Florida/Alabama, Belgium/England, Iceland,
and Korea in order to get a broad atmospheric database for
the prediction program.

‘‘From 1987 to 2000, I was the MITRE site leader at
Eglin AFB, Florida, where we focused on testing the Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS), now
known as Link 16. We assisted the government and
contractor during development test, operational test,
exercises, and enhancements. From 2000 to 2007, I was
an independent consultant, and since then with MITRE
supporting the 46th Test Squadron [developmental testing
for command and control systems] at Eglin AFB.’’

Welshans
When did you first get started in supporting testing

and evaluation of software intensive systems? Please
describe that event or program.

Fejfar
‘‘Like I already mentioned, my relationship with testing

evolved for me from the very beginning. JTIDS was
probably the most notable software intensive system. When
I arrived at Eglin, we had to design test events to satisfy
the Defense Acquisition Board’s requirements in order for
the JTIDS program to continue. All parties were involved,
but our MITRE group was responsible for the test design,
execution, data recording and reduction, analysis, and
reports. My two objectives were to evaluate cryptographic
modes of operation, one of which had not yet been tested.
Working with the other Air Force, contractor, and
MITRE staff was a real education for me.’’

Welshans
From your perspective, how has the approach to

testing software intensive systems changed over the
past years?

Fejfar
‘‘Dramatically! In the early days, our JTIDS testing was

done by creating networks which might never be used
operationally. They were created to test specifications and
might have had 6–8 participants, where today we’ll
routinely host up to 100 participants in a distributed test.
Recording on the aircraft involved large (15-inch) 14-
channel analog tapes and over-the-shoulder cameras.
Digitizing the tapes was one-for-one, i.e., 1 hour of
recording took 1 hour to digitize. Data reduction resulted
in hex dumps [hexadecimal code] printed out on 11 3

14 inch paper (Figure 1). A minute of dump was inches of
paper. The test engineers tried to log a suspected event to

the second. Analysis was then flipping through the stack of
paper, looking for a hex word to change, based on review of
the specification and the message standard.

‘‘I recall one analysis review in 1990 when a vendor
engineer and two MITRE engineers spent a week
analyzing stacks of hex dumps looking for ways to improve
the JTIDS synchronization and navigation functions. At
the end of the week, the fixes we identified and
enhancements were proposed and later accepted … the last
major updates to these two functions.

‘‘By 1992 or 1993, the data reduction program was
ported to the merging computers. Now, the hex dumps were
stored on 3K inch diskettes, but we still had to analyze all
that data manually. I researched programs that could sort
ASCII [American Standard Code for Information Inter-
change] data files, and found Monarch.2 Although it was
not designed specifically for engineering, but rather for
business applications, Monarch met about 90% of our
needs. Data reduction was now faster with digital
recording, and within a couple of hours, we’d have the
floppy disk in my computer.

‘‘The first example I remember occurred while we were
searching for a unique error in the navigation function of
the terminal. We set up the test and went to lunch. When
we returned an hour later, we saw that at least one of the
error events occurred. We created a model in Monarch that
delivered the specific hex word that would point to the
error. In 4 minutes, two events were isolated, the problem
was identified to the vendor, and a fix was on the way.’’

Welshans
In what ways has the approach to testing software

intensive systems stayed consistent over the past years?

Fejfar
‘‘Frankly, our approach to testing hasn’t changed at all.

We don’t test to pass, but design tests to ‘fail.’ This has been
true for as long as I can remember. Without tests that stress
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the system, problems would not be found until it was too
late and then be costly to fix.

‘‘Timing is also a critical element of any test procedure,
whether you’re using system timing or an independent
timing source. In the early days, we developed protocols to
adjust our data findings for timing differences across
systems. Today, using global positioning systems as a
common, distributed timing source, it’s easier but no less
important.

‘‘A baseline is always required. You may not have one at
the beginning, but for regression testing of fixes and
enhancements, a baseline configuration that exposed the
original problem is mandatory. With the baseline fully
understood, you can change only a part of the configuration,
usually software, and observe if the problem was fixed.

‘‘Another thing I’ve seen is that most problems are found by
accident. Sometimes, engineers tend to design a test with too
much knowledge about the system and, either intentionally or
unintentionally, avoid problems in the test design. Be ready
to identify new problems found by the users. They will use the
system as they were trained and/or ‘just because that seemed
to be the right thing to do.’ We first saw this in 1993 when
the JTIDS terminals were first fielded and have seen them
continuously, even today.’’ C
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Endnotes
1Established in 1997, the Department of Defense National Biometric

Test Center is located at San Jose State University. http://www.engr.sjsu.

edu/biometrics/index.htm.
2Monarch is a Windows-based report mining software that extracts

data from existing reports created within any information system. It then

facilitates easy data analysis, graphing, and data export to other

applications (datawatch.com). Today, programs such as Message Analysis

Reduction for the Integration of Links (MANDRIL) expedited this

capability for JTIDS testing.
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Operational Testing of Software-Intensive Systems:
Observations and Comments

Will Manning

U.S. Army Operational Test Command, Fort Hood, Texas

Three operational test events from separate ACAT 1D acquisition programs are the foundation

for this study. The generalized effect of the software systems on individual test results is

examined. The test results support discussions related to several current test and evaluation

(T&E) initiatives such as early integrated testing, cost reduction by sharing high-demand

testing assets, and mission-based T&E. The creative and innovative power of the

representative set of users employing the software system is continually demonstrated. Though

users remain the backbone of every initial operational test (IOT) final exam, this study suggests

that the same representative set of users are a potentially viable resource for guiding more

efficient early development and testing of future software-intensive systems.

Key words: Integrated testing; mission-based T&E; operational testing; software; users.

S
oftware is incredibly pervasive and evolv-
ing at an accelerating pace both within
and outside of the military. In fact,
according to a recent National Research
Council letter report, ‘‘software has be-

come essential to all aspects of military system
capabilities and operations’’ (NRC 2008).

The complexity of modern systems creates signifi-
cant challenges for operational testers. Department of
the Army Pamphlet 73-1 states that the operational
test (OT) phase focuses on the generation of
operational test data under the control of the
operational tester with typical user personnel in an
appropriate operational environment using production
representative systems (U.S. Army 2003). During an
OT, there are usually a significant number of data
elements required for collection. Sometimes the
evaluators provide specific measures related to software
for the U.S. Army Operational Test Command
(USAOTC) to collect; however, usually the informa-
tion that USAOTC provides related to software
consists of general statements that explain whether
the software enabled effective mission task completion
when the user employed specific software modules
related to the task. Therefore, data on software
performance are often provided as a byproduct related
to mission-specific data elements.

In this article, operational test events for three
separate acquisition programs are examined in chro-
nological order. Two of these test programs are the

UH-60M Baseline and UH-60M Upgrade helicopters,
and the last program is the MQ–1C Unmanned
Aircraft System Extended Range/Multipurpose
Quick-Reaction Capability 2 (QRC2). These three
programs are ACAT 1D programs and were not
specifically classified as ACAT 1A (like many
automated information systems or software-intensive
systems). In each of these test events, the generalized
effect of the software system on the test results is
examined. In addition, these results support discussions
related to many of the current test and evaluation
(T&E) initiatives mentioned throughout several cited
articles such as early integrated testing (Streilein and
Luna 2009), cost reduction by sharing of high-demand
testing assets (Wilson 2009), and mission-based test
and evaluation (Streilein 2009; Apicella, Wyant, and
Wilcox 2009). Throughout these observations and
discussions, the creative and innovative power of the
representative set of users employing the software-
intensive systems is continually demonstrated. Though
users remain the backbone of every initial operational
test (IOT) final exam, the results from this study
suggest that they are also a frequently untapped but
viable resource for guiding more efficient early
development and testing of future software-intensive
systems.

Test observations and comments
The U.S. Army Operational Test Command

(USAOTC), Aviation Test Directorate conducted
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the UH–60M IOT Phase I at Fort Hood and Camp
Bowie, Texas, October 16–December 8, 2006. This
phase included an engineering company, an attack
helicopter troop, and a battalion (-) of opposing forces
that served as the supporting unit. The test unit
consisted of a lift helicopter troop. The test players (16
pilots and 20 crew chiefs/maintainers) participated in
missions during the test. Including the pilot test, 37
missions were conducted. There were 113 sorties by
individual aircraft that accrued 258.6 hours of flight
time (Brown et al. 2007). The IOT Phase I was
integrated into the unit’s capstone training event when
the unit was evaluated against their Mission Essential
Task List (METL) tasks by the 21st Cavalry Brigade
at Fort Hood, Texas. This approach allowed the tester
to have access to many high-demand soldier and
equipment assets with reduced costs, while also
enabling robust scenarios that supported a simple but
effective mission-based T&E approach.

The primary upgrade that the UH-60M Baseline
offered, when compared with the UH-60 A/L, was the
addition of digital cockpit avionics. The UH-60M
Baseline also had the Improved Vehicle Health
Monitoring System (IVHMS) on board during the
test, which acts similar to a black box recorder for
much of the avionics data as well as for many health-
monitoring sensors strategically placed across the
aircraft. The functionality of the digital cockpit was a
major data source for the test, while the IVHMS
provided the tester with an avionics data stream that
required no additional use of resources by the tester. A
byproduct of adding more software to a system often
creates opportunities to access the input data used by
the software after mission completion. These data are
vital when trying to analyze specific test anomalies.

UH-60M aircrew members self-evaluated the capa-
bility of the helicopter to complete all missions.
According to the aircrews, the UH–60M allowed
mission accomplishment with no workarounds for 90%
of the IOT Phase I sorties, and an additional 9.5%
with workarounds. Aircrew members felt the UH–
60M did not allow completion of the mission for 0.5%
of the sorties. The bottom line here is that the aircraft
was a large step forward when compared with the UH-
60A/L. The ability of the pilots to utilize workarounds
and redundant systems overshadowed many of the
digital cockpit glitches that were attributable to
software shortcomings.

At the completion of the UH-60M baseline IOT,
the test team compiled the 21 most suggested
improvements that were entered by the pilots into
the database and presented these improvements back to
the pilots in a survey. The pilots were then asked to
prioritize the list from most important to least

important (1 5 most important). Table 1 shows the
results.

It is significant to note that the top eight suggested
improvements were all tied to the software/hardware
interface for the digital cockpit. Improvement No. 1
(enable separate warm reboot of all processors) became
very important to the pilots, because it was discovered
during the test that the preflight checklist provided to
the pilots was not developed for the situation in which
the digital systems on the aircraft were all initializing
together off of the Auxiliary Power Unit in an
operationally required expedient manner. More spe-
cifically, the preflight checklist used to train the pilots
before the IOT was developed using a clean, stable,
hanger provided, power source in a deliberate and
unhurried manner. Therefore, throughout the IOT the
pilots continually refined the checklist to perform
better for operational missions but regularly embarked
with less than a fully functional digital cockpit. If the
pilots then encountered a task where a non-mission
essential function became essential, they would often
choose to land the aircraft and attempt to reboot the
whole digital system or simply try to reset specific
circuits in an attempt to regain the nonfunctioning
capability. The suggested warm reboot would allow
them to reset processors without requiring the aircraft
to land. It was a workaround to the common problems
associated with what was at that time a less than
mature software/hardware preflight software initiali-
zation process. However, the capability improvement
between the new and old system was so significant that
the pilots had enhanced mission capability even when
the UH-60M digital cockpit was less than fully
functional. Because this was an operational test, strict
engineering data describing the different failure modes
of the interacting interfaces were not captured;
however, it is interesting to note that as time
progressed, the pilots collectively were able to adjust
the preflight checklist in an effort to allow a higher
percentage of operational digital subsystems to operate
properly.

Improvements Nos. 2–8, which are explained in
more detail below, were all requests for additional
functionality. The test players were all quite experi-
enced with computers and were well aware that this
new cockpit was similar to a computer. Therefore, the
pilots made comments throughout the test about
functionality that did not already exist and would be
most helpful to them for mission success. Improvement
No. 2 (enable loading of multiple flight plans) offered
an enormous potential time savings as well as the
ability to have the system prepared for contingency
missions. Improvement No. 3 (the ability of the aircraft
to hold all data on shut down) was important because
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pilots did not want to reenter data manually each time
they landed and shut down an aircraft during a
mission; under tight mission timing constraints this
required too much time. Furthermore, if required to
land to perform a shutdown in an effort to regain the
loss of a subsystem, the manual reentry of important
parameters became both a loss of time as well as a
nuisance. Improvement No. 4 (the ability to improve
radio reliability) was also connected to software/
hardware issues related to the preflight checklist.
Throughout the IOT, nonoperational radio subsystems
were a common occurrence due to preflight initializa-
tion anomalies, but the aircraft were still considered
mission capable because of the redundant design of the
radio system. Improvements Nos. 5 and 7 were simple
improvements that would result in significant work-
load reduction for the pilots. Improvements Nos. 6 and
8 were associated with reduced ability of the digital
cockpit to efficiently and effectively interface with the
Aviation Mission Planning System (AMPS) software
that was used by the pilots. Improvements Nos. 12, 14,
and 15 are requests for additional software function-
ality, while No. 13 is related to a sluggish software/
hardware process that results in a time loss. Improve-
ments Nos. 17, 19, and 20 are all related to needed
improvements of the corresponding software/hardware

subsystems. Therefore, 15 of the 21 (71%) suggested
improvements were related to software.

Phase II of the UH-60M Baseline IOT consisted of
small excursions that were essentially integration tests
for the HH-60M (Manning et al. 2007a; medical
evacuation version) medical equipment package and
the addition of the Common Missile Warning System
(CMWS) and Airborne Radio Communications-231
(ARC-231) radio on the baseline aircraft (Manning et
al. 2007b). Each of these integration tests consisted of
five missions and approximately 10 flight hours. The
integration tests were focused only on the data
elements corresponding to the newly integrated
subsystems. Both of these tests were considered
combined Developmental Test/Operational Test
(DT/OT) events. Because of the late integration of
the systems and the required DT/OT test metrics
related to each, single events were planned for each
subsystem in an effort to capture information on all
developmental and operational issues. For safety
reasons, a single Experimental Test Pilot (XP) was
used as one of the two pilots in each of the combined
DT/OT events.

During the HH-60M excursion, one of the two
pilots was an XP who had worked with the UH-60M
throughout the DT period and therefore had helped

Table 1. Aviator exit survey rank (sample size 5 16) of suggested improvements for UH-60M Baseline Initial Operational Test (IOT)

Phase I (ranked by mean).

Suggested improvement Mean Median Standard deviation

1. Enable separate warm reboot of all processors. 2.3 1 2.35

2. Enable loading of multiple flight plans. 4.5 4 3.34

3. Save data on shutdown (Comm/Nav/COMSEC). 5.6 6 4.08

4. Improve radio reliability. 5.6 4 4.29

5. Enable loading of multiple waypoints. 6.8 7 3.33

6. Enable aircraft use of all Aviation Mission Planning System (AMPS)

symbols and functionality.

7.6 7 5.66

7. Enable reversal of flight plan. 7.7 8 2.67

8. Enlarge AMPS/Aircraft capability to store local waypoint data. 8.4 9 4.66

9. Make crew chief seats more comfortable with more head clearance. 9.4 12 5.95

10. Improve crew chief restraint system (allow for quicker on/off). 9.6 8 5.95

11. Improve left red position light for night operations. 10.0 11 6.51

12. Add one push target store button. 10.9 11 6.18

13. Eliminate Flight Management System to Multi-Function Display (MFD)

transfer delays.

11.2 12 6.18

14. Add GPS vertical navigation capability. 11.3 12 4.86

15. Integrate preflight performance checks into UH-60M digital cockpit. 12.6 11 5.74

16. Improve searchlight. 14.2 17 6.24

17. Eliminate false cautions/advisories. 14.8 17 4.76

18. Enable crew chief visibility to instruments. 15.0 16 5.41

19. Improve Heads Up Display (HUD). 16.0 18 5.78

20. Improve Blue Force Tracker (BFT)/Joint Variable Message Format

(JVMF) functionality.

16.3 18 4.92

21. Provide more heat in rear of aircraft. 16.8 19 4.09

Comm/Nav/COMSEC, communication frequencies/navigation information/communication security; GPS, global positioning system.
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develop the preflight checklist used during IOT Phase
I. Because Medevac missions require a rapid response,
while also requiring that the digital cockpit is fully
functional in order to safely perform all operations, this
test was a major challenge even for the experienced XP.
The shortcomings of the preflight checklist not only
delayed the rapid response missions but also caused
scattered spurious behavior of the digital cockpit
systems.

During the UH-60M Baseline CMWS and ARC-
231 radio excursion, the pilots consisted of one XP and
one line pilot who flew during the UH-60M Baseline
IOT Phase I. The scope of this test was limited but
required a fully functional digital cockpit in order to
properly test the added subsystems. Similar to the HH-
60M excursion, the assigned XP had worked with the
UH-60M throughout the DT period and therefore
had helped develop the existing preflight checklist.
Even after the refinement to the checklist provided by
the HH-60M XP, it was noted that the line pilot was
providing previously undocumented information to the
XP on preflight checklist improvements that were
learned during the Phase-I IOT. This demonstrated
the idea that even DT can benefit from adopting an
operational flavor, especially when it comes to
developing the aircraft initialization checklist for
digital systems. Software and hardware often perform
differently as timing and environmental variables
change especially when the subsystems interact
through the system software. Furthermore, a CW2
line pilot with previous UH-60M experience had
comparable abilities to the trained XP when trouble-
shooting and improving upon the detailed process for
properly and quickly performing preflight initialization
of the digital cockpit.

The second program of record was the UH-60M
Upgrade helicopter program. For this program, the
author was involved with a team executing a Limited
User Test (LUT) using a flight and software aircraft
simulation with actual aircraft subsystems at the
Systems Integration Laboratory (SIL) at Huntsville,
Alabama, October 6–24, 2008. The primary upgrade to
the UH-60M Upgrade aircraft was the incorporation
of a full-authority Fly-By-Wire (FBW) flight control
system (FCS) into the UH-60M airframe, including
advanced, multi-mode flight Control Laws (CLAWS),
active cyclic and collective sticks, and integration with
the Common Avionics Architecture System (CAAS).
Essentially, all existing mechanical control system
components upstream of the primary servos were
replaced by the FBW FCS. Both the UH-60M
Baseline and UH-60M Upgrade program used early
user working groups and LUTs focused specifically on
cockpit software inside simulated cockpits. Both test

programs received benefits from LUTs that provided
pre-IOT user feedback on their systems from a small
sample set of pilots.

Similar to the IOT Phase I, the pilots found some
functionality that the CAAS cockpit lacked; however,
for the most part, the suggested improvements made to
this cockpit required an even larger leap forward for the
software functionality when compared with the
suggested improvements from the UH-60M Baseline
IOT. The CAAS cockpit had been used operationally
before and, therefore, was a more mature system as it
benefited from the increased user feedback and
development time compared with the UH-60M
Baseline digital cockpit. Table 2 shows the suggested
improvements provided by the three aircrews that
participated in the LUT; the rating scheme used for
this table was different than that used for the UH-60M
IOT Phase I. The scheme in Table 2 focused more on
understanding what improvements were necessary
before the pilots would consider the UH-60M
Upgrade aircraft mission-capable.

It is significant that Table 2 shows that three of the
top five suggested improvements were related to the
FBW flight controls. There are many potential
explanations. In order to fairly explain these results,
it is necessary to describe the key features of the UH-
60M FBW flight controls. A key design goal for the
UH-60M Upgrade FCS is to provide CLAWS, which
will enable Level-1 handling qualities at low speed and
in degraded visual environments without compromis-
ing the maneuverability of the aircraft throughout the
remainder of the mission. Sikorsky translated this
requirement into a set of multi-mode, attitude com-
mand CLAWS with functions such as low-speed and
high-speed turn coordination, and automatic altitude,
flight-path, hover, heading, velocity, and position hold
modes. Automatic modification of control law re-
sponse types and modes is handled using regime rec-
ognition and task tailoring with the aid of aircraft sen-
sors and pilot vehicle interfaces. The system provides
transitions between control modes based on aircraft
state and pilot input without the need for the pilot to
release the controls to select these modes. The active
cyclic and collective enable the use of tactile cueing to
provide control mode feedback to the flight crew
(Fletcher et al. 2008).

Without going deeper into FBW specifics, the flight
handling for this aircraft had a completely new
characterization that was not intuitive to experienced
UH-60L pilots. As stated in the previous paragraph,
the FBW software was designed to change flight
control performance and character based upon current
flight conditions. This was an entirely new idea for
pilots who had used the previous mechanical interfaces
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that only changed character in response to the physics
of the current situation. Sikorsky chose a customizable
software solution to meet the requirement provided to
them. The challenge then was to train the previously
trained UH-60L pilots to use the newly designed
software-driven flight controls effectively.

During the LUT, the pilots successfully performed
the missions assigned to them in the simulator;
however, there was one key negative finding. All of
the pilots, on at least one occasion during the test,
stated that they were fighting the controls. Those
statements usually occurred in reference to terrain

Table 2. Aviator exit survey ratings (sample size 5 6) of suggested improvements for UH-60M Upgrade after Limited User Test (LUT).*

Proposed improvement Mean Min Max

1. Eliminate frequent flight control unlinked scenarios. 4.8 4 5

2. Fix HUD problems. 4.0 3 5

3. Lower flight controller conflict audio volume. 4.0 1 5

4. Improve flight control performance during takeoffs and landings. 4.0 1 5

5. Improve flight control performance during high to low and low to high aircraft speed transitions. 3.8 1 5

6. Integrate flight director. 3.8 3 5

7. Create JVMF indication that does not time out on the MFD. 3.8 3 5

8. Decrease size of HUD image. 3.7 1 5

9. Correct AMPS transfer shortcomings (airspeeds, altitudes, and times for route do not transfer). 3.5 0 5

10. Provide a Warning or Caution when Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) fails. 3.3 1 5

11. Use the same Navigation symbols on MFD displays as are used for AMPS system. 3.3 3 5

12. Create separate map control channels for pilot and copilot. 3.2 3 4

13. Provide more than 99 waypoints. 3.2 0 5

14. On the Central Display Unit (CDU), provide a duplicating feature, so when performing flight plan management

you don’t have to change each point to update the route, altitude, or airspeed.

3.2 2 5

15. Create CLEAR button on CDU that will clear last character on scratch pad when pushed, and pressing and holding

CLEAR should clear the entire field.

3.2 2 4

16. Create return or back button on all CDU pages and locate it in the same place. 3.0 1 4

17. Have remote radio select cycle through active radios only. 3.0 2 4

18. Increase map storage capability to 100+ GB. 3.0 0 5

19. Provide QWERTY-style keyboard for JVMF messaging. 3.0 1 5

20. Make collective trim beeper faster or rate adjustable. 2.8 2 3

21. Improve map displays—too much white. Active leg and aircraft should be different color. 2.8 0 5

22. Change flight controller conflict audio to a less obnoxious sound. 2.7 0 5

23. Ensure that engine out meets two gates instead of just gas generator speed (NG). 2.7 1 4

24. On System Page, when something is wrong with an item, denote with a red X instead of a checkmark. 2.7 1 3

25. Fix select feature on Multi-Function Slew Controller (MFSC) for JVMF. 2.7 1 3

26. Modify fuel page so that average fuel burn is a combined number for both engines. 2.7 1 3

27. Make ASE status available on primary screens. 2.5 1 4

28. Improve delay related to collective radio toggle switch. 2.5 1 4

29. Make Compass rose on MFD maps have adjustable colors for better visibility. 2.3 1 3

30. Include more details with Check Aircraft Status advisory. 2.3 1 3

31. On fuel page, display a 15-minute moving average combined fuel flow. 2.3 1 4

32. Add ability to see current cursor position with MFSC. 2.3 0 5

33. Provide the ability to pull against the collective detent without coming out of it in forward flight and to establish

a vertical speed greater than the current threshold of 400 fpm (,700 fpm).

2.3 0 5

34. On fuel page, add the ability to access instantaneous fuel burn for both engines together. 2.3 1 3

35. Add AHEAD/BEHIND display to mission page on the CDU. 2.0 1 4

36. Change color of MFSC icon. 1.8 0 3

37. Place Turbine Gas Temperature on Vertical Situation Display (VSD). 1.8 0 4

38. Show Hover point on Horizontal Situation Display Hover page as soon as you are on approach to that point. 1.8 1 3

39. Create ability to display air control point list. 1.8 0 4

40. Add the question mark ‘‘?’’ to the JVMF keyboard. 1.7 1 3

41. Put all equipment status information on one page. 1.5 0 3

42. Provide fixed lubber line on the Horizontal Situation Indicator under the HEADING display window. 1.5 0 3

43. Make system default to Horizontal Situation Display Hover page. 1.2 0 3

Min, minimum; Max, maximum; HUD, heads-up display; JVMF, Joint Variable Method Format; MFD, multi-functional display; AMPS,

Aviation Mission Planning System; ASE, aircraft survivability equipment.

*Rating Scale: 5 5 Change required; don’t want this aircraft without the change; 4 5 Change must happen quickly, but can execute mission until

fixed; 3 5 Change extremely helpful; significant improvement; really want this to happen but would fly without; 2 5 Change has value but can

definitely execute mission without; low priority; 1 5 Change helps; small improvement; good idea but won’t help me much; 0 5 Change not

required; won’t help me at all.
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flight while either evading threats or avoiding
inadvertent instrument meteorological conditions.
Basically, when placed in a stressful situation, almost
all of the pilots reverted back to flying the aircraft
similar to the way they were trained to fly a UH-60L in
tight tactical situations. The fighting of the controls
was systematic and was a simple power struggle
between the pilots and the software build that was
current at that moment. For the final two aircrews,
USAOTC was able to collect and provide a general
analysis of Sikorsky flight control electronic files that
demonstrates this phenomenon. These files and many
other issues are described in more detail in the
USAOTC Abbreviated Operational Test Report (AOTR)
(Pontes and Manning 2008).

The last program described here is the MQ–1C
Unmanned Aircraft System Extended Range/Multi-
purpose QRC 2 LUT that was conducted at Edwards
Air Force Base (AFB), California, and the National
Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, California, from
May 19 through June 4, 2010, during an NTC
rotation. During the test, the MQ–1C QRC2 unit
conducted reconnaissance, surveillance, security, target
acquisition, attack, battle damage assessment, and
communications relay missions over 179 flight hours
(Brown et al. 2010). It is interesting to note that the
test team collected and processed more than 17
terabytes of video and telemetry data to describe those
179 flight hours. This was a significantly larger data
output when compared with the previously described
helicopter tests.

During the MQ-1C QRC2 LUT, software/hard-
ware shortcomings manifested themselves in the area
of suitability. There were numerous Test Incident
Reports (TIRs) attributable either to One–System
Ground Control Station (OSGCS) software or
hardware instability. The common workaround to
these issues was to simply reboot or refresh the system
or subsystem that displayed severely degraded perfor-
mance. The success of this workaround was variable
and sometimes entirely unsuccessful. The instability of
the OSGCS resulted in numerous Reliability, Avail-
ability, and Maintainability (RAM) system aborts
based on the failure definition/ scoring criteria intact
during the LUT. It was determined by the Program
Manager (PM) after the test that this instability was
related to both the software present as well as the heavy
load on the computer processors during the test.

Because this system was a QRC that required
significant additional functionality, it is understood that
both the software and hardware were performing at the
limits of current capability. Additionally, because of the
requirement for software to both fly the aircraft and
provide the capability for the operators to manage all of

the subsystems, there is also the challenge of software
task prioritization. A complete list of all of the system
strengths and weaknesses is presented in detail in the
MQ-1C QRC2 LUT AOTR (Brown et al. 2010).

Similar to the previously described tests, 12 of the 19
(63%) system weaknesses and three of the top four
mentioned in the MQ-1C Test Report were attribut-
able to software/hardware performance or design
shortcomings.

Unlike the two helicopter programs mentioned
previously, the MQ-1C program had QRC objectives;
therefore, it was exposed to operational testing earlier
in the system development process. Even though early
operational testing does not guarantee success in the
final exam IOT, currently scheduled for the summer of
2011, it certainly improves the PM’s potential
probability for success. The MQ-1C QRC2 LUT
results have focused the PM and the test community
directly on the most important operational shortcom-
ings related to mission success with approximately
1 year available to employ the DT test-fix-test process
to the user prioritized list of shortcomings.

Discussion
Software-intensive systems require user and system

inputs for effective operations. For each of the systems
discussed in this article, the test team was able to
capture data streams that were already inherent to the
system in an effort to more effectively describe
strengths and weaknesses in performance. It is these
data streams that often provide the ability to explain
unanticipated processes and events. Operational testers
must make a dedicated effort to use this type of data
that is captured on an operationally noninterference
basis instead of requiring the resources and paperwork
associated with connecting test-specific data-collection
hardware. It requires early planning and work to enable
the proper collection of these data streams, but they
have proved invaluable for answering questions in each
test described in this article.

Because the author’s directly acquired operational
testing knowledge spans only the tests listed in this
article, it is not possible to offer strong comparisons
between the testing described here and the testing
conducted during time periods when systems were less
software intensive. However, it is argued that as
systems have become more software intensive, military
users have become more creative and demanding.
Software and the processors that enable it are so
heavily embedded into everyday life functions that
soldiers are qualified to offer powerful opinions on
shortcomings and functionality multipliers for soft-
ware-intensive systems. Their everyday experiences
have taught them how both good and bad software
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behave. The inherent ability of the operational soldier
to effectively and efficiently shape software-intensive
systems provides a rapid prototyping toolkit that offers
acquisition programs more effectiveness and efficiency.
The payoff for discovering software redesigns up-front
and early in a program are huge. As shown in the
observations from the tests described in this article, if
provided an opportunity, a soldier always has ideas on
how to improve a software-intensive system in order to
enhance mission success.

The bundling of several operational tests on similar
test schedules has been suggested to the test commu-
nity as a viable effort to more efficiently use resources.
The primary risk factor associated with employing this
method is the inherent schedule risk associated with
those programs entering Initial Operational Test &
Evaluation (IOT&E). Early user test bundling initia-
tives offer similar efficiency rewards with less program
schedule risk; early feedback to PMs using prototypes
or simulators adds more value and certainty to the
ongoing development efforts. Robust operational
assessment information from users even when provided
in smaller sample sizes has proven invaluable during
the many ATEC Forward Operational Assessment
(FOA) deployments.

Mission-based T&E and design of experiments are
two more initiatives that testers must currently
consider. Of interest, both the UH-60M Baseline
IOT Phase I and the MQ-1C QRC2 LUT occurred
during training exercises. This occurrence provided the
tester increased access to high-demand assets (soldiers
and support equipment) that enabled more operation-
ally relevant test scenarios. Though some control of the
test event is sacrificed in this type of setup owing to the
inability to enforce strict experimental design, it is
possible to use instrumentation and documentation to
extract DT-type metrics after completion of each test
mission. Additionally, during these exercises, the
soldiers’ focus is always weighted to mission success,
which enables high-quality OT data output.

Conclusion
The objective of the many T&E initiatives men-

tioned here is to more efficiently and effectively
facilitate the fielding of equipment to warfighters.
Users have noted past deficiencies in defense acquisi-
tion and testing by explaining that they were simply
provided equipment and told to make it work. The
current test process for most systems provides equip-
ment to a representative group of users who are
empowered to provide feedback on the systems at the
end of the system development cycle. Based on the test
results discussed in this article, there is a good
argument for continuing the final exam IOT process

while also using early user tests as an experimental
guide to focus the development effort on the most
important mission-enabling areas (Crevecoeur 2010).
Early user feedback on software-intensive systems is an
efficiency and effectiveness multiplier. Culturally, the
test and acquisition community must embrace the fact
that ‘‘test failures, especially during early development
should be received as learning opportunities and
chances to solve problems as they are uncovered’’
(DOD 2007). Following the same idea, another recent
ITEA publication argued that T&E needs to evolve, so
that it is directly integrated into the system develop-
ment process (Weiss, Roberts, and Cross 2009).

There are obvious limitations to testing software
systems during the IOT phase. Operational test teams
focus more on enabling evaluators to relate test results to
actual operations than providing the engineering data
required to allow them to understand the specific failure
of a software module. Intensive software testing is rightly
performed during DT. However, it is a mistake not to
allow groups of operational soldiers to steer the
development of software systems early in the acquisition
program development. PMs may consider early opera-
tional testing as too risky to program success especially
for programs with Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD), Director, Operational Test and Evaluation
(DOT&E) oversight. Acquisition decision makers must
consider a cultural change that rewards early OT and
does not punish PMs who choose early OT as a tool to
more efficiently and effectively guide the development of
their system. It is a valid argument that more
operationally realistic DT provides similar information
as early OT minus the larger, more representative, set of
users. However, the observations from the tests
described here demonstrate the creative and evaluation
capabilities of a representative set of users. The
representative set of users is the backbone of every
IOT; however, they remain mostly an untapped resource
for guiding the important early development and testing
of the growing number of software-intensive systems. C
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Establishing the Integrated Test Concept

Maj Douglas F. Kaupa and Michael A. Whelan

Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT),

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Developing integrated test concepts for aircraft requires close interaction between contractors,

acquisition officials, system users, U.S. Air Force test agencies, and the Federal Aviation

Administration. Integrated test emphasis within the Department of Defense arrived at a

prominent time to make a positive impact on the C-130J, KC-X, E-3 DRAGON,1 and Joint

Cargo Aircraft test programs. Mobility and surveillance airframes are exceeding corrosion and

fatigue models based on greater flight rates, requiring new assets more swiftly. All stakeholders

in the programs have a vested interest in making the test and evaluation program as efficient as

possible. This article reviews Department of Defense integrated test concept, identifies

operational test characteristics required by public law, and discusses integrated test methods,

which comply with law and policy. Implementation challenges are also discussed, including

mobility and surveillance aircraft test community methods addressing integrated testing

challenges, tracking test events, and identifying integrated test opportunities.

Key words: Acquisition team; aircraft test; collaboration; contractor test; developmental

test; FAA certification; law and policy; operational test; weapons systems.

O
perational Test and Evaluation
(OT&E) ensures the warfighter is
provided with suitable and effective
weapon systems. To rapidly provide
new or modified systems for our

airmen, the acquisition process requires greater effi-
ciency. Increasing T&E effectiveness can assist this
effort. Integrated weapon system testing combines
Contractor Test (CT), Developmental Test (DT), and
Operational Test (OT). Integrated tests have the
potential to shorten acquisition timelines, while
balancing cost, performance, and schedule require-
ments. DT and OT terms used in this article are broad
statements for a type of T&E, not terms used to
describe testing controlled by any one particular
organization.

In a Joint memorandum, dated 25 April 2008, the
Director of Operational Test and Evaluation and
Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology defined Integrated Testing (IT) as ‘‘The
collaborative planning and execution of test phases and
events to provide shared data in support of indepen-
dent analysis, evaluation and reporting by all stake-
holders particularly the DT (both government and
contractor) and OT communities’’ (McQueary and
Finley 2008).

IT is more than combining developmental and
operational testing. IT is establishing a test process
that fully synergizes all stakeholder objectives into a
single continuum with the goal of achieving the most
effective, efficient test program possible. The scope
includes CT, DT, OT, and, in the case of the KC-X
and Joint Cargo Aircraft (JCA) programs, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) certification activities.
Today, DT involves both government and contractor
test organizations, ensuring weapon system specifica-
tions are met. However, some data produced by DT
and properly conducted test events satisfying U.S.
Code, Title 10, Section 2399, ‘‘Operational Test and
Evaluation of Defense Acquisition Programs’’ can
support operational T&E needs. Integrated DT and
OT planning and execution can reduce total test
expenditures and timelines.

What does this mean for all stakeholders in an
acquisition program? Data from an IT can be used by the
contractor for design improvements, by developmental
evaluators for risk assessments, and by the operational
evaluators for operational assessments. Early and open
communication between all parties within the acquisi-
tion team is a must! The user, program office, contractor,
DT, and OT testers must be active early in a program
before a request for proposal is delivered to potential
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contractors. IT can better use limited resources such as
test assets and ranges, eliminate redundant test events,
and reduce the overall program cost and schedule. The
Department of Defense (DoD) recognizes the potential
benefits and has directed implementation of the
integrated test concept.

DoD integrated test concept
Integrated testing is not a new concept within the

DoD. The concept existed in the May 2003,
Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5000.2,
Operation of the Defense Acquisition System. How-
ever, the policy was neither well defined nor consis-
tently implemented in the acquisition process. The
DoD further refined integrated test direction with the
revised DoDI 5000.2 in December 2008. The new
instruction refines integrated test concepts to include
the following direction (emphasis and acronym defi-
nitions added):

‘‘EMD [Engineering Manufacturing and De-
velopment] effectively integrates the acquisition,
engineering, and manufacturing development
processes with T&E [Test and Evaluation] (see
Enclosure 6). T&E shall be conducted in an
appropriate continuum of live, virtual, and
constructive system and operational environ-
ments. Developmental and operational test
activities shall be integrated and seamless
throughout the phase. Evaluations shall take
into account all available and relevant data and
information from contractor and government
sources’’ (DoD 2008, 24).

Additionally, the new DoDI directs ‘‘Integrated
Test’’ in the following manner (acronym definitions
added):

‘‘The PM [Program Manager], in concert with
the user and the T&E community, shall
coordinate DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E [Live
Fire Test and Evaluation], family-of-systems
interoperability testing, information assurance
testing, and modeling and simulation (M&S)
activities into an efficient continuum, closely
integrated with requirements definition and
systems design and development. The T&E
strategy shall provide information about risk
and risk mitigation, provide empirical data to
validate models and simulations, evaluate tech-
nical performance and system maturity, and
determine whether systems are operationally
effective, suitable, and survivable against the
threat detailed in the STAR [System Threat

Assessment Report] or STA [System Threat
Assessment]. The T&E strategy shall also address
development and assessment of the weapons
support equipment during the EMD Phase,
and into production, to ensure satisfactory test
system measurement performance, calibration
traceability and support, required diagnostics,
and safety. Adequate time and resources shall be
planned to support pre-test predictions and post-
test reconciliation of models and test results, for
all major test events’’ (DoD 2008, 50).

The U.S. Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center (AFOTEC) Director of Operations released a
memorandum on 17 October 2008 to operational test
planners stating: ‘‘As testers, we can affect the cost-
schedule-performance problem facing program offices by
making better use of limited test assets and test ranges to
eliminate unnecessary overlap of test events, better assure
that systems are ready for OT, and reduce the overall
time required for testing’’ (Eck 2008).

The AFOTEC commander has taken the integrated
test concept one step further, directing OT plans to
incorporate integrated events. He has directed OT
planners to develop plans and concepts earlier to
facilitate integrated test planning. Figure 1 shows the
OT early planning concept. At Milestone A, or key
decision point, the OT planners provide an initial OT
design to support development of IT in the T&E
strategy. At Milestone B, the OT design is expanded as
the system capabilities are further developed and
defined. Between Milestone B and C, the OT design
becomes a detailed test plan and is documented in an
Integrated Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)
plan. Throughout the acquisition process, the avail-
ability of the OT design is used to influence contractor
and DT planning and to support IT. After the
AFOTEC commander approves the OT&E plan with
integrated events, the plan will be sent to the Program
Executive Officer (PEO) for acknowledgment regard-
ing OT use of the integrated events to ensure their
execution. The PEO has a vested interest in ensuring
efficient test execution.

Combining DoD and AFOTEC commander’s
direction together, the key characteristics required for
integrated test are as follows:

1. collaborative planning and execution of test
events;

2. shared data;
3. stakeholder independent data analysis, evalua-

tion, and reporting;
4. establishing risks and risk mitigation to decision

makers in a timely manner;
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5. efficient use of limited assets, reducing overall
time required for testing;

6. elimination of unnecessary overlap of test events;
and

7. documentation in an OT&E plan with integrated
events signed by the OT commander and
acknowledged by the PEO.

Operational test public law limitations
Blending the direction of senior DoD leaders with

public law governing OT is challenging. Title 10,
section 2399, Operational Test and Evaluation of
Defense Acquisition Programs, contains clauses that
make IT difficult; in particular,

‘‘(d) Impartiality of Contractor Testing Person-

nel — In the case of a major defense acquisition

program (as defined in subsection (a)(2)), no
person employed by the contractor for the system

being tested may be involved in the conduct of the

operational test and evaluation required under
subsection (a). The limitation in the preceding

sentence does not apply to the extent that the

Secretary of Defense plans for persons employed

by that contractor to be involved in the operation,
maintenance, and support of the system being

tested when the system is deployed in combat’’ (10

USC 2399).

For IT, claiming ‘‘credit’’ regarding an event for OT
purposes becomes a challenge when contractors are

involved. The contractor is quite clearly engaged in
most DT and by definition in any CT. However, there
are methods available to ensure the operational testers
conduct the test event, even though during other test
events during the test period the contractor is involved.
Title 10, Section 139, ‘‘Director of Operational Test
and Evaluation (DOT&E)’’ defines operational test
and evaluation as follows:

‘‘(A) The term ‘‘operational test and evaluation’’
means - (i) the field test, under realistic combat
conditions, of any item of (or key component of)
weapons, equipment, or munitions for the
purpose of determining the effectiveness and
suitability of the weapons, equipment, or muni-
tions for use in combat by typical military users;
and (ii) the evaluation of the results of such test’’
(10 USC 139).

The key words here are ‘‘field test, under realistic
combat conditions’’ and by ‘‘typical military users.’’
There is no clear definition what the terms mean, so
operational testers must exercise reasonable judg-
ment. Generally, contractor and developmental test
conditions are not realistic combat conditions by
design. Contractor and developmental testing is
conducted under controlled conditions designed to
evaluate the system, subsystem, or function, which is
the focus of the test. The uncontrolled conditions
inherent in realistic combat conditions conflict with a
normal structured test approach. Again, there are
times and places where conducting a test event under

Figure 1. Earlier operational testing planning concept.
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realistic combat conditions with typical military
users can meet contractor and DT needs and fulfill
OT needs.

DoDI 5000.2 further requires the following from
OT&E:

‘‘The independent planning of dedicated IOT&E

(i.e., the OT&E required by paragraphs (a) and

(b) of section 2399 of Reference (k)), and

Follow-on OT&E (FOT&E), if required, shall

be the responsibility of the appropriate OT agency

(OTA). Evaluations shall include a comparison

with current mission capabilities using existing

data, so that measurable improvements can be

determined. If such evaluation is considered costly

relative to the benefits gained, the PM shall

propose an alternative evaluation approach. This

evaluation shall make a clear distinction between

deficiencies uncovered during testing relative to

the approved requirements and recommendations

for improvement not directly linked to require-

ments. A DOT&E-approved LFT&E strategy

shall guide LFT&E activity’’ (DoD 2008, 24).

‘‘During OT&E, a clear distinction shall be

made between performance values that do not

meet threshold requirements in the user capabil-

ities document and performance values that

should be improved to provide enhanced opera-

tional capability in future upgrades’’ (DoD

2008, 50).

‘‘The Department of Defense may not conduct

OT&E, including operational assessment (OA),

IOT&E, or FOT&E, until the DOT&E

approves, in writing, the OT&E portions of the

T&E plan for programs on the Office of the

Secretary of Defense (OSD) T&E Oversight List

and the adequacy of the plans (including the

projected level of funding) for the OT&E to be

conducted in connection with that program. This

does not preclude the use of data from other test

events in OT&E evaluations. OTA and DOT&E

evaluators shall take into account all available and

relevant data and information from contractor and

government sources’’ (DoD 2008, 25).

The duty of the integrated test planner is to blend
DT, often conducted with the contractor, together
with OT, while complying with public law and senior
DoD leadership direction. Additionally, the OT
planner must balance policy guidance and design a
highly efficient T&E framework to meet shorter
schedule and smaller budget constraints.

Overcoming operational test public
law limitations

Public law directs that operational tests employ
production representative test articles and are conduct-
ed under realistic combat conditions by typical military
users. These directives appear to conflict with the DoD
guidance regarding IT. In reality, conducting aircraft
IT events for OT ‘‘credit’’ is not difficult. Meeting the
‘‘typical military user’’ and ‘‘realistic combat conditions’’
requires coordination with the developmental testers.
Arranging a particular test event to have an OT crew,
in most cases, is a simple aircrew scheduling problem.
Flying the test event under realistic combat conditions
can also be accomplished without significant effort.

Most aircraft test teams include both an operational
and developmental test contingent. DT normally
follows a ‘‘build-up’’ approach, where early test points
are designed or constrained to evaluate specific
conditions. Later, test points generally are less
constrained and are perfect opportunities to implement
an integrated test event counting for operational test
credit. Planning for the OT team contingent to
conduct these less stringent test points under opera-
tional conditions allows a corresponding reduction in
the separate OT events. The test planners integrate
evaluation requirements to effectively accomplish the
test event, while providing data for each stakeholder.
The test planners attempt to ensure that test events
accomplished in DT are not replicated in OT.

For example, in recent C-130 J aircraft defensive
system evaluation, DT and OT evaluators were able to
integrate several test events. During DT of a radar
warning receiver, the last hour of range time was used
by OT, flying operational scenarios against the same
systems used by DT earlier in the flight. By conducting
the test events in this manner, testers reduced the
acquisition program’s expensive range costs, test flight
hours, schedule, and total number of test sorties
required. Additionally, the DT team gained an
understanding of the subsystem performance when
combined with operational tactics and procedures.
Some key system characteristics were identified during
the test planning, which facilitated the integrated test
planning. First, the system development was stable,
and the risk of major changes to the hardware or
software were minimal (i.e., the system could reason-
ably be called ‘‘production representative’’ for public
law OT purposes). Second, the cost and schedule
difficulties associated with the range time and aircraft
sorties were identified as areas where IT could
significantly impact the overall acquisition program
cost and timeline.

Even when specific DT events fail to meet public
law criteria for OT, the events can still positively
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impact OT events and thus the program’s cost and
schedule. Unless specified in a requirements document,
the confidence needed in a specific performance
requirement is an OT subjective determination.
Operational evaluators have the planning latitude to
address areas where operational risk or impact appears
greatest or reduce the number of test events required
where the operational risk or impact appears low.
Using test event data from DT to assess risks can
reduce OT cost and schedule. For example, if DT
confirms an aircraft’s precision approach and landing
capability through numerous test events to satisfy FAA
requirements, the operational planner could assume the
system performance operational risk is low and
significantly reduce the total number of OT events
evaluating precision approach and landing capabilities.
As straight forward as the concept is, the operational
evaluators must address several IT implementation
hurdles before securing shared data, especially for the
KC-X program.

Integrated test implementation
challenges

The KC-X integrated test planning effort faces
various barriers; foremost is the contracting process.
The current acquisition strategy identifies using a
commercial derivative aircraft complete with FAA
certifications.2 Achieving appropriate certifications is
left to each bidding contractor and is an area of
competition for determining the eventual contract
winner. In order to support IT prior to source
selection, each contractor would need to interface with
the complete test community to develop an integrated
test and then include the developed plan as part of their
proposal, a significant concern for most contracting
officers. Without some alternative method, developing
an executable integrated test requires coordination with
the winning contractor after source selection, when
changing the contract to accommodate specific IT
events may cause expensive contract modifications.

The FAA aircraft certification process differs
significantly from the Air Force (AF) process. In
particular, without specific wording in the contract,
data submitted to the FAA for certification will not be
available to the AF test community. The approach
conflicts with the shared data characteristic outlined in
DoD directives. Since the acquisition strategy currently
calls for a commercial derivative aircraft, test data and
methods are competitive factors among contractors
(not only for the KC-X contract but also in all their
business ventures) and will likely be a discussion item
within the contract negotiations. Additionally, the
FAA is the approval authority for the certification
process, and integrating the FAA test events with

other test events as well as obtaining required approvals
from all stakeholders poses further challenges.

Developmental and operational test planning timing
issues also challenge implementing IT. Figure 2

illustrates the nominal timing issues and shows where
test events are normally created. The figure also
illustrates where test planners need to know all the
events to integrate them effectively. Currently, test-
planning timelines are not arranged to facilitate
integrated test planning. Normally, CT plans are
produced before DT plans, which are produced before
OT plans. To completely chart an IT in one iteration
requires contractor, developmental, and operational
test planners working simultaneously, communicating
and integrating test events among themselves. The
DoD recognizes the need and specifically calls for
collaborative test development as an IT characteristic.
To perform collaborative planning, developmental and
operational planners are required earlier in the test
planning process. How early depends upon the specific
program.

Additionally, implementation of an integrated test
plan is challenging. Perhaps the program’s Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) should become the
repository of integrated test events. Establishing the
TEMP as the repository of integrated test events
permits the visibility of the required events and allows
detailed test planning to mature with the program. The
TEMP supporting milestone B (the decision point
within the DoD acquisition system to begin system
engineering and demonstration) would have detailed
CT information, general DT detail, and conceptual
OT detail. At milestone C (the decision point within
the DoD acquisition system to begin production and
deployment), the TEMP could be revised, adding
details to the developmental and operational test
sections. Because the TEMP would include most test
events, execution of events, and test cost, the schedule
optimization should naturally occur through the
TEMP review processes already in place. The totality

Figure 2. Conceptual test planning timelines.
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of the test events should be evident, clearly identifying
which events support both DT and OT. A method to
efficiently handle changes is required and is beyond the
scope of this article. Both test planners and senior
DoD officials should be able to capitalize upon the
visibility, combining OT planning with DT test
events, and optimize test expenditure and schedule.

Figure 3 illustrates the source documents for key test
events for a program. OT plans are developed from
concepts of employment and required capabilities
documents. DT plans are derived from required
capabilities documents and system specifications. For
most programs, there is not a single DT plan. Instead,
different DT agencies develop test plans addressing the
test events they are chartered to test. So, while shown
here as a single document, there may be many DT test
plans. Contractor test plans are developed from system
specifications, contractual requirements, and in this
case, FAA certification requirements. Each of the
documents is related and may contain the same
requirement specified in different ways. Development
of the OT, DT, and CT plans separately increases the
probability that the multiple plans may contain
duplicative test events. A method of integrating all of
the events derived from the source of the requirement,
where each organization can see the test events in
totality, is required. Establishing informative methods
to reduce duplication is the ultimate goal of IT. The
KC-X, JCA, and E-3 DRAGON programs are
pursuing the integrated concept by identifying test
events early, combining them, and minimizing the test
footprint, with the goal to field aircraft systems more
rapidly.

Current integrated test planning
approaches

The KC-X test community includes developmental
and operational testers, FAA, program office, and

DOT&E personnel. The test community established
an Integrated Test Team (ITT), which meets regularly.
At the meetings, the team defines required information
to develop integrated test events and creates a process
to capture and communicate those events.

The first challenge the KC-X ITT overcame was
development of a conceptual framework to plan IT.
After numerous discussions, the ITT decided the best
IT implementation approach started with the source
documents shown in Figure 3. Rather than employing
the source documents individually to create separate
contractor, DT, and OT plans, the ITT decided to
collect all the test events together into an Integrated
Test Events Matrix (ITEM) as a document that can
highlight test duplication and redundancy. Figure 4
illustrates the concept. The ITEM could become a
source document for TEMP development or perhaps
be included within the TEMP. With the ITEM and
TEMP, the respective test organizations can develop
their individual test plans and include them with the
TEMP as attachments. Additionally, the program
office can use the ITEM to communicate to potential
contractors the desired nature of the integrated test.
The process could have the TEMP functioning as the
ITEM repository, and individual test plans would
support execution of the IT described in the TEMP.

To affect KC-X IT, the team concluded that each
test event needs to be described in terms of the
following four descriptive tables:

N Table 1: Source – Requirements that drive test
event or activity needs. Examples include the
Capabilities Development Document (CDD), Sys-
tem Requirements Document (SRD), Concept of
Employment (CONEMP), Statement of Objec-
tives (SOO), or civil certification plan requirements.

N Table 2: Description – A definition of the system,
subsystem, or function evaluated, highlighting
the objectives, participating test organizations,
test methodology, measures, metrics, and perfor-
mance criteria. Included are the test event–

Figure 3. Non-integrated approach.

Figure 4. Integrated test approach conceptual diagram.
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dependent thresholds to verify a successful test
completion and the method to complete evaluation
(not shown), such as inspection, analysis, ground
or flight demonstrations or laboratory tests.

N Table 3: Conditions – The system configuration,
test environment, and personnel essential to
conduct the test. The condition section is key in
determining if combined testing is possible. Here
is where the test planner can begin to see
different situations separating contractor, DT,
or OT planning. Some tests may be integrated, as
permitted by law and DoD direction, and are
continued into the resources section.

N Table 4: Resources – Test articles, support
equipment, simulations, models, facilities, and
personnel required. The Resource portion can
also identify resources that can be shared once
integrated testing is deemed valid. For instance,
contractor, developmental, and operational testers
can share aircraft generation equipment if the
equipment is listed early in the program.
Duplicated resources can be highlighted and

reduced. Further, test range activities, one of
the more expensive test resources, may be
combined, permitting more programs earlier
opportunities for evaluation.

The C-130J program has taken another approach.
Two different follow-on operational tests have inte-
grated developmental and operational events. The C-
130J ALR-56M radar warning receiver tests required
range support for both DT and OT. Range costs and
setup times were recognized by both communities as
likely integrated test cost-savings areas. The testers
combined OT with the DT mission by loading more
chaff and performing some OT events at the end of
each DT mission. OT ‘‘purchased’’ the last hour on the
range for numerous tests at higher/lower altitudes,
airspace and terrain masking events highlighting more
operationally realistic activities. The concept required
early test planning for both entities. The integrated test
concept gave OT more data and made the best use of
range time plus maintenance support and other flight-
related assets. Further, OT observed early DT

Table 1. Source documentation driving test requirements.

Source

Describe which requirement(s) dictate the particular test to be conducted (e.g., RFP, certification plan, or
other requirement source paragraph)

CDD SRD
Supportability
requirements Certifications

CONOPS/
CONEMPS SOO

CDD language

associated with

the particular test,

if applicable

SRD language

associated with the

particular test, if

applicable

Supportability requirements

that are the basis for the

particular test, if

applicable

Certification that

dictates the

particular test, if

applicable

CONOP/CONEMPs

that dictate the

particular test, if

applicable

SOO language that

dictates the

particular test, if

applicable

CDD, Capabilities Development Document; SRD, Systems Requirements Document; CONOPS, concept of operations; CONEMPS, concept

of employment; SOO, statement of objectives.

Table 2. Overall test event description.

Test Description

Describe each test to be conducted. Include, as a minimum the system, subsystem or function to be tested, the objectives for
the particular test, participating test organizations, the applicable testing methodology, measures and metrics, and

the acceptable range/threshold, for each of the metrics, that indicates a successful test completion.

Subsystem/
function

Test
objectives

Test
organization

Test
methodology

Measures
and metrics

Acceptable
range/threshold

Primary subsystem/

function to be

tested (include

related systems

in parentheses

if desired).

Primary objective or

purpose of the

particular test

(secondary

objective can

be included in

parentheses).

RTO for the

particular test

(PTOs can be

listed in

parentheses).

The desired testing

methodology for

this particular test

(secondary, tertiary,

etc. methodologies

should be listed in

parentheses and in

order of preference).

The one primary

metric to be used

to evaluate test

results (additional

metrics can be

included in

parentheses).

The success threshold and/or

range of results for the

primary metric to be used for

this test (additional

thresholds and/or ranges can

be listed in parentheses as a

one-to-one match for the

metrics/measurements listed

in the preceding column).

RTO, responsible test organization; PTO, participating test organization.
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assessments into the effectiveness and suitability of the
ALR-56M defensive system, fulfilling OT-dedicated
testing. C-130J testing continues today with a
formation station keeping equipment evaluations. Both
communities are repeating the integrated planning and
execution process as DT and OT flights accomplish
similar assessments. For example, the OT community
is planning to use data from DT flights that chase
instrument meteorological conditions as part of the
OT test data. Integrating these tests allows the
program to evaluate very specific events once without
having to repeat these tests during OT. Having the
combined DT/OT events permits OT to reduce the
overall test footprint, fulfilling aircraft verification and
validation more swiftly.

The E-3 DRAGON program adds another layer to
the KC-X ITEM concept with requirements integrating
tests with NATO Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS). One additional section lists com-
monalities between the U.S. and NATO aircraft, while
highlighting NATO’s proximity to the Southwest Asia
and Arctic theaters; whereas the U.S. is nearer to the
international dateline, Eastern Asia and Australia. If the
commonalities between U.S. and NATO aircraft are
sufficient, DT and OT could be divided and information
shared, reducing overall flight-hour costs and schedule.

The KC-X program has created new IT approaches.
Bidding contractors are mandated to conduct cold/hot
weather testing and also include IT by requesting that
DT ensure verification of subsystem operations and by
requesting OT conduct a preflight, ensuring that crews
in cold/hot environments can successfully perform a
mission. Further, the KC-X program has requested
type-I contractor training to be conducted concurrently
with mid-phase EMD testing. For instance, OT crews
will be certified flying the KC-X EMD aircraft before
MS-C and maintain currency by conducting some
take-offs and landings on a typical DT mission
planned for a range evaluation. Taking IT one step
further, OT can conduct radio evaluations to/from a
planned DT test range if the sortie length between
takeoff and range entry permits.

KC-X OT crews will participate in receiver aircraft
certifications, both on the KC-X as a tanker and
various multi-seat aircraft receivers. DT and OT events
are combined before the first government air refueling
flights reviewing KC-X suitability and effectiveness as
early as possible. DT-only missions will cover the first
couple of air refueling sorties, demonstrating safety and
air refueling system maturity. If no major air refueling
subsystem warrants change, such as boom flight
controls, then OT can jointly fly on following sorties

Table 3. Test event conditions.

Conditions

Describe the conditions under which the test shall be conducted. Include, as a minimum, the testing configuration, the testing
environment, and any desired test crew or test conductors in addition to those provided by the contractor.

Configuration Environment Combined testing? (Y/N) Crew/Tester

The physical configuration for the

object to be configured to

conduct the test.

The desired physical environment

for the particular test (e.g.,

standard day, no wind).

Indicate if more than one testing

organization can be involved

with the particular test.

The primary crew and/or test

conductor for the particular test

(additional crew/testers can be

listed in parentheses).

Table 4. Test event resources.

Resources

Describe the physical resources required for successful test completion. Include, as a minimum, articles required for the test,
the supporting assets (e.g., chase aircraft and so on) needed and the simulations, models, test beds, facilities, and

other personnel besides the primary testing crew or test conductors.

Test articles Supporting assets
Simulations, models,

and test beds Facilities Personnel Special

List articles

required for the

particular test.

List equipment or

other physical assets

that are required for

the test (e.g., chase

aircraft, software

version type, etc.).

List simulation, model,

or test bed needed for

the test (e.g., SIL, Iron

Bird, computational

fluid, dynamics software,

structural loads software

models, etc.).

List primary testing

facility to conduct

the test (secondary or

related facilities can be

listed in parentheses).

List personnel other

than the primary

crew/testers who are

required to conduct

the particular test.

List resources the

primary testing

facility does not

possess necessary

to conduct the

test.
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testing various altitudes, offload quantities, and
lighting conditions; thus minimizing test flights to
verify and validate receivers.

The Joint Cargo Aircraft program also is combining
DT and OT events to perform integrated testing. Like
the C-130J ALR-56M testing, the range time required
to conduct defensive system testing is one area
considered for IT. The risk of changes to the defensive
system had been considered higher for this program, so
inside of conducting integrated test events at the end of
each DT mission, all the OT missions are planned to
occur during the last 2 weeks of the defensive system
testing. The test teams chose this method to allow DT
and the program office to make changes required prior
to the OT events but still reap the cost and schedule
savings. OT events will still occur when the aircraft is
already at the range instead of another deployment to
the ranges at a later date.

AFOTEC is committed to an early influence
process supporting and enhancing acquisition pro-
grams. Involvement in the KC-X and C-130J
electronic warfare range testing and formation test
programs over the past 2 years has illustrated the
commitment. Constructing an ITEM to support IT
development for the KC-X program is just one
example. Aiding system training requirements refine-
ment, assisting development for concept of employ-
ment documents with the user, and identifying
potential acquisition issues affecting test are further
steps AFOTEC takes to aid early influence efforts. All
of these early influence efforts culminate in the OT
plan with integrated test events. By collaborating with
all stakeholders through the early influence process,
AFOTEC enables delivery of warfighter capabilities
faster, with more confidence, and meeting the
increased demands on T&E to rapidly replace current
airframes.

Conclusion
AFOTEC action officers have worked directly with

developmental testers, planning to eliminate test
redundancy and capitalizing on data sharing during
integrated test events. The efforts have focused on
synergizing test events and objectives. Further ITT
meetings will incorporate system group and user
logistic representatives as well as requirements, tactics,
current operations, and information assurance repre-
sentatives to reduce test redundancy and capitalize data
sharing on similar test events.

In the introduction to this article, we concluded that
IT requires the following:

1. collaborative planning and execution of test
events;

2. shared data;
3. stakeholder independent data analysis, evalua-

tion, and reporting;
4. establishing risks and risk mitigation to decision

makers in a timely manner;
5. efficient use of limited assets, reducing overall

time required for testing;
6. elimination of unnecessary overlap of test events;

and
7. documentation in an OT&E plan with integrated

events signed by the OT commander and
acknowledged by the PEO.

The KC-X, C-130J, JCA and E-3 DRAGON
programs, through the establishment of their ITT and
early test planning efforts, are meeting the collabora-
tive planning requirements outlined in DoD instruc-
tions and senior leadership directives. Personnel from
the program office, user command, FAA, develop-
mental and operational test organizations are already
collaborating on the test program. Additionally,
creation of the E-3 DRAGON and KC-X test events
integrated planning matrix and OT&E plans with
integrated events support collaborative execution of
events and the ability to share the data from those
events, leading to test optimizations. The optimiza-
tions ensure the most efficient and expedient utiliza-
tion of limited assets and eliminate unnecessary test
event overlap. Construction of the ITEM and sharing
the document helps communicate the IT concept,
allowing the test community to begin defining their
test plans before the contract is awarded. Including the
ITEM in the TEMP will also highlight test risk areas.

The mobility and surveillance aircraft IT planning
should yield significant economies, while reducing the
overall test footprint and expenditures. The results can
achieve shorter acquisition timelines, while balancing
cost, performance, and schedule requirements while
meeting the demand for air asset requirements in the
21st century. C
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Endnotes
1DRAGON 5 DMS (Diminishing Manufacturing Sources) Replace-

ment of Avionics for Global Operations and Navigation.
2The KC-X acquisition strategy is under review within the DoD and

may change in the future.
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This article examines the need to develop and implement a System of Systems (SoS) operational

test methodology and supporting infrastructure in the U.S. Air Force (USAF). It discusses

impacts on the acquisition and decision authority communities at large, with emphasis on

operational testing in particular. Beginning with the fundamental requirements for testing, the

article presents the realities of the effect of the Information Age on those requirements. The

current progress in developing the acquisition business model and the technical capabilities to

facilitate SoS test are reviewed. The authors then provide a plausible way ahead that will

leverage training and testing capabilities through integrated venues.
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method; Single Integrated Air Picture (SIAP); system-of-systems requirements; test and

training integration.

D
uring two-thirds of the 100 years the
U.S. Army, and subsequently the
U.S. Air Force, has been acquiring
aircraft and other systems related to
air and space warfare, the Depart-

ment of Defense (DoD) has conducted very little
dedicated operational testing to support acquisition or
production decisions. With the exception of a 16-year
span (1941–1957, Air Proving Ground, Eglin Field,
Florida), the vast majority of government-conducted
testing, even into the Vietnam era, was what is known
today as developmental testing, with well-documented
consequences, such as the first deployment of the F-
111A to Southeast Asia. In March 1968, six F-111As
were sent to Thailand for combat duty. After the loss
of three aircraft in less than two months because of
malfunctioning horizontal stabilizers, the remaining F-
111As were returned stateside (Benson 1992).

Tactical Air Command established test centers at
Eglin Air Force Base (AFB; Tactical Air Warfare
Center, 1963) and Nellis AFB (Tactical Fighter
Weapons Center, 1966) to help rectify the problem.

The Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (‘‘Opera-
tional’’ was a later addition to the title) was activated in
1974 to provide operational testing independent of the
development, procurement, and user Commands for
the largest acquisition programs. Quite naturally, the
focus in the ensuing years of operational testing was on
the individual system being acquired or fielded within
the context of a limited operational environment. In
other words, operational testing was effectively an
extension of developmental testing. The larger ques-
tions of combat capability and mission contribution
were left to the Modeling and Simulation (M&S)
community. Two notable exceptions were the DoD-
sponsored Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) program,
established in 1972, and Tactics Development and
Evaluations (TD&Es) dating to the early years of the
Tactical Fighter Weapons Center.

Recent emphasis on capability-based testing takes
the evolutionary process a step further. In particular,
the test community has been tasked to conduct net-
centric (or info-centric) and System-of-Systems (SoS)
testing. Net-centric testing requires the investigator to
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evaluate systems and their interoperability as part of a
Find-Fix-Track-Target-Engage-Assess (F2T2EA) in-
formation network. This requires testers to evaluate
capability beyond the limits of the particular system-
under-test and its interoperability/integration with
nearest-neighbor systems, as is currently practiced.
SoS testing extends the scope of evaluation beyond that
of merely placing a system in the context of a larger
multi-system structure; it is the most plausible
approach to testing that reaches the level of capabil-
ity-based evaluation.

This article will examine the basic premise for testing
and then show how the Information Age is affecting
that purpose. It will then examine efforts to develop a
new business model to facilitate testing to SoS
requirements versus system-level requirements. It will
look at some of the efforts to develop test infrastructure
to perform distributed testing with integrated Live,
Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) inputs. It will then
discuss efforts to integrate testing and training and,
finally, develop a concept for bringing all these
developments together to accomplish SoS testing.

The primary purpose of testing systems and
processes has remained unchanged over the years.
Testing is evaluation conducted to mitigate the risks
associated with new materiel and non-materiel solu-
tions to warfighting capability needs. Operational
testers need to determine as closely as possible the
capability’s ‘‘state of nature’’ effectiveness and suitabil-
ity to avoid making the errors of either recommending
fielding of a non-value-added capability or recom-
mending not fielding one that could be value-added.
The Information Age changes the focus of operational
testing by redefining the penalties and benefits
associated with the decision processes (or the loss
function)—a system should no longer be measured
against system-based performance, but against its
contribution to overall warfighting capability as
measured by SoS-based requirements. The Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) has given United
States Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) the job of
leading the combatant commands (COCOMs) in
defining these requirements by identifying Joint
Mission Threads (JMTs) for important Joint missions
that cross functional lines. OSD has also begun
funding distributed test capabilities that can tie
together the Services’ test ranges and integrate live,
virtual, and constructive (LVC) [simulation] methods
to create true Joint environments. Still, assembling the
resources for this Joint testing is beyond the constraints
of the current fiscal environment, so it will take
innovative test and training integration to address SoS
requirements. It will also take work at the grass roots
level by others in the Testing and Evaluation (T&E)

arena (outside USJFCOM) to ensure they are ready to
feed into emerging processes and infrastructure.
Testers should become adept at using graduated levels
of LVC as systems mature through spiral or incre-
mental development to ‘‘graduation’’ in integrated test
and training events. The 505th Command and Control
Wing (505 CCW) is developing a way to join this
effort by creating a (Joint) Theater Air-Ground System
(TAGS) capability that can integrate a distributed SoS
test capability with training venues such as Red and
Green Flag.

The theory behind testing
Military Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E),

at its most basic level, is simply the application of the
scientific method to decision requirements for hard-
ware; software; concepts; and tactics, techniques, and
procedures. In the larger context, operational testing
can be explained in the context of game theory. It is an
attempt to ascertain the true state of the capability
being tested with respect to fulfillment of certain
requirements. Testers sample that capability in a
simulated combat environment or in a real operational
environment, and based on the observed results, draw
conclusions about the true underlying capability of the
system, its ‘‘state of nature.’’ The recommendations to
decision makers follow from these conclusions. Deci-
sion-makers use this information to determine their
actions based on risk considerations. Thus, the test is a
risk-reduction tool for the decision-maker—it gives
the best estimate of the state of nature. Appendix A
provides a more complete mathematical explanation
based on statistical decision theory (Ferguson 1967).

For traditional system-level operational testing, the
states of nature could be considered dichotomous: the
system meets requirements and performs satisfactorily
(it is effective and suitable), or it does not. But we can
also broaden this to a determination that the system
contributes favorably to warfighting capability or has no
(or even negative) impact on warfighting capability. The
actual observed outcome of the test would be multi-
dimensional, representing the level of attainment of
objectives identified by the test team. A decision rule
would be devised (typically subjectively) to map these
potential observed outcomes into an action (recommen-
dation) vector A, say A 5 [a1, a2, a3, a4], where

N a1 is a recommendation to field the system as is;
N a2 is a recommendation to field the system after

identified deficiencies are corrected;
N a3 is a recommendation not to field the system

but to continue development; and
N a4 is a recommendation not to field the system

and to cease development.
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Theoretically, a loss function representing the
consequences of the ordered pair (the state of nature
and the action taken based on the decision rule and
observed outcomes) could be calculated. The risk for
each state of nature is the statistical expected value of
the loss function.

Based on the identified risks for each decision rule,
decision makers and the test team could develop a
strategy for testing, recommendations based on test
results, and subsequent decisions on acquisition and
fielding.

Operational testers and decision makers do not
define explicitly the loss function or document
alternative decision rules—it is highly unlikely they
will ever have sufficient data for this. However,
intuitively they should be aware of the impacts of
fielding immature or deficient systems and of with-
holding badly needed capability. Testers, either
implicitly or explicitly, must account for Type I Errors
(failing a mature or well-functioning system) and Type
II Errors (accepting an immature or deficient system)
and the subsequent impact of their recommendations
on decision makers and ultimately the U.S. Air Force’s
(USAF’s) warfighting capability.

Evaluation that extends the operational tester’s
purview to questions of a system’s functioning within
an information network or an SoS architecture requires
a fresh look at the loss function associated with system
capabilities and impact on warfighting capability as
well as the overall statistical risk associated with test
conduct and recommendations. As we shall see below,
as systems become more interdependent for informa-
tion exchange, the loss function should be based more
on a system’s impact to overall warfighting capability
than on a comparison with system-level requirements.

What is different in the Information Age?
The military services were designed to organize,

train, and equip forces to fight in their respective
battlespace environments. This organization has its
purposes—it ensures the particular needs within these
environments are accounted for when developing the
capabilities that will allow the military to perform its
function. If all the capabilities were independent and
did not come into contact with each other, there would
be no need to test the systems in an SoS context. But
they are not independent, and they do come into
contact with each other. Support functions like close
air support ensure the different services and functional
components have to perform interdependently.

The Information Age has greatly increased the
opportunities for integration and interdependence that
drive this need to perform as an SoS. The ongoing
technological revolution demands an appropriate

response from those who wish to remain competitive.
Command and control in the business world has
demonstrated this revolution. For a century and a half
the trend in American business was toward centrally
controlling massive corporations. From single-unit,
owner-managed enterprises with independent mer-
chant distributors in the early 19th century, the
American firm developed into a colossal, centrally
managed behemoth in the late 20th century (Chandler
1977). But the Information Age pushed the trend
toward decentralization and integration among the
lower levels, instead of control from the higher levels.
Strategy formerly aimed at controlling the actions of
businesses is now instead aimed at constructing
relationships among them, coordinating the use of
resources so operations can be flexible yet focused.
With today’s information technology, workers can
retrieve all of the information they need at the right
time and place to make decisions on the spot, where
they are most crucial (Castells 2000). Companies now
look for others who have the core expertise to perform
parts of their operations for them. They ‘‘Interlink’’ the
‘‘value chains’’ of suppliers, firms, and customers to
transform the marketplace (Porter and Millar 1985). It
is now more of a system than a pool of competitors.

The DoD is making a similar transformation. For
more than a decade, Network Centric Warfare (NCW)
prophets have urged this transformation. They propose
that the military must prepare to fight NCW, ‘‘an
emerging mode of conflict (and crime) at societal
levels, short of traditional military warfare, in which
the protagonists use network forms of organization and
related doctrines, strategies, and technologies attuned
to the information age’’ (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001).
Technology has enabled these new modes because
communication is faster, cheaper, and of higher
quality. But NCW is not only about technology. It is
about the linkages among people—networks, unlike
formal hierarchies, are plastic organizations with ties
that are constantly being formed, strengthened, or cut
(Williams 2001). Most important, these analysts claim
that ‘‘it takes networks to fight networks’’ (Arquilla and
Ronfeldt 2001).

The U.S. military must capitalize on the current
information revolution to transform its organization,
doctrine, and strategy. It must retain its Command and
Control (C2) capability, while becoming flatter—
attaining faster response by eliminating some hierar-
chical levels in favor of pushing information out to all
players at the lower levels. Doctrine should be built
around battle swarming, a process of bringing combat
power to bear at nearly any time and place based on
real-time information (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 1997).
The term ‘‘NCW’’ refers to a concept that ‘‘translates
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information superiority into combat power by effec-
tively linking knowledgeable entities in the battlespace’’
(Alberts, Garstka, and Stein 1999). Its proponents
argue that C2 should not be envisioned as a sequential
process as it has been in the past—gathering data,
analyzing, making a decision, and then implementing
it. Instead, sensors, actors, and decision makers should
be networked, so that they have a shared awareness of
the battlespace. Commanders at the lowest levels will
have enough information to take initiative and speed
up the response to changing battlefield conditions
(Alberts, Garstka, and Stein 1999).

For the acquisition community, the effect of this
transformation is that the systems it acquires for the
military Services are increasingly required to interoperate
with systems of other services. As Admiral Cebrowsky
put it, ‘‘In reality, what has happened is that a new air-
ground system has come into existence where you no
longer talk in terms of one being supported and the other
supporting. That would be like asking if the lungs are in
support of the heart or if the heart is in support of the
lungs. It’s a single system’’ (Cebrowsky 2002). The vision
of Air Force leadership through the 1990s was that
airpower would be able to execute a ‘‘kill chain’’ as rapidly
as possible due to the smooth integration of a ‘‘system of
systems’’ (U.S. Air Force 2000). The acquisition
community has taken strides to facilitate machine-to-
machine transfer of data among these systems, using
tools like Web services with XML data.

This is the SoS that operational testers must learn to
evaluate. In truth, the SoS could take many forms,
accomplishing many different operational threads.
Close air support, defense against ballistic and cruise
missiles, dynamic targeting of mobile ground targets,
and construction of a single integrated air picture are
all missions that require an SoS to work in an
integrated fashion. However, the acquisition commu-
nity is not structured to consider the needs of the Joint
environment in the requirements process (DOD
DOT&E, 2004). Recognizing that this emerging
network-centric paradigm required a different systems
engineering approach, the DoD promulgated guidance
in Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) 2003 and 2004
and Strategic Planning Guidance (SPG) 2006. These
documents moved the DoD towards a Net-Centric
Global Information Grid (GIG) and Network Centric
Enterprise Services (NCES) (DOD AT&L, 2004).

If the decision makers were truly to attempt to
define the loss function, they would have to consider
the impact of the system on the performance of the
SoS, not just the comparison of the system to its own
isolated requirements. A new gateway may have
requirements to forward certain message formats, but
its real function is to synchronize the situational

awareness of the commanders and troops and allow a
more rapid (and effective) transition from information
to action. This is the ‘‘impact on warfighting
capability’’ discussed earlier. The loss function should
be defined based on this broader impact, not on
whether it meets the narrower system-based require-
ments. The loss is positive (or at least non-negative) if
the system is fielded but does not increase warfighting
capability, or if it is not fielded but could have
increased warfighting capability—regardless of wheth-
er or not it forwards the required message formats.

Testing only the narrower system-based require-
ments actually increases the probability of making a
Type-II error. Testers could induce loss by recom-
mending fielding of a system that will not have a
positive impact on warfighting in today’s environment.
Warfighters in command and control positions have so
much information that simply adding more informa-
tion does not make them more effective—the infor-
mation must be added in a way that allows them to do
their job more effectively.

This brings up a reality that cannot be overlooked:
evaluation of the SoS is decidedly incomplete without
consideration of the human interactions involved. All
this information must be organized and presented in a
way that enables the warfighters to do their jobs
effectively and efficiently. The more warfighters are
able to cross functional and service lines, the more
avenues they have to be innovative in accomplishing
the mission. However, having more avenues for
innovation also means increased difficulty enforcing
global procedures. If the people who make command
and control possible are unsure of or drift from global
procedures meant to avoid fratricide and other
unintended consequences, accidents could occur (Ko-
meter 2007). Tests of NCW capability require

1. assessment of the capability of the SoS as an aid
to the people to bring combat power to bear at
the right time and place,

2. determination of C2 responsibilities from the
lowest tactical level to the strategic level, and

3. development of tasks, techniques, and procedures
(TTP) to implement the entire network and SoS.

A business model for SoS requirements
The problem is that testing is requirements driven,

and right now requirements are mostly system based
(U.S. Air Force 2004a). Currently, DODI 5000.2
requires all systems to undergo interoperability evalu-
ations throughout their life cycles (DOD 2003). For
information technology systems with interoperability
requirements, the Joint Interoperability Test Com-
mand (JITC) must provide certification of critical
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interfaces throughout the life cycle, regardless of
acquisition category (Wiegand 2007).

In fact, Network-Readiness (NR) Key Performance
Parameters (KPP) assess NR (which is defined in
DODD 4630.5) as follows: ‘‘Net-readiness is the
continuous capability to interface and interoperate to
achieve operationally secure exchanges of information
in conformance with enterprise constraints. The NR-
KPP assesses net readiness, information assurance
controls, and both the technical exchange of informa-
tion and end-to-end operational effectiveness of that
exchange’’ (DOD 2007).

But most current testing only validates that the
systems will be able to pass data to the appropriate
interoperable systems. It does not address whether the
SoS will function correctly—or, in particular, that the
people involved will understand how their role changes
when a mission crosses normal functional lines. To go
to this level, the systems must be tested within the
larger SoS. Indeed, JITC is heavily involved in the
push toward end-to-end Joint environment testing to
answer the NR-KPP (TRMC 2006, Clarke 2007).

The conceptual issue with tests of this sort stems
from the fact that there is no organizational respon-
sibility and, therefore, no resources are available for
SoS testing involving multiple command and control,
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C2ISR)
nodes and weapons systems. Systems are currently
funded by program, not by capability. Individual
program offices fund testing of their system require-
ments only. Although these requirements now include
NR-KPPs, these KPPs deal only with whether the
system can receive and provide information in formats
required to be interoperable with other nearest-
neighbor network systems. They do not specify how
the larger SoS should do its job. Yet in the Information
Age, a program does not constitute a capability.
Capabilities cut across multiple programs, requiring
them to interoperate and exchange information.

Tests of capability-based requirements call for a new
business model. The Joint Battle Management Com-
mand and Control (JBMC2) roadmap is a capabilities-
based construct, which lays out the elements of this
model. The roadmap relies on a Joint Staff–developed
concept of how the Joint force will operate in the
future across the range of military operations. This
‘‘Joint Operations Concept’’ leads to Joint Operating
Concepts, Joint Functional Concepts, Joint Enabling
Concepts, and Integrating Concepts. While its future
may be in doubt, the executor of the JBMC2
Roadmap, USJFCOM, currently leads the COCOMs
in the development of JMTs—comprehensive descrip-
tions of how the Joint force will execute one of seven
warfighting capabilities. The Joint Staff and Joint

Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) (or func-
tional capabilities boards, on behalf of the JROC),
reviews and validates requirements for development of
the JMTs (DOD AT&L 2004). This business model
does not change the milestones or purpose of test.
Testing of SoS is to be accomplished within the
context of existing Developmental Test and Evaluation
(DT&E) and Operational Test and Evaluation
(OT&E) in the Test and Evaluation Master Plans
(TEMPs). But the testing must be done in a Joint
environment, using validated requirements for the
relevant Joint mission (DOD DOT&E 2004).

DoD is leading an effort to implement such a model
for the Single Integrated Air Picture (SIAP)—a ‘‘shift
in the Department of Defense’s traditional focus on an
individual combat system’s performance to the ensem-
ble performance of a SoS’’ (JSSEO 2006). The Joint
Theater Air and Missile Defense 2010 Operational
Concept produced a conceptual template for Joint
Integrated Air and Missile Defense that depended on a
SIAP (JSSEO 2006). So the Vice Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (VCJCS), the Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics
(USD AT&L), and the DoD Chief Information
Officer (CIO) chartered the SIAP system engineering
task force in 2000. They needed a disciplined, Joint
process to resolve interoperability problems to imple-
ment a truly Joint data network that could create the
SIAP. As the test strategy puts it, ‘‘Technically, the
SIAP is a state of mutual consistency within a weakly-
connected, heterogeneous, decentralized, and distrib-
uted system’’ (JSSEO 2006). Unfortunately, where
human organizations and money are concerned,
‘‘weakly-connected’’ and ‘‘heterogeneous’’ do not in-
duce action.

In 2003, the JROC designated JFCOM and a SIAP
Acquisition Executive to direct the program and
establish funding lines in the Services (JSSEO 2006).
The Services will be responsible for ensuring their
individual systems conform to an Integrated Architec-
ture Behavior Model (IABM)—an open architecture
computer model of prescribed system behavior with
bit-level precision that is the product of Joint system
engineering (DOD 2003).

Distributed test capabilities for SoS test
Getting the requirements right is just one part of the

equation. Another problem with testing Joint, NCW
capability is the need to construct the SoS for a test.
Command and control of the forces requires a
sophisticated network including Internet, landline,
satellite, and line-of-sight protocols. This is the SoS
under test. But T&E of this SoS requires another SoS
to monitor and collect data during the test. On top of
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this, the test environment may require augmentation of
live assets with virtual and constructive Modeling and
Simulation (M&S) methods in a Hardware-In-The-
Loop (HITL) configuration.

‘‘Testing in a Joint Environment Roadmap for
2006–2011’’ (DOD DOT&E 2004) presented guid-
ance for developing these capabilities. It addressed the
fact that the Services each had disparate test capabil-
ities that were in some cases redundant and in many
cases insufficient. It foresaw the need to create a
universal ‘‘persistent, robust distributed systems engi-
neering and test network that can link the specific
remote sets of HITL, M&S, and other resources with
the live system in development to accomplish the
systems engineering or testing required for a spectrum
of transformational initiatives, as well as to support
training exercises and experimentation’’ (DOE
DOT&E 2004).

The roadmap set the stage for the Joint Mission
Environment Test Capability (JMETC). The JMETC
program office falls under the Test Resource Manage-
ment Center (TRMC), which reports to USD AT&L.
It collaborates with the Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP) to fund the programs
that will provide a corporate approach to integrating
distributed LVC capabilities, solving the problems
inherent with the Service-specific capabilities, multiple
networks, and various different standards that exist. It
was therefore meant to reduce duplication of effort,
provide readily available security agreements, and
facilitate Joint testing and integrated test and training.
JMETC establishes persistent connectivity via a
Virtual Private Network (VPN) on the SECRET
Defense Research and Engineering Network
(SDREN), adopts the Test and Training Enabling
Architecture (TENA) middleware and standard inter-
face definitions, collaborates with CTEIP to adopt
distributed test support tools, and provides data
management solutions and a reuse repository (Fergu-
son 2007). The distributed test support tools are being
developed as part of a project called the Joint C4ISR
Interoperability Test and Evaluation Capability (Inter-
TEC) and include communications control, test
control, instrumentation and analysis tools, synthetic
battlespace environment, and simulation/emulation
gateways (JITC 2008). As the CTEIP 2006 report
puts it, ‘‘the envisioned end-state is a seamlessly linked,
but geographically separated, network of test facilities
and ranges in which the most modern and technolog-
ically advanced defense systems can be tested to the full
extent of their capabilities’’ (TRMC 2006).

These capabilities are still in the maturing phase.
The development of Joint Close Air Support (JCAS)
mission threads was the impetus for several events

during 2007. The 46th Test Squadron (TS), Eglin
AFB, conducted a baseline assessment of Link 16 and
Situation Awareness Data Link (SADL) to answer
questions about the capability of Joint Terminal Air
Controllers (JTACs) to send digital 9-line messages
directly to the cockpit (46th Test Squadron 2007).

That same year, the Simulation and Analysis Facility
(SIMAF) at Wright-Patterson AFB sponsored the Air
Force Integrated Collaborative Environment event
‘‘Integral Fire 07.’’ This event developed a distributed
test environment to satisfy three different test custom-
ers: JFCOM’s Joint Systems Integration Center, the
DoD Joint Test and Evaluation Methodology JT&E
program, and the Warplan-Warfighter Forwarder
initiative, sponsored by the USAF Command and
Control and Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnais-
sance Battlelab. This was the inaugural use of the
JMETC to tie together three separate enclaves—15
total locations—with an aggregation router. The sites
used the TENA gateways to exchange simulation or
instrumentation information via TENA protocols
(TENA 2008).

More recently (2009–2010), JMETC has partici-
pated in JEFX events to provide the network backbone
to share and exchange near-real-time tactical informa-
tion among participants and monitoring test agencies.
Two examples are the use of the Guided Weapons
Evaluation Facility (GWEF) to generate simulated
Net-Enabled Weapons (NEW) for management and
control by Air Operations Center personnel (JEFX 09)
and F-15 and JSTARS Operational Facility (OPFAC)
simulation of manned aircraft interacting with live
systems to ‘‘round out’’ testing (JEFX 09, JEFX 10).

In September 2007, USJFCOM J85 conducted an
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTD) called BOLD QUEST that provided another
opportunity to develop distributed test capability.
Expanding on the JCAS JMT, JFCOM decided to
look at interoperability of coalition fighters with three
Joint terminal air controller suites: Tactical Air
Control Party Close Air Support System (TACP-
CASS); Battlefield Air Operations (BAO) Kit; and
Target Location, Designation, and Hand-off Kit.
BOLD QUEST had been designed to assess Coalition
Combat Identification (CID) but was deemed the
right venue and timing for USJFCOM’s Joint Fires
Interoperability and Integration Team (JFIIT) to
conduct the JCAS assessment as well (JFIIT 2007).
The 46 TS and 640th Electronic Systems Squadron
(Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts) deployed three mobile
data link facilities (called ‘‘Winnies’’) to Angels Peak,
Antelope Peak, and the National Training Center
(NTC). These Winnies supported both data collection
and the tactical infrastructure capability for the event.
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In this way the 46 TS demonstrated the capability for
remote collections with local, centralized, analysis. The
46 TS established network connectivity to Winnies at
Angels Peak, Antelope Peak, NTC, and a JFIIT-
provided range-instrumentation data-stream at Nellis
AFB. Additionally, each mountain top Winnie estab-
lished connections to the Joint Range Extension (JRE)
at the Joint Interface Control Cell (JICC) Combined
Air and Space Operations Center (CAOC) and JFIIT
Gateway Manager (GM). These configurations pro-
vided dedicated data to 46 TS, JFIIT, and the JICO
(Cebrowski 2002). Remote data collection and analysis
are, of course, important components of distributed
testing. JMETC has provided additional networking
capability during BOLD QUEST 08/09/10 to employ
46 TS OPFACs in testing the CID server’s capability
to determine receipt of fighter Link-16 J12.6 messages
asking for five closest friendly positions near intended
target area before employing the CID server in live-fly
environment. In addition, it supported testing and
verification of CID server J3.5 responses to fighter
queries.

The challenge of executing SoS tests
SoS testing is not achieved typically because the cost

is prohibitive and dedicated access to key assets is
frequently limited or nonexistent. Some test organiza-
tions made progress toward objectives in the develop-
ment of warfighting capabilities or processes, but not in
proportion to the cost. Typically, with the exception of
BOLD QUEST, these events were underwritten with
the intent of developing the capacity to perform this
type of testing in the future. Until SoS test environ-
ments are consistently—or even persistently—avail-
able, it will not be feasible for the test customer to test
this way in the absence of sponsorship (46th Test
Squadron 2007). Even after the test SoS is available,
testing in a Joint environment typically requires
significant live assets, more coordinated planning,
and a robust scenario. ACTDs like BOLD QUEST
and other specific projects may have the budget to
accomplish this, but most will not.

Getting all of the assets together at the same time
and appropriate place is also difficult. A robust
command, control, communications, computers, intel-
ligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR), air,
space, and cyber network and appropriate-sized strike
force could include hundreds (or thousands) of entities
integrated with real-world communications and other
operational infrastructure. Operational assets such as
airborne C2 platforms, control and reporting centers,
and tactical air control parties are in high demand for
deployments and exercises. Scheduling them and
getting them to operate simultaneously in the same

dedicated test battlespace is extremely challenging for
many reasons (DOD DOT&E 2004).

One solution being investigated is integrated test
and training. Even though the two venues differ in
their objectives, test and training share common
resources and analytical methodologies to some extent
(DOD DOT&E 2004). Exercises and experiments
already attract most of the assets required for end-to-
end tests. Green Flags present an air-ground war
scenario, while Red Flags are centered on preparing for
the air war in general air warfare. Atlantic Strike
prepares ground troops for coordination with air
support in the war on terrorism. The added fidelity
and infrastructure of assets usually identified with
testing would be welcomed in many cases. For this
reason, OSD has directed the integration of test and
training in a memo to the services (Krieg, Chu, and
McQuery 2006).

But the two disciplines do not mix easily. Any
testing added to the exercise venues likely would
require transparency to training audiences and have no
negative impact on training objectives. Testers would
have to participate throughout the planning process to
develop appropriate scenarios and identify required
operator actions to satisfy their data requirements. The
primacy of training objectives may preclude capturing
all the data necessary to complete test objectives. In
addition, testers might be restricted from repeating
events where the conditions were not right for test
purposes. For these reasons, the debate about whether
test and training integration will work routinely in
practice rages on.

Some test and training integration efforts have
demonstrated the potential for success. JFIIT conducts
accreditation of C2 procedures at the National
Training Facility and at Avon Park during Atlantic
Strike exercises for ground troops headed for the
Central Command theatre (USJFCOM 2010). Along
with this training role, the unit frequently accomplish-
es test activity using the same resources. For example,
at the Atlantic Strike exercise in November 2007,
JFIIT teamed with 605 Test and Evaluation Squadron
(TES) and 46 TS to develop the architecture for and
demonstrate the performance of the new Air Support
Operations Center (ASOC) gateway. This was not a
formal test, but it reduced risk for the upcoming
operational test of TACP-CASS 1.4.2 and ASOC
gateway by solidifying the concept of employment
(CONEMP) and TTPs. JT&E organizations like Joint
Datalink Information Combat Execution (JDICE) and
Joint Command and Control of Network Enabled
Weapons (JC2NEW) have successfully used training
venues to accomplish their objectives. JDICE con-
ducted a quick reaction test of Joint Integration of
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Nationally Derived Information at Valiant Shield 07
and several real-world events. JDICE also validated
Link 16 TTPs and architectures to enhance the kill
chain and to filter and de-conflict the targeting picture
for ground troops in Red Flag 04, Valiant Shield 06,
and Red Flag 06.1 The effort validated architectures
and TTPs for the national intelligence community to
provide information rapidly to tactical and operational
level warfighters. It should be noted, however, that
JT&Es focus on tactics, processes, and procedures—
not new systems.

On the whole, the test world is still struggling to
develop the methodology for integrated testing and
training in a way that brings the promised efficiencies.
The transition to capability-based requirements and
testing is ponderous. New systems reaching operational
testing are still, for the most part, subject to the classic
requirements process. This is true to an even greater
degree for capabilities in the sustainment phase. For
Air Force systems in sustainment (and new ones for
which Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center [AFOTEC] non-involves) Major Command
(MAJCOM) test organizations often assume respon-
sibility for operational testing (U.S. Air Force 2004a).

505 CCW concepts for SoS test
As the Air Combat Command (ACC) focal point

for C2 operational testing, 505 CCW is somewhat
trapped in the systems-based requirements process.
The 605 TES tests only those capabilities that are in
sustainment or for which AFOTEC waives involve-
ment. The squadron tests programs based primarily on
ACC or other requesting agency requirements, and
usually not JROC-approved JMT requirements, as
mentioned earlier. To get to true NCW, testers will
have to adopt an SoS methodology for new systems.
Upgrades to fielded systems must also be tested for
their contribution to warfighter capabilities, for
consistency with testing to this standard before and
during initial operational test and evaluation
(IOT&E). MAJCOM testers have not been involved
in the SoS requirements development process to this
point. Testers do not (indeed should not) develop
requirements except to the extent that they can
influence those who do to make the requirements
‘‘testable,’’ and program offices are not inclined to fund
testing beyond that which determines the extent of
system-level compliance with requirements.

TD&Es are an alternative avenue for addressing
mission-level testing. When warfighters need addi-
tional capability, new materiel solutions provide one
way to fill the shortfall. Non-materiel solutions are
another possibility. In Air Combat Command, wings
submit tactics improvement proposals (TIPs), which

are then prioritized at an annual tactics review board in
January and subsequent overall combat air forces
(CAF) test prioritization process. Predictably, these
TIPs often call for development of TTPs for dealing
with cross-functional problems such as close air
support, nontraditional ISR, or sensor fusion. C2
TD&Es typically are not accomplished because of a
lack of advocacy at sufficiently high levels and
inadequate funding. In spite of being the CAF’s lead
for C2 operational testing, including TD&Es, the 605
TES is largely funded by charging program offices (or
other requesting agencies) for level-of-effort support
and travel expenses on specific test projects. ACC has
never formalized TD&E funding even though some
TD&Es are among the highest prioritized CAF test
projects each year (Kometer 2007). Piggy-backing
TD&Es on training exercises may be the only way to
accomplish them on a recurring, systematic basis, at
least for those involving multiple and varying plat-
forms/systems.

To gain access to major training exercises for test
purposes, the test construct must be transparent (or
nearly so), and preferably beneficial to the training
community. The largest training exercises, the Red and
Green Flags and Weapon School Mission Employ-
ment Phase, are flown out of Nellis AFB, where the
422d Test and Evaluation Squadron and the 57th
Wing are located. These exercises already use CAOC-
Nellis (CAOC-N) to provide a limited operational and
tactical C2 experience to enhance the excellent tactical
level training traditionally associated with these events.

The 505 CCW, in collaboration with 46 TS and
SIMAF, is developing a test and training capability to
begin bridging the gap to net-centric and SOS testing.
Starting in 2007, the 605 TES earned OSD Resource
Enhancement Program money to fill operational
testing shortfalls for Theater Battle Management Core
Systems, datalink, TACP-CASS, and network-centric
collaborative targeting. In implementing their shortfall
solution, the team was able to include a gateway to
access the distributed architecture discussed above. The
wing has successfully obtained CTEIP funding to
implement infrastructure to enable the conduct of
integrated LVC end-to-end testing in conjunction
with existing training events to support Joint warfight-
ing customers by leveraging the Western Range
Complex, LVC experts, and distributed architectures.
OSD is providing additional support toward develop-
ing capability with the goal of creating a simulated
TAGS anchored around CAOC-N that can be
integrated with Air Force, Joint, and coalition training
events. It will be fully meshed with JMETC and
InterTEC to ensure it can be an integral part of the
distributed testing architecture discussed earlier (Wie-
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gand 2007). The 505 CCW is reorganizing to focus
greater attention on integrated testing of air, space, and
cyber capabilities in this emerging environment. The
new organizational structure will facilitate better
mutual support among the Wing’s geographically
separated testing, simulation, and training compo-
nents. It will also provide greater opportunity for
leveraging the connectivity provided by its Distributed
Mission Operations Center at Kirtland AFB to other
DoD developmental, simulation, and testing compo-
nents needed for robust SoS testing. Additionally, the
addition of the JDICE mission and expertise to the
Wing will tremendously enhance the capability to test
and train in the emerging net-centric Joint range
environment.

Although the initial drivers for developing the
TAGS environment were TD&Es, the project was
undertaken because of the foresight needed to meet
SoS testing requirements at every level. Talks with the
aircraft and weapons testers in the 53d Wing helped
stimulate this developmental effort since both ACC
test organizations realized they would have to interface
for net-enabled weapons testing. As C2 and weapons
systems become more interdependent they become
elements within an integrated SoS architecture and
must be tested as such. Other C2 capabilities already
demand SoS test methods.

The proposed concept for transitioning to SoS
testing is based in part on evolutionary acquisition (the
sequential release of increments and versions of
capability), the currently favored paradigm for acqui-
sition of many C2 systems. This paradigm comes from
the software development industry and has often been
associated interchangeably with ‘‘spiral development.’’
Software developers realized long ago that first
attempts to deliver a coded product often would reveal
significant problems. Upon seeing early deliveries,
users would find glitches and possibly even realize that
originally stated requirements did not adequately
describe their needs. But software-intensive systems
are often easier and less expensive to change than
hardware acquired from production lines and, thus, are
more amenable to concurrent and sequential develop-
ment, correction, and enhancement. Thus, software
developers evolved the best practice of developing
capability in successive iterations called ‘‘spirals,’’ each
of which provided greater/improved capability while
more fully satisfying customer needs. When, during
the spiral process, the capability was finally acceptable,
it could be delivered. The current acquisition model for
software-intensive C4ISR systems is built around this
approach. DODI 5000.2 (DOD 2003), AFI 99-103
(U.S. Air Force 2004a), and AFI 63-101 (U.S. Air
Force 2004b) tell us that capability is to be delivered in

‘‘increments,’’ each of which is to undergo this type of
spiral development.

Marrying the spiral development model with the
constraint on limited open-air test time leads us to
consider a graduated approach to testing, using LVC
infrastructure and capabilities as much as possible. The
increasingly robust and progressively more operationally
relevant electronic warfare test process, defined in
AFMAN 99-112 (U.S. Air Force 1995), could be a
starting point for this approach. This process recom-
mends the use of six types of test support/environ-
ments—M&S, system integration laboratories, HITL,
measurement facilities, installed system test facilities,
and open air ranges—each of which tests a system in a
different state of maturity. Program managers are
encouraged to select the appropriate level of testing at
the appropriate time in the life cycle of a system to reduce
risks for the acquisition program and for future tests.

C4ISR systems could use a similar progression, using
varying levels of LVC testing at the appropriate time in
the process. The test strategy should include integration
into the larger C4ISR SoS within which the individual
system will function. In early development, this could be
accomplished by using a simulated environment such as
that provided by the JMETC architecture, essentially a
distributed HITL network. As the system matures, real
systems could be added to this HITL architecture
structure to ensure that the system can perform
satisfactorily in an operationally realistic environment
(while retaining the operationally representative stimuli
provided by the simulated environment). During testing
with progressively more live-entity involvement, testers
could examine the system’s performance, effectiveness,
and suitability within the SoS and the impact on the
TTP employed by the operators within the SoS. Finally,
open-air/field exercises could be used to verify system
capabilities and TTP developed through earlier spirals,
in a ‘‘graduation event’’ for OT&E.

For example, TACP-CASS version 1.2.5 test results
showed the need for this type of approach. The system
passed Developmental Testing (DT) and proceeded to
operational testing in 2005. One system requirement
was that it successfully interface with the Army Battle
Command System to receive friendly ground force
situational awareness messages. However, in the
operational environment, it bogged down when the
message load approached that of a division. It also had
problems reconciling messages from two Army units in
close proximity to each other. The problems were so
significant that TACP-CASS was not fielded—
solutions were postponed to later versions (DiFronzo
2006). These problems were not observed during DT
because of the constrained DT test environment. The
anomalies appeared once the system encountered
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operationally representative information traffic. Test-
ing that requires a dedicated large Army force and live
aircraft is too expensive to be accomplished throughout
development of a system. The proposed alternative
would subject the developing system to a sequence of
progressively more robust and demanding simulated
environments, culminating in multiple systems in a
division-sized configuration. Had this been done, the
deficiencies would have surfaced as the scale and
relative positions of real-world forces evolved. These
deficiencies, in turn, could have been corrected prior to
operational testing.

Similarly, during 2009 testing of TACP-CASS
1.4.2, the 605 TES established an operationally
realistic Joint air request High-Frequency (HF) radio
network to evaluate the capability of contractor off-
the-shelf (COTS) equipment designed to provide an
alternative to the fielded satellite communications
(SATCOM) system. The radios performed satisfacto-
rily in a limited network designed during DT but failed
miserably in operational field testing. The cause of the
failure is still being investigated, and the system was
fielded without the radios. While TACP units can
accomplish their mission via SATCOM, the opportu-
nity to relieve the demand on SATCOM support was
lost. A persistent network, readily available to the test
community, could have provided the proper environ-
ment to detect the deficiency in early TACP-CASS
1.4.2 testing rather than in final operational testing.

Conclusions
Right now, it is not clear who will be responsible

ultimately for SoS testing. It is quite likely that for the
near future, Service operational test agencies and
MAJCOM operational testers will continue to test
systems to system-level requirements. However, as these
systems are increasingly seen as families of systems that
affect the JMTs, they eventually need to be tested in
Joint SoS environments. That makes it imperative that
the initial testing lead to and be guided by the eventual
requirements for SoS testing, including common
measures and objectives where possible, and by common
LVC-enhanced environments wherever feasible.

As the capability to accomplish SoS testing matures
and becomes persistent and universally available, smaller
test organizations, like those of the 505 CCW and other
MAJCOM testers, will be able to access the services of
JMETC and M&S providers more easily. Operational
test organizations will work with DT organizations to
ensure M&S adds operational reality and robust
environments into DT (possibly via operational assess-
ments) that will reduce the risk for eventual OT&E
during an integrated test and training exercise. The data
collection infrastructure employed simultaneously with

training exercises will facilitate data collection and
management for both test and exercise agents.

However, the test community has not progressed to
that point yet. Distributed test capabilities are not
universally available yet, much less embraced by all in
the greater acquisition and user communities. Indeed, it
will take both greater incentives and support from OSD
and increased initiative from the grass roots level to lead
the two communities in that direction. Test units, user
commands, and program offices will have to agree to
lobby for the addition of testing in the Joint environ-
ment, using LVC simulation early on while leading to
robust SoS tests. Test units will have to become creative
and develop approaches for testing and training
integration acceptable to all responsible organizations
and at the same time champion funding the investments
required for testing at the network and SoS levels.

The transformation of DoD testing will require a
change in culture. Testing in conjunction with training
will require testers to collect data over multiple events to
accomplish their objectives; they will no longer be able
to rely on planning a single dedicated opportunity to
satisfy all objectives. This effort may even lead to more
opportunities to acquire reliability, availability, and
maintainability data as systems undergo testing over
several events instead of just one. The outcome could be
serendipitous to developers and testers trying to respond
to DOT&E’s direction (DOT&E Memo, 30 June
2010) for greater rigor in addressing suitability issues.
Of course, this could wreak havoc with success-oriented
program schedules. Testers will have to work with
decision makers to determine what level of uncertainty is
acceptable to demonstrate the impact of the new
capability on the warfighting SoS. Seamless verification
will include seamless transition from M&S-based
evaluation to testing in a robust Joint LVC environ-
ment. Unless the acquisition and test communities are
willing to embrace creative means like those discussed,
and they receive the necessary support from service and
OSD leadership, decision makers will not be able to
gauge effectively the risks involved with their decisions
for fielding new capability. Capability-based acquisition
is mandated by OSD, it is gaining momentum, and it is
the right thing to do for our nation’s security. C
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Endnotes
1Suh, Theresa L., Maj., USAF. ‘‘Combining Test and Training.’’

Briefing received via e-mail from Michael Tamburo, Major, USAF to

(M.W.K.) 7 January 2008.
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Appendix – Decision theory and testing
A good text on the underlying mathematical theory

is that of Thomas S. Ferguson, Mathematical Statistics,
A Decision Theoretic Approach (Ferguson 1967).

The following are basic definitions:

N H 5 {h: h is a is a state of nature}
N A 5 {a: a is an available action}
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N X is a random variable representing an outcome
of the statistical experiment and 1 is a realization
of X.

N S 5 {s:s is a possible outcome of the statistical
experiment}

N d(X) is a nonrandomized decision rule mapping S
into A.

N L(h,d(X)) is the loss function for the product
space HxA.

N R(h,d) 5 E [L(h,d(X))] is the risk function,
which is assumed to exist and be finite for all h e
H, and the expected value is taken over X.

N R(h,d) 5 E [L(h,d(X))] 5 # L(h, d(x))dPh(x)

For traditional system-level operational testing, the
states of nature could be considered dichotomous: the
system meets requirements and performs satisfactorily
(it is effective and suitable), or it does not. An
alternative might be a determination that the system
would contribute favorably to warfighting capability
(with possible qualifications) versus one in which its
impact on warfighting capability would not be
favorable. The actual observed outcome of the test is
an entry in a multi-dimensional matrix S representing
the level of attainment of objectives identified by the
test team. The random variable X is a function that
maps S into the real line. A decision rule is devised
(typically subjectively) to map X into an action
(recommendation) vector A, say A 5 [a1, a2, a3, a4],
where

N a1 is a recommendation to field the system as is,
N a2 is a recommendation to field the system after

identified deficiencies are corrected,
N a3 is a recommendation not to field the system

but to continue development, and
N a4 is a recommendation not to field the system

and to cease development.

The loss function represents the consequences of the
ordered pair: the state of nature and the action taken
based on the decision rule and observed value for X. The
risk is the statistical expected value of the loss function
in the form of a Lebesgue integral. For the purposes of
this paper, the reader can consider Ph(x) to be the
cumulative distribution function for the random variable
X when the state of nature is h. A simplified example
follows, where

N h1 5 the state that the system essentially meets
requirements;

N h2 5 the state that the system is significantly
deficient;

N x1 5 1 (the system is observed to meet essential
requirements during testing);

N x2 5 0 (the system is observed to have significant
deficiencies during testing);

N a1 5 action to field the system;
N a2 5 action to withhold fielding the system;

d1 xð Þ : x1?a1 d2 xð Þ : x1?a1

x2?a2 x2?a1

d3 xð Þ : x1?a2 d4 xð Þ : x1?a2

x2?a1 x2?a2

N p1(x1) 5 P[X 5 x1 | h 5 h1];
N p1(x2) 5 P[X 5 x2 | h 5 h1];
N p2(x1) 5 P[X 5 x1 | h 5 h2]; and
N p2(x2) 5 P[X 5 x2 | h 5 h2].

Assume that

p1 x1ð Þ~2=3 and p1 x2ð Þ~1=3 when h~h1;

p2 x1ð Þ~1=4 and p2 x2ð Þ~3=4 when h~h2

L h1, a1ð Þ~{600, L h1, a2ð Þ~720, L h2, a1ð Þ~900,

L h2, a2ð Þ~{300

(Note that L(h1, a2) is the opportunity loss corre-
sponding to a Type I Error in a statistical test of
hypothesis, and L(h2, a1) is the loss associated with a
Type II Error in a statistical test of hypothesis.) The
tester is assumed to make recommendations based
solely on the decision rule d, not on exogenous
considerations. Choose d(x) 5 d1(x).

Then,

R h1, d1ð Þ~E L h1, d1 Xð Þð Þ½ �

~L h1,a1ð Þp1 x1ð ÞzL h1,a2ð Þp1 x2ð Þ

~{160

R h2, d1ð Þ~E L h2, d1 Xð Þð Þ½ �

~L h2,a1ð Þp2 x1ð ÞzL h2,a2ð Þp2 x2ð Þ

~0

Determination of R(h,d) for d2(x), d3(x), and d4(x) is
straightforward. Based on a complete evaluation of
R(h,d), the investigator can develop an appropriate
strategy for the decision problem.
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‘‘Doing DOE’’ Versus Designing Experiments Well

Kevin Johnson and Mark Kiemele, Ph.D.

Air Academy Associates, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Test and Evaluation is an integral part of any weapon system acquisition process, and the

percentage of lifecycle costs devoted to testing is substantial. While every test is in some sense a

‘‘designed experiment,’’ the methodology of ‘‘Design of Experiments (DOE)’’ is a special class of

combinatorial tests having unique properties that will make the evaluation of a test clean and

straightforward. Thus, DOE makes the linkage between the activities of Test and Evaluation

clear. While testers are faced with what may seem to be an insurmountable task in evaluating

many variables or factors in a test, some of which can be controlled and some of which cannot,

DOE brings a disciplined approach to the entire test and evaluation process that will ultimately

save money and reduce testing time for those who choose to use it. The principles of DOE need to

be part of every tester’s mindset, because designing experiments well is just as much a thought

process as it is a toolset. This article focuses on the difference between ‘‘doing DOE’’ and

applying the necessary thought processes associated with DOE to designing experiments well.

Key words: All-Pairs Testing; Box-Behnken Design; Central Composite Design; Design

of Experiments (DOE); design space; experimental combination; factor; full-factorial;

high dimension; High Throughput Testing; level; modeling design; Nearly Orthogonal

Latin Hypercube Design; orthogonal design; Plackett-Burman; run; screening design;

Taguchi.

L
ike many initiatives within business and
industry, Design Of Experiments
(DOE) has grown from a very special-
ized skill performed by a small set of
experts to a very approachable tech-

nique used by many practitioners within the organiza-
tion. Many organizations in business, industry, and
defense are seeing DOE as an extremely powerful tool
for collecting and analyzing data in a much more
efficient and effective way. This is a very positive trend.
But with this success has come some problems. The old
axiom ‘‘a little knowledge is a dangerous thing’’ applies
here as well. It is great to see new practitioners getting
their feet wet and doing experiments. However, it is
more than a little disconcerting to see some of the
decisions made along the way in selecting design
matrices and choosing specific tools to use. This article
uses three examples of experimental designs a novice
may choose and provides at least one much better
approach to each. The first is a three-factor, three-level
design chosen for the development of a quadratic
model. The second is a screening design in a high-
dimension design space. The third is an example of
testing combinations of parameters in a performance

verification and validation test, such as in software test-
driven development. Discussion of other possible
alternatives is also provided. Please note that this is
not by any means an exhaustive assessment of the
options available for each design. It is intended merely
to point out the difference between knowing some-
thing about DOE and having the knowledge and
experience to design experiments well. Please note that
all examples are fictional, and no reference is intended
toward any real organization or product.

Example 1
An injection molder was making a plastic cover for

the control system of a missile. The part of the mold
that allows plastic to enter the mold is called the gate.
This location on the finished part is also called the
gate. The gate location on these particular parts was
exhibiting a defect from time to time. Plastic was
protruding out of the shell, forming a projection of
plastic inside the back of the unit, which at times was
severe enough to damage internal components during
assembly. Having recently taken a DOE course, the
team was eager to do an experiment. The response
(output to be measured) was the length of the plastic

ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 53–58
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projection, measured from the plane of the shell. The
target was to make this measurement less than or equal
to zero. Above zero (protrusion) would be considered a
defect. Three parameters were chosen as inputs. These
were three stages of pressure that were involved in the
molding process. They were commonly called P1, P2,
and P3. Although not certain, the team suspected
nonlinearities in the response, so a three-level matrix
was chosen. That is, each factor needed to be tested at
three different settings or levels.

The design team created a full-factorial matrix with
three factors, each at three levels, as shown in Figure 1.
This three-factor, three-level, DOE requires 33 5 27
experimental combinations or runs. This method
allows for the capture of the effects of the three
pressures, along with all of their interactions, and their
quadratic effects. The 21, 0, and 1 settings shown in
the design matrix of Figure 1 are called coded settings.
These are not the actual settings used in the
experiment but rather the settings used by the software
to determine balance in the design. With three
replicates, this required the production of 27 3 3 5

81 parts. Molding 81 plastic covers is a relatively
inexpensive proposition. However, there are many
situations where 81 items would be completely
unreasonable owing to time, materials, or other costs.
What if it were 81 missiles, or 81 car engines, or 81
space shuttles? How might we be more efficient? Is
there a way to design this particular experiment better?
There certainly is.

In this case, a much better alternative would be a
Central Composite Design (CCD), also called a Box-
Wilson design. The CCD has many useful features for
controlling time and material costs while obtaining the
needed information. The design allows for initial testing
at two levels, and continued testing only if needed to
capture quadratic effects. That is, if the initial linear
model is sufficient, the additional quadratic runs need
not be tested. In addition, in general, fewer runs are
needed even if a quadratic response is present. Figure 2

shows a CCD matrix that produced the same informa-
tion as the full-factorial design.

This CCD requires five replicates in order to obtain
the same statistical confidence as the full factorial
above. If the entire experiment is required, then 16 3 5
5 80 test items are used, which is only one test unit
less than the full factorial. However, if the linear model
is sufficient, only 8 3 5 5 40 test items are used. This
represents a 50% savings compared with the budget
needed for the full factorial! Thus, a key advantage of
the CCD is that it can be run sequentially by adding
runs as necessary.

The next question that typically follows is whether
there is a better matrix than the full factorial if we
know beforehand that we do indeed need a quadratic
model. Yes, there is a better matrix. This design is
called a Box-Behnken (BB) design. With the BB
design, we can develop a quadratic model with 15 runs,
each with five replicates, for a total of 75 test items.
This model also captures the interactions among the
pressures paired together (‘‘two-way interactions’’) but
does not capture the combined three-way interaction.
This involves some possible tradeoffs, or options.
Figure 3 shows the BB design.

Although we have discussed three design choices,
there are other options that could be considered, and
each option has subsequent decisions to be made, such
as noise factors, desired confidence, nonlinearities in

Figure 1. Three-factor, three-level full-factorial design matrix.

Figure 2. Central Composite Design.
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only certain dimensions, etc. However, it is clear that
experiments that are well-designed can have a
tremendous cost savings compared with just ‘‘doing
DOE.’’

Example 2
Our second situation has to do with a more advanced

topic, testing or experimenting in high dimensions (i.e.,
with many variables). Suppose we are designing a missile
and we want to decrease drag. We have identified 20
input variables (i.e., 20 dimensions in the design space)
that we think relate to drag. These are such things as
nose cone taper, number of fins, fin length, etc. Let’s
further assume that we have portions of this modeled in
different software, such as finite element analysis
models, computational fluid dynamics models, and
some theoretical formulas. We would like to screen this
large design space to see which factors may be included
(and at what levels) in an overall model to minimize
drag, which we would subsequently develop.

A common screening experiment method to use is a
Taguchi (or Plackett-Burman) screening design. There
is a Plackett-Burman design that will screen 19 factors
in 20 runs. This design sounds encouraging; however,
it only tests each factor at a low value and a high value
(two levels). With most complex systems, like the
missile described, we will miss many features of the
response space. That is, we will probably overlook
combinations of input levels where drag might be
much lower. How can we increase the ‘‘level of
granularity’’ of our matrix?

A method which has been developed fairly recently
is called a Nearly Orthogonal Latin Hypercube Design
(NOLHD) (Cioppa and Lucas 2007; Breslaw 2008).
Despite the impressive name, NOLHDs, with easy-to-
use software (Air Academy Associates 2009), can be
quite straightforward. The primary benefit in our
situation is that we can screen a large design space very
thoroughly with relatively few runs. In our example,

suppose we decided to test all 20 factors, but to test
each one at 20 levels. This would result in 2020 runs,
whatever that number is! NOLHD algorithms build
test matrices that are very efficient, yet maintain
acceptable orthogonality, the mathematical property
that measures how well we can separate the effects of
the variables. With NOLHD, we do this 20-factor,
20-level screening with 400 runs. Now before wincing
at 400 runs, remember that we are using simulation
models or computer-aided codes to generate the DOE
data. In many cases, this is completely practical, and
even almost automatic. It is common for an engineer or
scientist to set up this ‘‘experiment’’ on a Friday, say,
and have the data populated by the time Monday
comes around. Then via some regression analysis and
other simple software tools, we can find areas in the
vicinity of combinations of levels of those 20 variables
where drag is minimized. We can then pursue those
areas for further modeling or even possible empirical
testing. Figure 4 is a two-dimensional projection from
the 20-dimensional space, each variable at 20 levels.
The full design would represent a hypercube in 20
dimensions. This design has enough data, combined in
a specific way, to sufficiently separate the effects of the
variables. Notice the ‘‘fine net’’ we are ‘‘pulling through
the design space.’’ This is shown by both the vertical
and horizontal balance of the 40 data points shown in
Figure 4. This fine net is the culmination of projecting
all 400 data points in 20-space onto this two-
dimensional Factor 1 versus Factor 2 grid.

Of course, there are many considerations involved in
such an experiment, such as time of convergence of
models, etc. However, there are tools to help perform a
screening experiment well, versus ‘‘doing DOE.’’

Example 3
Our last situation brings us to combinatorial testing.

In many products, only a certain combination of

Figure 3. Three-factor Box-Behnken design matrix.

Figure 4. A two-dimensional view (factor 1 versus factor 2 in

coded notation) of test coverage from a 20-dimensional Nearly

Orthogonal Latin Hypercube Design (NOLHD).
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conditions causes failure. For example, in software
development, when a new user interface is developed, a
bug may not appear until some unusual set of inputs is
entered, triggering a failure. In military systems, is
there some particular combination of conditions that
causes the system to fail? In a copier, is there some
particular set of conditions that causes the copier to
jam?

A first thought may be to divide the possible inputs
into levels and test every combination of every level of
every factor. This would probably work. However, we
would probably reconsider when we see the number of
test combinations required. Let’s take the copier
example. Below is a list of the factors and their levels
we need to test:

N paper weight: 20-, 40-, 65-, and 110-lb stock;
N paper finish: rough, standard, high gloss;
N orientation: portrait, landscape;
N duplex: yes, no;
N toner coverage: low, average, high;
N ambient temperature: 25uF, 72uF, 110uF;
N ambient humidity: 20%, 50%, 80% relative

humidity; and
N paper size: A1, A2, A3, A4 (ISO size designa-

tions).

To calculate the number of tests required to capture
every combination, we can multiply the number of
levels from each of the factors together: 4 3 3 3 2 3 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 5,184 tests required. Even in
testing copiers, many practitioners would find this
prohibitive.

An alternative to full combinatorial testing is called
All-Pairs Testing. It has been found in many cases that
testing every two-way combination of each level of each
factor is a reasonable and effective alternative to testing
every combination, as calculated above. And, the
reduction in the number of tests is usually astounding.
For example, with the above factors and levels, we can
test every two-way combination in 18 tests! See Figure 5.

Perusing the above matrix, one will find every two-
way combination present. That is, for each pair of
factors, every level of one factor is tested with every
level of the other factor. The analysis of such a matrix
when some combination (or row in the matrix) fails
can be an interesting exercise. For visible convenience,
let’s suppose that the only test case in the matrix that
failed was case 18 (the last row). There are (8 3 7)/2 5

28 two-way combinations represented in case 18, but
which could possibly be the culprit that caused the
failure? Looking at all the two-way combinations in
case 18, where weight 5 20-lb is the first component,

Figure 5. All-pairs testing (18 test cases instead of 5,184).
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we see that it cannot possibly be 20-standard, or 20-
landscape, or 20-no, or 20-low, or 20–72uF, or 20–80%
that caused the failure, because each of those
combinations was tested somewhere in the previous
17 cases, and all of those test cases passed. Note that
there is double and sometimes triple or even quadruple
coverage or more of a particular two-way combina-
tion—but not so with the 20-A1 combination in case
18. Hence, this two-way combination is a potential
failure mode for case 18. The reader is encouraged to
find any other two-way combination in case 18 that
might also be a failure mode. It is reasonable to suspect
that the 20-A1 combination deserves particular
attention, as it appears to be the only two-way
combination in case 18 that had not been tested
previously. As one can see, such testing can help one
focus quickly on which combinations any follow-on
testing should include. The reader is cautioned not to
assume that all such analyses are as easy as this one.

Many organizations have found all-pairs testing to be
an effective alternative to full combinatorial testing.
Using 18 tests instead of 5,184 certainly makes a strong
case. All-pairs testing is also known as High Through-
put Testing (HTT) (Cawse 2001; Reagan and Kiemele
2008). HTT has its origins in the pharmaceutical
industry, but its application is now widespread to many
different industries, including software development
where traversing every path is impossible. HTT can be
used in a wide variety of applications, including
integration testing, interoperability testing, system of
systems testing, and compatibility testing, just to name a
few. Furthermore, when performance verification and
validation are important, as they are in operational test
and evaluation, HTT should prove highly beneficial.

Conclusion
So, a little knowledge may be a dangerous thing.

However, in many cases, just a little more knowledge
can be extremely valuable. The authors have found that
proper training and coaching, combined with practical
experience and intuitive software, can provide powerful
results and can also change a culture to one where
DOE becomes the science of testing. In a sense, every
test is ‘‘designed’’ to some extent. For each of the three
cases mentioned in this article, the practitioner had
some idea regarding what needed to be done.
However, having the proper knowledge and experience
made a tremendous difference, the difference between
‘‘doing DOE’’ and designing experiments well. C
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Performance Evaluation of Intelligent Systems at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Craig Schlenoff, Harry Scott, and Stephen Balakirsky
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The ability to comprehensively evaluate the quantitative and qualitative performance of an

intelligent system is critical to accurately predicting how it will perform in various situations.

The design of such evaluations is often as much of a research challenge as is the design of the

intelligent systems themselves. Over the past decade, the Intelligent Systems Division, a part of

the National Institute of Standards and Technology, has been at the forefront of assessing the

performance of the various intelligent systems. This article gives a broad overview of some of the

evaluation efforts that have been pursued by the Intelligent Systems Division over the past few

years, including performance evaluation of emergency response robots, sensor systems on

unmanned ground vehicles, speech-to-speech translation systems, and the development of

performance metrics for mixed-palletizing through the use of a simulation environment.

Key words: Design of evaluations; emergency response robots; intelligent systems; mixed

palletizing, testing, simulation; robotic vehicle perception systems; search and rescue

robots; speech translation systems.

A
s new technologies develop and ma-
ture, it becomes critical to provide
both formative and summative assess-
ments on their performance. Perfor-
mance assessment events range in

form from a few simple tests of key elements of the
technology to highly complex and extensive evaluation
exercises targeting specific levels and capabilities of the
system under scrutiny. Typically, the more advanced
the system, the more often performance evaluations are
warranted and the more complex the evaluation
planning.

Over the past decade, the Intelligent Systems
Division (ISD), a part of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), has been at the
forefront of assessing the performance of intelligent
systems ranging from autonomous vehicles to urban
search and rescue robots to speech translation and
manufacturing systems. The evaluations have occurred
in multiple environments including operationally
relevant field venues and simulated test environments.
Evaluations range from examining the system as a
whole to assessing very specific capabilities. In parallel,
NIST has coordinated an annual Performance Metrics
for Intelligent Systems (PerMIS) workshop (http://
www.nist.gov/mel/isd/permis2010.cfm) to bring to-
gether colleagues in the field to explore challenges

behind defining measures and methodologies of
evaluating the performance of intelligent systems.

This article gives a broad overview of some of the
evaluation efforts that have been pursued by ISD over
the past few years. Specifically, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Urban Search and Rescue
Effort section describes a (DHS)-funded effort to
develop a comprehensive set of standard test methods
and associated performance metrics to quantify key
capabilities of emergency response robots. The Army
Research Lab (ARL) perception/performance evaluation
effort section describes an ARL-funded effort to
develop and execute algorithm and system technical
evaluations leading to the definition and use of
appropriate evaluation metrics, measurement methods,
and calibration methods to address the challenge of
detecting, classifying, and tracking moving vehicles and
people from an unmanned vehicle. The Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Spoken
Language Communication Translation System for Tacti-
cal Use (TRANSTAC) effort section describes a
DARPA-funded effort to assess the performance of
speech-to-speech translation systems. This was per-
formed by bringing together U.S. military personnel
and native foreign language speakers to immerse them
in realistic environments where they would role-play
relevant dialogues with the translation technologies to
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assess the performance of the systems as a whole. The
Unified System for Automation and Robot Simulation
(USARSim)/Mobility Open Architecture Simulation and
Tools (MOAST) effort section describes a NIST-funded
effort to develop performance metrics for mixed-
palletizing through the use of a simulation environ-
ment. The goal of this effort is to demonstrate that
performance metrics may be developed and initial
system evaluations may be performed through the use
of a low-cost open source simulation package. The
Conclusion section concludes the article.

DHS urban search and rescue effort
In 2004, the Department of Homeland Security

asked the NIST to lead an effort to develop
performance standards for robots that could assist
responders in the very dangerous task of searching for
victims after a major disaster, such as a building
collapse or a hurricane. The DHS/NIST project seeks
to aim technological progress in ways that expand
robot capabilities for the benefit of emergency response
applications. NIST organizes meetings to determine
what responders need, organizes tests to improve
robots, and works with groups to set standards, so
that soon rescue robots will be among the primary tools
in an emergency situation (Messina 2009).

The standards under this project are being developed
through a task group within ASTM International’s
Homeland Security Committee’s Operational Equip-
ment Subcommittee (E54.08). All standards being

developed are based on requirements that members of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Urban Search and Rescue (US&R) Task Forces
defined through a series of workshops hosted by
NIST. The requirements were defined by teams that
confront the most formidable disasters, but the results
are intended to be useful to the entire range of the
response community, from local departments on up.

Complementing the standards definition process is a
series of field exercises in which FEMA US&R task
force members deploy robots at FEMA training sites.
Some of these sites are shown in Figure 1. These
exercises allow responders to explore the potential of
robots, understand the robots’ strengths and limita-
tions, further refine the robots’ performance expecta-
tions and requirements, and develop concepts of
operation. At the response robot exercises, test
methods are tried out by the robot developers and the
responders. To date, over 60 different models of ro-
bots—wall-climbers, ground, aerial, and underwater
—have taken part in the exercises. The diversity of
robots serves to underscore the range of operational roles
that robots will play.

Because the robots will need such a wide spectrum of
capabilities, the test methods under development
emphasize quantifying performance of a particular
capability along this spectrum and are not typically
pass/fail. The performance required depends on the
role a search team wants the robot to play. For
instance, one of the test methods that has become a

Figure 1. Sample sites used in the Department of Homeland Security effort.
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standard is used to evaluate the visual acuity of the robot
(shown in Figure 2). Typically, the robot is remotely
controlled by an operator who uses a control station that
displays views of what the robot’s onboard cameras see.
In this test, the operator sits in front of the control
station and sees a view of standard eye charts relayed
back from the robot’s camera. The smallest line that the
operator can successfully read is used to define the robot
system’s visual acuity. The test covers both near-field
and far-field vision and is conducted under different
lighting conditions, including darkness. For a robot that
is to assist in evaluating structural stability, seeing very
small features, perhaps at a distance (e.g., examining a
crack from ceiling to floor level) with no ambient
lighting, is crucial. Therefore, when making a purchase
decision, a task force that will use the robot to assist the
structural engineer will expect very high far-field visual
acuity under darkness. On the other hand, if a robot is
expected to primarily be used to transport lumber or
victims along a roadway, the visual acuity requirements
will not be as stringent.

Additional test methods under development mea-
sure a number of other critical capabilities:

N the maximum distance at which a robot can
effectively be controlled wirelessly,

N power requirements (measuring the battery life),
N mobility over a range of terrain types,
N situational awareness when navigating an un-

known environment,
N audio capabilities (i.e., can the robot’s onboard

microphone assist in locating victims?), and

N manipulation capabilities (i.e., how well can the
robot use its arm and a gripper to open doors or
aim a sensor through a small hole?).

In all of these areas, the challenge that NIST and its
partners in the standards process face is abstracting
real-world complexities into simplified, repeatable, and
easily reproducible test procedures and supporting
artifacts.

Looking further into the future, robots will adopt
more advanced capabilities, including producing maps
of their environment as they explore and assistive
autonomy features, such as independently navigating
portions of their route. NIST has been infusing some
of these more futuristic capabilities into the project, by
featuring selected ones at the response robot exercises.

ARL perception/performance
evaluation effort

The ARL Robotics Collaborative Technology
Alliance (CTA) conducted a multi-year effort to
determine performance of robotic vehicle perception
systems with a specific emphasis on human detection
and tracking needed to enable safe operation around
people and other moving objects. NIST developed and
deployed test, measurement, and analysis methods for
this CTA effort (Bodt et al. 2009). The CTA
conducted several experiments for assessment and
evaluation of multiple algorithms for real-time detec-
tion of pedestrians in Laser Detection And Ranging
(LADAR) and video sensor data taken from a moving
platform.

Figure 2. The Department of Homeland Security visual acuity test.
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In these assessments, the robot vehicle was typically
equipped with two pairs of stereo cameras, multiple
scanning LADARs and line-scan lasers. The vehicle was
driven by an operator, or driven autonomously, through
routes of several hundred meters. Test runs included
various configurations of moving pedestrians, fixed and
moving mannequins, and various other fixed objects
including other vehicles and foliage. In addition to the
complexity of the environment, the variables included
multiple robot vehicle speeds (30 or 15 km/h) and
pedestrian speeds (1.5 or 3.0 m/s). A spectrum of
environments and pedestrian behaviors ranged from
relatively simple (straight roadway, few occlusions,
simple pedestrian paths) to complex (NIST site with
multiple structures and buildings and terrain types, many
occluding objects, complex pedestrian behaviors). The
more complex environments were intended to provide
military operations in urban terrain characteristics.

Key to assessing the perception algorithms is
independent collection of ground truth data. An Ultra
Wideband (UWB) system employed by NIST provid-
ed position tracking of the moving and stationary
humans, the robot, and other objects. Improved
performance of the CTA tracking and recognition
algorithms has called for improvements in the ground
truth solution. Processing techniques were developed
and implemented to produce higher quality tracking
solutions than those provided by the raw data captured
by the UWB. These processing elements include
several filter and interpolation algorithms, and an
algorithm for finding the correspondence between the
ground truth data and the CTA tracking data from the
multiple perception algorithms.

The tracking system uses state-of-the-art UWB
radio receivers posted around the perimeter of the test
environment to track multiple static and dynamic
targets with badge-size or smaller transmitters. For the
CTA experiments, it was used to track vehicles and
personnel throughout areas over 80,000 m2 (19.8 acres)
with an average accuracy of approximately 20 cm
(8 inches) with an update rate of approximately 50 Hz,
which supports tracking vehicles at highway speeds.
Some structures, including those with concrete walls,
present transmission problems. Additional receivers are
placed to mitigate these situations. The total number
of dynamic and static transmitter tags used simulta-
neously thus far is approximately 15 dynamic tags and
30 static tags marking obstacles and known fiducial
points to check accuracy (Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows a plot of the tracking results for a
ground truth system coverage and accuracy test on the
NIST Center Drive course. Green and orange plots
show the vehicle path, and the other plots show
pedestrian tracks.

Data visualization is important for verifying the
integrity of both the ground-truth data and the outputs
of the CTA algorithms prior to, and during, the data
collection. We developed an interactive viewer, CTA-
viewer, for this purpose (Figure 5). The viewer uses
various open source libraries and runs natively on
Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X. The viewer is used
for displaying both the detection data from multiple
perception algorithms and the corresponding ground-
truth data. Individual datum display can be toggled on
or off by clicking on tag identifiers (tag IDs) associated
with individual transmitter tags, or on tracking iden-
tifiers (tracking IDs) associated with objects that have
tags. A slider control is especially valuable, allowing the
user to move back and forth in time to see the detec-
tion plot at any chosen instant. This is used often to
replay a run by moving the slider from left to right at
a convenient rate while observing the detections as they
occur in the data.

Post-processing of the collected data results in a
spreadsheet for each perception algorithm with metrics
for analysis. A record is formed for each algorithm-
reported entity believed to be a human. Each algorithm

Figure 3. (a) Ultra Wideband receiver, 1 W and 30 mW transmitter tags, (b) a receiver deployed on mast and centered over known

fiducial marker, (c) badge tags attached to helmets to track personnel in scenarios.

Figure 4. A calibration run with two transmitter tags mounted

to a vehicle and two tags on each of two pedestrians to

check coverage.
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assigns an identifier to an entity on the course classified
by the algorithm to be a human. All information related
to that algorithm identification is condensed to a single
record. This record may hold information from many
cycles of the algorithm. Post-processing determines
whether that entity is, in truth, a human or mannequin
(true positive), another known course entity not human
or mannequin (misclassification), or an unknown course
feature with no associated ground truth (false positive).
Distinctions are also made between moving and
stationary entities and various classes of nonhuman
entities (e.g., barrels, cones, crates). Field notes describe
test conditions under which the data were collected,
absolute and relative positioning of the robot platform
and detected entities recorded at the time detections
first occurred for an identification, time and cycle
number indicators of the persistence of detection, and
the accuracy of the algorithm classification decision.

The described advances in measurement technology
improve the assessment process markedly. The ground
truth precision provides an objective evaluation of the
results reported by the algorithms. It makes possible the
exact tracking of moving entities on the course, which is
essential given the planned assessment of the ‘‘detection
and tracking’’ purposes of the algorithms. This mea-
surement of sufficiently precise ground-truth and its
subsequent use in objective assessment was previously
not possible. The CTA viewer has not only proven to be
a useful tool in visual analytics but has also provided an
instant check during the conduct of the experiment as to
whether or not data are being collected and whether
systems are in good calibration.

We expect to continue to use the described capabil-
ities in future CTA work. We are continuing research in
improving the processing and analysis algorithms and
software, in extending the visualization capabilities, and
in enhancing tracking in difficult environments. Further,
we are applying these capabilities to other projects.

DARPA TRANSTAC effort
One of the most difficult challenges that military

personnel face when operating in foreign countries is
clear and successful communication with the local
population. To address this issue, DARPA is funding
academic institutions and industrial organizations
through the TRANSTAC program. The goal of the
TRANSTAC program is to demonstrate capabilities
to rapidly develop and field two-way, speech-to-speech
translation systems that enable speakers of different
languages to communicate with one another in real-
world tactical situations without an interpreter. Eval-
uations of these technologies are a significant part of
the program, and DARPA has asked NIST to lead this
effort (Schlenoff et al. 2009).

All of the TRANSTAC systems work in the
following way. When the English speaker speaks into
the system, the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
component of the TRANSTAC system analyzes the
speech to recognize what was said and generates a
textual transcription of the speech. The Machine
Translation (MT) component of the TRANSTAC
system next translates that text file from the source
language to the target foreign language. Finally, the
Text-To-Speech (TTS) component of the TRANS-
TAC system converts the textual target language
translation into speech, which is then spoken to the
foreign language speaker. This same process happens
when the foreign language speaker speaks, and the
system translates from the foreign language into
English.

To evaluate the performance of these translation
systems, the evaluation team implemented the System,
Component, and Operationally Relevant Evaluation
(SCORE) framework (Schlenoff 2010) 4, which has
been developed at NIST over the past 3 years to
provide formative evaluations of advanced technologies
that are still under development. Using SCORE, the
evaluation team produced an evaluation design to
capture both quantitative technical performance and
qualitative utility assessments of the TRANSTAC
systems. NIST implemented a multi-faceted testing
methodology, which included scenarios performed by
representative live speakers using the translation
systems (shown Figure 6), and a separate evaluation
using prerecorded utterances, which we refer to as an
offline evaluation.

Scenarios were developed to focus on capturing the
utility and usability for the end users of the various
platforms. Both the English and foreign language
speakers were given realistic and relevant character
motivations, which they used to produce spontaneous
conversations using the translation from the TRANS-
TAC systems to communicate with each other.

Figure 5. Collaborative Technology Alliance viewer (CTA

viewer) screenshots of National Institute of Standards and

Technology center drive (left) and the more complex site (right)

showing both detection data and ground-truth. The left panel
lists the tag ID and the right panel lists the tracking ID.
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For the offline evaluation, prerecorded utterances
were fed into the TRANSTAC systems, first in audio
format to test the systems’ performance using ASR
followed by MT and then in accurately transcribed text
format (in effect, with perfect ASR) to test the systems’
MT performance in isolation. In contrast to the live
evaluations, the offline evaluation gives each system
exactly the same inputs, enabling a true apples-to-
apples comparison.

A variety of metrics were used to gain a comprehen-
sive understanding of the capabilities of the TRANS-
TAC systems. The metrics included the following:

1. High-Level Concept Transfer: a count of the
number of utterances that were properly trans-
lated from one language to the other, as judged
by a panel of bilingual judges. This number is
divided by the time it took to get through the
utterances to produce a high-level concept
transfer rate.

2. Likert Judgment: a judgment of the semantic
adequacy of the translations; scored one at a time
by a panel of bilingual judges. A numerical
scoring range was used where +3 is completely
adequate, +1 is tending adequate, 21 is tending
inadequate, and 23 is inadequate.

3. Low-Level Concept Transfer: a quantitative
measure of the transfer of the low-level elements
of meaning in each utterance. In this context, a
low-level concept is a specific content word (or
words) in an utterance. For example, the phrase
‘‘The house is down the street from the mosque’’ is
one high-level concept but is made up of three low-
level concepts (house, down the street, mosque). A
panel of bilingual judges provide these assessments
and the scores are averaged (Sanders et al. 2008).

4. Automated Metrics: a suite of well-accepted
automated metrics. For speech recognition, the
word-error-rate was calculated. For machine
translation, BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and

METEOR (Condon et al. 2008) were calculated
using four reference translations.

5. TTS Evaluation: human-judged Likert scale
metrics to assess the performance of speech
output. Human judges listened to the audio
outputs of the TTS evaluation and compared
them with the text string of what was fed into the
TTS engine. They then gave a Likert score from
1 to 5 (5 being the best) to indicate how
understandable the audio file was in comparison
with what was fed into it.

6. Surveys/Semi-Structured Interviews: after each
live scenario, the military personnel and the
foreign language speakers filled out a detailed
survey asking them about their experiences with
the TRANSTAC systems. In addition, semi-
structured interviews were performed with all of
the participants in which questions such as
‘‘What did you like? What didn’t you like? and
What would you change?’’ were explored.

USARSim/MOAST effort
Stacking objects onto pallets is the most widely used

method of bulk shipping, accounting for over 60% of
the volume of goods shipped worldwide. One example
of this problem set is the distribution of packed grocery
items to various retailers. The shipment may be
decomposed by class of goods (e.g., milk or cookie of
brand X) and arranged by workers such that each class
is on its own pallet. However, for some vendors and
retailers, a full pallet of a class of goods would exceed
their total demand. To solve this problem, various
commercial logistics solutions allow products to be
shipped in mixed pallet loads, where multiple classes of
products are grouped onto a single pallet. Most of
these solutions use heuristic approaches or formulate
the problem as a mixed integer linear program to solve
the manufacturer’s bin packing problem. However, the
heuristics used in these problems are statistical, and

Figure 6. Military personnel and native foreign language speakers testing the Spoken Language Communication Translation System

for Tactical Use.
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there is no way to know if a pallet can be created at all.
In addition, there are no industry-wide standards or
metrics that dictate what comprises a ‘‘good’’ pallet, nor
is there an accepted way to present the information
required to formulate a pallet representation. Roughly
speaking, a metric for palletizing is a quantitative
measure of some aspect of any of the following:

N one package that is part of a stack on a pallet,
N the entire collection of packages in a stack on a

pallet,
N a set of stacked pallets, or
N the process of building stack(s) of packages on

pallet(s).

The authors decomposed the above metric areas into
the three distinct phases: static simulation, dynamic
simulation, and scaled operation. For all phases of the
evaluation, the system under test was required to produce

a pallet build plan that conformed to NIST’s XML-
based pallet build schema. In the static simulation phase,
a newly created pallet quality evaluation simulator known
as Pallet Viewer was utilized to judge the quality of the
proposed finished product. This simulation judges
metrics aimed at both individual packages that comprise
a pallet stack as well as the overall pallet. As shown in
Figure 7, the Pallet Viewer utility displays a three-
dimensional color view of a pallet and the as-planned
stack of packages on it. In addition, the Pallet Viewer
currently calculates and displays six metrics for the
individual packages and 15 metrics for the as-planned
stack. As our understanding of the metrics improves,
metrics may be added or removed from this simulation.
Detailed information on the currently evaluated metrics
may be found in Balakirsky et al.

The second phase of the evaluation process involved
the dynamic construction of pallets in simulation and
judging of the process of building the pallets. For this
effort, the Unified System for Automation and Robot
Simulation (USARSim) (Balaguer et al. 2008) was
utilized, Figure 8. This test aimed to determine if
dynamic aspects of the pallet construction were valid.
For example, the schema calls for approach points for
the delivery of each package along with the package’s
final resting position to be computed. The static
simulation is able to judge the quality of the final
resting position, while a dynamic simulation is required
to determine if the approach points will safely deliver the
package to the desired location. Ground truth from the
simulation was utilized to construct an ‘‘as-built’’ file for
each pallet. This as-built file was then fed into the pallet
viewer software for comparison with the desired build
plan to determine if a stable build solution was achieved.

The final piece of the evaluation tied together all
aspects of the pallet build process by constructing actual
pallets on a one-third-scale palletizing cell (Figure 9).

Figure 7. Screen shot from National Institute of Standards and

Technology’s pallet viewer software. Potential metrics are

computed as the pallet is constructed, and their values are
displayed in the window on the right of the figure.

Figure 8. Pallet under construction as seen in the Unified

System for Automation and Robot Simulation (USARSim).

Figure 9. One-third-scale palletizing cell utilized in final phase
of evaluation.
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This allowed human observers to judge the quality of
the pallet construction as well as the final completed
pallet. Future work in this area will allow us to compare
human judgment of pallet quality with our automatically
generated metrics. This will allow for the determination
of a set of metrics that will accurately predict the quality
of the mixed pallets.

This evaluation represents an ongoing effort.
Research teams are formulating new approaches to
the NP-hard mixed pallet problem, and will be
competing against each other at the IEEE Robot
Challenge that is part of the International Conference
on Robotics and Automation. More information on
the challenge and on how to become involved may be
found at http://www.vma-competition.com.

Conclusion
As described in this article, it is the authors’ firm

belief that the design of an effective performance
evaluation is as much of a research challenge as the
development of the technology itself. This article
describes four evaluation efforts that are ongoing at
NIST that have developed approaches to characterize
the performance of very different types of intelligent
systems, including search and rescue robots, robotic
vehicle perception systems, speech translation systems,
and manufacturing mixed palletizing. There are many
other performance evaluation efforts that are ongoing
in the Intelligent Systems Division, which could not be
included in this article owing to space limitations. To
find out more about these endeavors, please contact the
authors. C
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Performance Assessments of Two-Way, Free-Form,
Speech-to-Speech Translation Systems for Tactical Use

Brian A. Weiss and Craig I. Schlenoff

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland

A critical challenge for military personnel when operating in foreign countries is effective

communication with the local population. To address this issue, the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA) created the Spoken Language Communication and Translation

Systems for Tactical Use (TRANSTAC) program. The program’s goal is to develop speech-to-

speech translation technologies enabling English speakers to quickly communicate with the local

population without an interpreter. DARPA has funded the National Institutes of Standards

and Technology to lead the design and implementation of the TRANSTAC performance

evaluations. This article presents these evaluations that enabled the collection of rich

quantitative and qualitative metrics.

Key words: Automated speech recognition; English speakers; lab and field evaluations;

machine translation; military–civilian communication; offline evaluation; Pashto

speakers; text-to-speech; translation software.

T
he Spoken Language Communication
and Translation System for Tactical
Use (TRANSTAC) program is a De-
fense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) advanced technolo-

gy research and development program aimed at
demonstrating capabilities to rapidly develop and field
free-form, two-way, translation systems that enable
speakers of different languages to communicate with
one another in real-world tactical situations without an
interpreter (Schlenoff et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2008).
To date, several prototype systems have been developed
for traffic control points, facilities inspection, civil
affairs, medical screening, combined training, and
combined operations domains in Iraqi Arabic (IA),
Mandarin, Farsi, Pashto, Dari, and Thai. Systems have
been demonstrated on various size platforms ranging
from personal digital assistants (PDAs) to laptop-grade
platforms. The primary use cases of these technologies
involve U.S. military personnel and local foreign
language speakers.

Personnel from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) have served as the Indepen-
dent Evaluation Team (IET) of the TRANSTAC
Program since 2006. As the IET, NIST is responsible
for analyzing the performance of the TRANSTAC
systems by designing and executing multiple technol-
ogy evaluations and analyzing the results of these

efforts. This article presents the evaluation methodol-
ogy that was employed in the April 2010 technology
evaluations. This also happens to be the first live
evaluation that focused on English to and from Pashto
and the first that required the system developers to use
smart phones. Detailed results of the evaluations
cannot be presented due to restrictions on releasing
the data.

System description
There were a total of four English-to-Pashto and

Pashto-to-English translation systems developed by
separate teams that were evaluated in April 2010. Each
team’s system architecture is similar in that they feature
three principal components: (a) automated speech
recognition (ASR), (b) machine translation (MT),
and (c) text-to-speech (TTS). When a person speaks,
the ASR turns the spoken input into source text. Next,
the MT translates the source text into the output target
language text. The final step is where the TTS
produces spoken output of the target language text.
The process occurs in reverse allowing the technology
to translate in both directions (to and from English)
enabling English and Pashto speakers to converse with
one another.

Evaluations prior to the April 2010 test event
featured the TRANSTAC technologies operating on
laptop-based systems and rugged mobile computer
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platforms. The April 2010 test event marked the first
evaluation where the translation software solely
operated onboard Nexus One smartphones. These
systems functioned without the need for any wireless or
cellphone connectivity where the translation software
was packaged entirely on the phone. Even though the
smartphones featured visual interfaces, test subjects
interacted with the eyes-free mode where they could
operate the technology using buttons that were either
built into the device or connected through its external
ports. Because the technologies were tested in both the
heavily controlled lab and more-realistic fieldlike
environments, the teams provided the test subjects
with various system configurations that included
numerous microphones and headphone options. Each
system incorporated the use of the Nexus One’s
internal microphones to capture speech. In addition,
one of the teams featured a configuration with a
headset microphone. While some of the teams used the
system’s built-in speaker to output speech, some of
them added on an external speaker for speech output.

Evaluation design
An experimental method was designed to evaluate

the TRANSTAC technologies given their expected
state of maturity. The IET created an evaluation
approach that would scale well with the technologies as
they evolved, which allows for valid assessments of
system performance improvements over time. The
evaluation design is highlighted by developing a
scalable testing approach, devising the scenarios for
training and evaluation, and identifying subjects for the
evaluation.

Developing a scalable testing approach
The April 2010 Pashto evaluation incorporated

many elements from previous test events conducted
by NIST including the June 2009 Dari evaluation and
the November 2008 Iraqi Arabic evaluation. It also
featured some new procedures and evaluation scenarios
that were not previously used. Each testing approach
was specifically created to scale alongside the technol-
ogies’ maturing capabilities.

Per the Broad Agency Announcement, the follow-
ing two metrics were the focus for the TRANSTAC
evaluation: (a) system usability testing—providing
overall scores and assessments to the capabilities of
the whole system and (2) software component
testing—evaluating individual components of the
system to see how well they performed in isolation.
The IET employed the system, component, and
operationally relevant evaluation framework to attain
the two TRANSTAC evaluation goals (Schlenoff
2010; Weiss and Schlenoff 2008). The SCORE

framework states that to get a comprehensive picture
of how a technology is expected to perform in its
intended operating environments, it must be evaluated
at the component level, capability level, system level,
and in operationally relevant environments. Each of
these evaluation types yield insight into the various
areas of the performance of the technologies being
tested. Examining the full results of all of these
evaluations provides a multifaceted perspective of how
the technology will perform within its intended
environment. Although there is no comparison to
testing the system in its actual operating environment,
it’s often more informative to evaluate the technologies
in controlled venues until they are mature enough to
move into more challenging environments.

The IET utilized the SCORE framework to
evaluate the TRANSTAC technologies by designing
system level evaluations with live, operationally rele-
vant dialogues where both quantitative technical
performance and qualitative utility assessment data
were captured. The live evaluations occurred in two
venues, the Lab and the Field, which will be discussed
in later subsections of this article. Additionally, the
individual software components were quantitatively
evaluated by using prerecorded audible utterances and
predefined textual utterances. These software compo-
nent tests became known as the ‘‘offline’’ evaluations.

Evaluation approaches
For both the live Lab and Field evaluations, the IET

developed tactically relevant scenarios to gauge the
test subjects’ use of the TRANSTAC system. The first
17 scenarios were performed during the Lab evalua-
tions within controlled conference room environments
across 3 days of testing. The remaining evaluation
scenarios were performed during the Field evaluations
outdoors on NIST campus for a day following the Lab.
Both the Lab and Field evaluations featured Marines
who played the role of the English-speaking test
subjects and the Pashto speakers conducting conversa-
tions in their native languages using the TRANSTAC
technologies. The goal of each conversation was for the
speaker pair to accurately convey as many concepts,
relevant to their motivations, to one another in their
allotted time. Each conversation was inspired by
scenarios that provided each speaker with a relevant
motivation within one of six tactical domains (Weiss
and Menzel 2010). At the conclusion of both
evaluation types, each speaker filled out questionnaires
and participated in interview sessions with evaluation
team personnel enabling qualitative assessments of the
TRANSTAC systems. Likewise, the quantitative
technical performance data were captured by having
bilingual human analysts review the detailed conver-
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sations between the English and Pashto speakers after
the test event. Specifically, the analysts focused on
what the human speakers said compared with what the
technologies translated. Based upon the bilingual
speaker’s analysis, the IET calculated numerous quan-
titative metrics (Schlenoff et al. 2009).

The IET conducted the offline evaluations by testing
each of the technologies against identical prerecorded
audio and predefined textual inputs so comparisons
among the systems would be ‘‘apples-to-apples.’’ Each
system processed identical utterances from audio
recordings produced according to the same procedures
that were used for creating the training data. As in
prior test events, the offline evaluation was conducted
during the live evaluations. The systems processed
inputs in audio format, logging both the recognition
output to test the systems’ ASR capabilities and the
MT output. Transcriptions of the audio were also
processed to test the systems’ MT capabilities inde-
pendent of speech recognition. Using both of these
evaluation approaches enables the IET to measure the
progressive development of the TRANSTAC tech-
nologies and to predict the impact these systems will
have on end-user performance within an array of
tactical scenarios.

Lab evaluation
The Lab evaluations are created to assess the

TRANSTAC systems in a heavily controlled and ideal
environment that features no background noise and
stationary participants (both sitting and standing).
This type of venue enables the IET and the technology
developers to gauge the best the systems can perform at
their current state of maturity. Lab evaluations have
been important to carry on throughout the life of the
program because previous Lab evaluations provide a
means to better understand the technologies’ long term
progress.

The IET produced 17 spontaneous scenarios for the
Lab evaluation that the test subjects performed in 15-
to 25-minute timeframes. Depending upon the
scenario, the speakers were seated across from one
another at a table or stood across from one another
with the English-speaker holding and controlling the
Nexus One. One team presented a configuration that
enabled both the English and Pashto speakers to have
separate phones that they used to communicate as
opposed to a single phone between them. The English-
speaking Marines were assigned specific scenarios
based upon their deployment experiences. All of the
Pashto speakers had experience as interpreters in
Afghanistan and/or as role players in training exercises
on U.S. military bases, so these personnel were
competent in developing their individual dialogues.

Another Marine acted as a scribe during the
conversation, where they were responsible for noting
the information that the speaking Marine received
from the Pashto speaker during their conversation with
the TRANSTAC technology. The scribe did not
interact with the TRANSTAC technology or the
Pashto speaker during the evaluation. The use of a
scribe, not done in previous evaluations, not only added
more realism to the conversation, but also allowed the
IET to collect additional qualitative data because the
scribe filled out a survey questionnaire at the
conclusion of each conversation. It should be noted
that the test Marines took turns being the speaker and
the scribe during the test week. The same procedure
was repeated during the Field evaluations.

Field evaluation
The goal of the Field evaluations was to assess the

TRANSTAC systems in a more realistic environment.
Purposely, the Field evaluations introduced uncon-
trolled ambient background noise, sunlight, and wind.
The Marines carried the TRANSTAC technologies
where some featured external, human-attachable
speakers and were allowed to move around within
their scenario station. Three unique scenario stations
were simulated including a white box truck to sup-
port a vehicle checkpoint and forward operating base
entry control point scenarios, an area to simulate a local
national’s home to support census and medical con-
versations, and another area to simulate a facility in
support of facility inspection and combined operations
planning dialogues. Although this environment was
not realistic compared with intended operating condi-
tions, it introduced numerous factors that were not
present within the Lab. For example, the vehicle
checkpoint scenario that occurred at the box truck
station allowed the speakers the opportunity to move in
and around a vehicle including opening doors and
other compartments. Figure 1 provides an image of the
outdoor Field setup. Note that the individual scenario
stations are on the right of the image, while a large tent
is shown on the left that supported team setup and
staging.

The Marines and Pashto speakers performed eight
spontaneous scenarios in the Field where a scribe was
employed in the same manner as was done in the Lab
evaluations. Likewise, at the conclusion of each
conversation, the English and Pashto speakers com-
pleted survey questionnaires and participated in
semistructured interviews at the conclusion of each
block of four scenarios. This enabled the IET to
capture end-user utility and perceived value of the
technology. Quantitative technical performance met-
rics were not assessed from the Field evaluation.
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Live evaluation constraints
The live exercises also allowed the speakers to

interact with the TRANSTAC systems in a pseudo
hands-free, eyes-free manner. The January 2007 Iraqi
Arabic–English evaluation was the first time that this
constraint was placed on the technology users. During
the testing, neither speaker saw the TRANSTAC
screen. The only feedback they were provided from the
TRANSTAC system was audio, and their physical
interaction was limited to push-to-talk capabilities that
were either on the touch screen of the phone or using a
button on the side of the phone. The concept behind
this was that the Marines needed to keep their
attention on their surroundings, so the TRANSTAC
system should minimally disrupt their situational
awareness.

Unlike previous evaluations, noise masking was not
used. Noise masking is a solution that was developed
and applied in previous evaluations to selectively
mask English utterances so that the foreign language
speaker, who is bilingual because he or she also
understands English, cannot hear them. Under the
noise-masking solution, bilingual speakers wore head-
phones enabling them to hear the translated foreign
speech, but when English is spoken, they hear white
noise that inhibits their understanding of the English
speech.

Noise masking was not used in this test exercise
because the Nexus One hardware did not lend itself
well to the noise-masking system that was used
previously. Software-based noise-masking was briefly
explored but not implemented because of the lack of
time necessary to design it.

The disadvantage of not using noise masking was
that the Pashto speakers could hear the English speech
and could be jaded as to how much they understand
from the Pashto translation by understanding the
Marine’s spoken English. The Pashto speakers were
instructed to ignore the English speech, though
experience has shown from past evaluations that this
is very difficult to do.

Offline evaluation
The offline evaluations were set up in a manner

where the selected audio and text utterances were input
into each team’s Nexus One TRANSTAC system,
where the output text and speech was captured and
analyzed by IET members. Specific to this most recent
test event, the offline evaluation featured a total of
1,245 Pashto and English utterances that were treated
as a sequestered data set. The corresponding audio files
were input into the TRANSTAC systems, which
performed ASR, then executed MT to generate text
output files. Likewise, the corresponding transcriptions
of these same original audio files were fed into the
technologies where only MT was executed to produce
text output files.

Analysis of the offline evaluation focused on
component level analysis of the TRANSTAC systems
using automated metrics and human judgments. The
following metrics were used to analyze the offline data:

N ASR

u Word Error Rate (WER)
N ASR and MT together

u Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU);

u Fine grained concept transfer, performed by
bilingual human judges;

u Likert judgment at utterance level, per-
formed by bilingual human judges.

These metrics are discussed further in the Metrics
Section and can be found in greater detail in Schlenoff
et al. (2009) and Weiss et al. (2008).

Evaluation participants
The main participants that interacted with the

TRANSTAC systems were the Marines and Pashto
speakers. Eight Marines and one Navy surgeon, who
were identified and provided by the U.S. Marine Corps
Forces, Pacific Experimentation Center (MEC), were
present at the evaluation. Six Pashto speakers, who
were identified and provided by a Middle East cultural

Figure 1. Field evaluation outdoor setup.
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advisor, were present for the evaluation. Some of the
Pashto speakers had served as translators to support the
U.S. military in Afghanistan. Detailed demographics
about these participants can be found in the following
section.

In addition to the Marines and Pashto speakers,
there were members of the IET that served various
roles during the evaluation including station coordi-
nators, interviewers/observers, quality assurors, audio/
visual experts, and data collection specialists (Schlenoff
et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2008).

Demographics
Demographic information was self-reported by each

participant via survey instruments. It was collected
during the testing period. Participants were asked to
provide basic demographic information such as age and
gender, some information on their speech and
language influences, e.g., languages they speak, places
where they have lived, language(s) spoken at home as
children, and how often they use computers and how
comfortable they are with using them. Additionally,
the Marines were asked to provide demographic
information related to their military experience, such
as rank, length of service, military occupation special-
ties, and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Oper-
ation Enduring Freedom (OEF) deployment durations
and locations.

To summarize the Marine demographics, all six
English speakers were male and had an average length
of military service of 8.67 years ranging from 3 to
13 years. Their ranks include two Captains, one
Gunnery Sergeant, one Staff Sergeant and two
Sergeants, where three are currently on active duty
while the other three are reservists. Six Pashto speakers
participated in this evaluation with all being male. All
of them had immigrated to the United States, where
five of them grew up in Afghanistan, while one lived in
Pakistan. One participant had obtained a bachelor’s
degree, one reported attending some college, and four
reported having a high school degree.

Participant preparation
The English and Pashto speaker training was

conducted based upon specific sets of rules provided
to each speaker group. These rules were emphasized as
IET members explained their roles within the
evaluation.

English speaker rules
This training began with each speaker being given

specific rules to abide by when they were using the
technologies in the evaluation scenarios. The most
significant one for the English speakers was

N Your conversation should stay reasonably within
the bounds of the scenario’s motivation, but you
should not feel confined to the talking points
specified and are free to reasonably expand upon
the motivation. For example, a vehicle checkpoint
scenario could reasonably turn into a medical
assessment if the driver claims to need medical
attention.

Example dialogues were then discussed highlighting
appropriate interactions (a single speaker talking at a
time, the English speaker directing the microphone
and/or speaker at the Pashto speakers when appropri-
ate, etc.) along with undesirable interactions (both
speakers talking at the same time, long-winded Pashto
speakers where their natural responses would be
minimal, etc.).

Pashto speaker rules
The Pashto speaker training was centered on a list of

rules that were provided to these speakers at the onset
of their training. These included

N You should provide consistent and relevant
answers (example—if you stated you have two
children and the technology did not like ‘‘two,’’
then you should not change your answer to
another number. Rather rephrase your answer or
move on, as directed by the English speaker).

N You should pay attention only to the Pashto
speech coming out of the technology. Do NOT
respond to the English speech from the Marine
or from the technology. However, you should
expect that you won’t receive perfect translations,
meaning that a system output of ‘‘House mine’’
reasonably means that this house is mine if the
question asked is ‘‘Who owns this house?’’

The Pashto speakers were presented with examples
of both appropriate and inappropriate interactions.

Metrics
The IET intends the metrics to reflect the goal of

the TRANSTAC program: The deployed use of
speech-to-speech MT technology that enables consis-
tently successful communication between U.S. military
users and local civilians whom they encounter. The
TRANSTAC community is in agreement that the two
aspects that best identify the ability of TRANSTAC
systems to meet that goal are (a) the semantic adequacy
of the translations, leading to justified user confidence
in the system’s translations, and (b) the ability of
English and Pashto speakers to successfully carry out a
task-oriented dialogue in a narrowly focused domain of
known operational need under conditions that reason-
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ably simulate use in the field. The latter of those two
aspects is presented in the following section. The
former is elaborated upon in the rest of this section.

End-user feedback from test participants
After each live Lab and Field scenario, the Marines

and the Pashto speakers filled out a detailed survey
asking them about their experiences with the TRANS-
TAC systems. The surveys explored how easy the
system was to use, how well they perceived it worked,
and errors that the users encountered when interacting
with the system. The Marines and Pashto speakers also
participated in semistructured interviews after each
morning and afternoon block of live evaluations. These
interviews, led by IET members, further explored
various questions including ‘‘What did you like? What
didn’t you like? What would you change?’’ etc., to
obtain more candid and pointed feedback on the
technologies.

High level concept transfer for
live evaluations

Semantic adequacy of the translations was assessed
by six bilingual judges telling us whether the meaning
of each utterance came across. The high-level concept
metric is the number of utterances that are judged to
have succeeded. Thus, failed utterances are not directly
scored (other than taking up time). The high-level
concept metric is an efficiency metric that shows the
number of successful utterances per unit of time, as
well as accuracy. This metric is roughly quantitative.

Low level concept transfer for
offline evaluations

Low level concept transfer is a quantitative measure
of the transfer of the low-level elements of meaning in
each utterance. In this context, a low-level concept is a
specific content word (or words) in an utterance. For
example, the phrase ‘‘The school past the bazaar before
the clinic’’ is one high-level concept but is made up of
three low-level concepts (school, past the bazaar,
before the clinic).

We had an analyst who is a native speaker of each
source language identify the low-level elements of
meaning (low level concepts) in representative sets of
input utterances from the offline data sets and then
asked a panel of five bilingual judges to tell us which
low-level concepts were successfully transferred into
the target-language output (where failures are dele-
tions, substitutions, or insertions of concepts).

Progress from one evaluation to the next may be
presented as a comparison of odds ratio. Odds of
successful concept transfer is a more quantitative
measure of translation adequacy than the Likert-type

judgments of semantic adequacy—the Likert-type judg-
ments give the bilingual judges the opportunity to take
into account the relative importance of the various
concepts while the low-level concept transfer does not.

Likert scores for offline evaluations
The next metric is a judgment of the semantic

adequacy of the translations. The standard is to
measure this by having a panel of bilingual judges rate
the semantic adequacy of the translations an utterance
at a time. We asked our panel of five bilingual judges
to assign a Likert-type score to each utterance,
choosing from a seven-point scale.

N +3 Completely_adequate
N +2
N +1 Tending_adequate
N 0
N 21 Tending_inadequate
N 22
N 23 Inadequate

Automated metrics
Automated metrics are intended to enable the

technology developers to better understand what
aspects of performance account for the end-to-end
success of their systems. It is the intent to identify the
automated metrics that can be run quickly and easily
yet will correlate strongly with judgments of semantic
adequacy provided by bilingual judges. The automated
metrics focus on the core technologies. For speech
recognition, we calculated WER—using SCTK ver-
sion 2.2.2 and automated procedures for normalizing
the hypothesis and reference texts. For machine
translation, we calculated BLEU. BLEU was calculat-
ed with four reference translations and is the default
version using unigrams through 4-grams.

Conclusion
The NIST IET learned numerous lessons from the

April 2010 test event that will be explored for the
August 2010 Dari test exercise. These included (a)
shortening the training time for the speakers because
the technologies are very straightforward, (b) allowing
the English speakers the ability to look at the Nexus
One during the interaction to view the output English
ASR and Pashto to English MT, (c) enhancing the
observation capabilities of the technology developers so
they can better view successful and challenging
interactions, and (d) targeting English speakers from
previous evaluations because they require a smaller
learning curve to use the translation systems. Many of
these lessons are becoming evaluation improvements
that are expected to be deployed in August 2010.
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The Test and Evaluation Uses of Heterogeneous
Computing: GPGPUs and Other Approaches
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The test and evaluation community faces conflicting pressures: Provide more computing power

and reduce electrical power requirements, both on the range and in the laboratory. The authors

present some quantifiable benefits from the implementation of General Purpose Graphics

Processing Units (GPGPUs) as heterogeneous processors. This produces power, space, cooling,

and maintenance benefits that they have documented. Other efforts in the field of power

reduction techniques will be outlined, e.g., the efficient low-power microprocessor approach of

Prof. William Dally and IBM’s well-publicized Blue Gene project. The utility of all of these

techniques for the test and evaluation community is assessed. The authors will report on several

aspects of their experience with GPGPUs: programmability, performance of codes implemented

in several areas of computational science, and the compute power per unit of electrical

consumption. An overview of code design and implementation approaches is discussed.

Key words: Code development; computing cost; computing power per watt; efficient

low-power microprocessor (EM); energy conservation; IBM’s Blue Gene; military

experimentation; modeling; simulation fidelity; training; William Dally.

I
t is commonly held that test and evaluation
(T&E) is one of the most critical steps in the
development of virtually all defense systems
(Fox et al. 2003). It is the central means of
making sure that new systems will reliably

perform their intended functions in their intended
environment, often combat. T&E of current systems is
an elaborate and time-consuming process that reflects
both the intricacies of the object of the test and the
range of equipment, personnel, and environments
required. Many argue that this process consumes far
too much of the time that it takes to put new systems
into the hands of the warfighters and uses way too
many resources without much obvious benefit for those
in combat.

One solution to ameliorating these costs and delays
is the increased use of computer simulations, ranging
from argent-based-models of battlespaces to Mechan-
ical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) analyses
of hardware to esoteric simulations using computa-
tional fluid dynamics to assess everything from new
airframes to dispersion of chemical and biological
agents.

Computing costs are significant as well. These costs
are not only the computer purchase price, be it a small
workstation or time on High Performance Computers
(HPC). They must include the costs of training,
programming, maintaining, validating, and supporting
extensive code bases (Kepner 2004). These questions
are even more urgent because increasing emphasis in
T&E concerns the expenditures of money and time in
the development process. Efficiency is critical when
cost overruns and schedule delays are deleterious and
costly (Fox et al. 2004).

One potential approach to reducing costs, time-to-
roll-out, and physical danger, all the while improving
validity, transparency, and utility, is to adopt the
strategy of heterogeneous computing. Heterogeneous
computing is the use of a variety of different types of
computational units to aid the central processing unit
(CPU), such as accelerators like General Purpose
Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs), field program-
mable gate arrays, and digital signals processors. There
is a growing body of evidence on the use of these
devices, some of it created by the authors in their work
on large-scale battlespace simulations at the U.S. Joint
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Forces Command (JFCOM) and its Joint Concept
Development and Experimentation Directorate (J9).

Joint SemiAutomated Forces (JSAF)
One program in use at JFCOM is JSAF code. JSAF

is loaded onto a network of processors in either
workstations or Linux clusters. They communicate via
a local or wide area network. Communication is
implemented with high level architecture and a custom
version of runtime infrastructure software, called RTI-
s. A run is implemented as a federation of simulators or
clients, and multiple clients, in addition to JSAF, are
typically included in a simulation.

As is common in the T&E community, operational
imperatives drive experimental designs that require
even further expansion of simulation code capabilities.
These needs include some of the following:

N more background entities,
N more complex behaviors,
N larger geographic area,
N multiple resolution terrain, and
N more complex environments.

The energy efficiency issues addressed here are not
new ones. The lack of energy resources and the
inability to adequately conserve existing power reserves
can arguably be advanced as one of the reasons for the
loss of World War II by both major Axis powers.

In T&E settings, the need for power conservation is
still paramount, mainly for cost, maintenance, and
habitability reasons. These may vary by region, e.g.,
power is on the order of three times as expensive on
Maui as it is in Maryland, and by installation, e.g., size
and temperature constraints differ between a high
performance computing center and a test aircraft
cockpit. Nevertheless, all of the previously mentioned
parameters are important, critical, or vital, as the case
may be.

While most equipment suffers from high heat,
electronics are especially sensitive. The microcircuitry
now employed in every phase of computing is prone to
energy constraints, the principal culprit being the need
to transfer heat away from the sensitive circuits that are
generating their own heat. While calling attention to
this concern, it is not the intent of this article to focus
on heat dissipation mitigation techniques.

This article investigates innovative and effective
ways to accomplish the same amount of computation
while using significantly less total energy. The
technique studied by the authors is to use GPGPUs
to effectively handle computationally intensive activity
‘‘spikes.’’ The authors report on three specific aspects of
their use of GPGPUs:

N code drafting and development hurdles and
opportunities,

N codes modified in several areas of computational
science,

N a wide range of software results in floating point
operations per second (FLOPS) per watt param-
eters in various hardware configurations.

An introductory synopsis of algorithmic design and
implementation strategies should allow the T&E users
to conceptualize the applicability of this technique to
their own situations. To assist in this analysis, we
discuss and display an actual working code segment
along with the design rationale behind it. Further,
because such new techniques cannot be implemented
willy-nilly, the authors feel that their experience in
training other Department of Defense (DoD) users to
implement the approach will assist program managers
in scoping and justifying training requirements.

GPGPUs as computer accelerators
Methodology employed in simulation

To better analyze potential T&E use, we set forth
the method implemented by this team for forces
modeling and simulation. We use existing DOD
simulation codes running on advanced Linux clusters
operated by JFCOM. The previous J9 clusters were on
Maui and at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio,
but the new cluster enhanced with 64-bit CPUs and
NVIDIA 8800 GPUs was in Suffolk at JFCOM
(Lucas et al. 2007). In addition to the benefits derived
in force-on-force modeling, the T&E community at
large could benefit from the acceleration applied in
other arenas, such as

N physics-based phenomenology,
N CFD plume dispersion,
N computational atmospheric chemistry,
N data analysis.

GPGPU experiments were first conducted on a
more manageable code set to ease the programming
burden and hasten the results. Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms routines (Dongarra 1993) were seen as
appropriate candidates. An MCAE ‘‘crash code’’
arithmetic kernel was used as vehicle for a basic
demonstration problem, based on earlier work (Diniz
et al. 2004).

This preliminary characterization of GPU accelera-
tion focused on a subset of the large space of numerical
algorithms, in this case factoring large sparse symmet-
ric indefinite matrices. Such problems often arise in
MCAE applications. The Intelligent Automation, Inc.
(ISI) team made use of the single precision general
matrix multiply algorithm.
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The GPU should also be a very attractive T&E
computation accelerator to overcome hurdles, e.g.,
sparse matrix factorization. Previous generations of
accelerators, such as those designed by Floating Point
Systems (Charlesworth and Gustafson 1986), were for
the relatively small market of scientific and engineering
applications. Contrast this with GPUs that are
designed to improve the end-user experience in mass-
market arenas such as gaming.

To get meaningful speed-up in T&E settings, we
need to reduce the GPU data transfer and interaction
between the host and the GPU to an acceptable
minimum. The T&E user should be warned that the
conduct of this analysis is not trivial, and the costs of it
must always be born in mind when considering the use
of GPGPUs (Kepner 2004).

Implementation research results
Results for recent runs on the C1060 from NVIDIA

are shown in Figure 1, which plots the time is takes to
factor the matrix as a function of the number of cores
employed, both with and without the GPU. ISI used a
dual-socket Nehalem host, sustaining 10.3 GFLOPS
when using one core, and 59.7 GFLOPS when using
all eight. When the GPU is employed, it performs
6.57E + 12 operations, 92 percent of the total, and
sustains 98.1 GFLOPS in doing so. The code’s overall
performance with the GPU improves to 61.2
GFLOPS when one host core is used, and 79.8
GFLOPS with all eight. For perspective, reordering
and symbolic factorization take 7.9 seconds, permuting
the input matrix takes 2.64 seconds, and the triangular
solvers take 1.51 seconds (Lucas, Wagenbreth, and
Davis 2010).

The single precision general matrix multiply func-
tion used in this work was supplied by NVIDIA. In
testing, it was found that it could achieve close to 100
GFLOP/s, over 50 percent of the peak performance of
the NVIDIA GTS GPU. Thus, the efforts were
focused on optimizing the functions for eliminating
off-diagonal panels (GPUl) and factoring diagonal
blocks (GPUd).

Another application that may have T&E uses is a
fast and large-scale graph-based construct, e.g., route-
planning algorithms found in complex urban environ-
ment simulations. JSAF currently employs a heuristic
A* search algorithm to do route planning for its
millions of entities—the algorithm is sequential and
thus very computationally expensive. Using the GPU,
the JSAF simulation can off-load the route-planning
component to the GPU and remove one of its major
bottlenecks (Tran et al. 2008).

Early experimentation results at JFCOM
T&E users may benefit from an awareness of the

initial year of research on JFCOM’s GPU-enhanced
cluster, Joshua. It was marked with typical issues of
stability, operating system modifications, optimization,
and experience. All of the major stated goals of the
cluster proposal were met or exceeded. Joshua easily
met its stability and availability requirements from
JFCOM.

Any potential user would be interested in the issues
of getting the machine up and running. A typical
problem was getting the correct operating system
installed and coordinating that with the NVIDIA
staff’s recommendations as to varying versions and
incompatibilities. Those types of issues are still relevant
today.

Joshua provided 24 3 7 3 365 enhanced, distrib-
uted, and scalable computational resources that did
enable joint warfighters at JFCOM and international
partners to develop, explore, test, and validate twenty-
first century battlespace concepts. The specific goal was
to enhance global-scale, computer-generated military
experimentation by sustaining more than 2,000,000
entities on appropriate terrain with valid phenomenol-
ogy.

This was more than achieved in a major break-
through in which 10 million entities were simulated in
a Middle Eastern urban environment complete with
demographically correct civilians (Figure 2).

The tasks of overcoming implementation hurdles
and stabilizing the compute environment were inter-
esting but not daunting. Agent-based model combat
simulations of this size and sophistication were
previously impossible because of limitations of com-
putational power. The earlier pair of clusters had

Figure 1. Multicore factorization time, with and without

the GPU.
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enabled the development and implementation of a
proven scalable code base capable of using thousands of
nodes interactively. The ISI team continues to address
issues of interest to the T&E community such as
enhanced security for distributed autonomous process-
es, interactive HPC paradigms, use of advanced
architectures, self-aware models, global terrain with
high-resolution insets, and physics-based phenome-
nology, many of which have their counterparts in
T&E.

There is a general consensus that there are two
possible ways to improve simulation fidelity: (a) by
increasing entity counts (quantitatively) and (b) by
increasing realism (qualitatively) of entity behaviors
and resolution of the environment. Numerous efforts
have been made to increase the former, e.g., SF
Express (Brunnet et al. 1998) and Noble Resolve. They
included the use of the scalable parallel processors or
clusters of compute nodes (Wagenbreth et al. 2005).
As for the latter, JFCOM M&S teams have made
great strides in improving entity behavior models
(Ceranowicz et al. 2002; Ceranowicz, Torpey, and
Hines 2006) by adding intelligence to the simulation
entity behaviors, and with these improvements, entities
behave in more realistic fashions. Because JFCOM has
been required to simulate more urban operations, the
density of the road and trail networks has dramatically
increased. This dictates an increase in computational
costs (in terms of how entities relate to the environ-
ment), which was the heart of that research effort.

Power consumption analyses
Finding a great deal of interest in GPGPU

acceleration, the following work, while necessarily
preliminary because of the design dynamics of the
devices being offered, may prove useful to those facing
power issues today. In any case, these analyses do
support the proposition that the use of GPGPUs is
probably indicated as a viable method for reducing
power consumption per unit of computation (usually

quantified here as FLOPS). Let us examine the extra
power requirement for a system, first at the maximum
power drain specified, then the drain at high
computational loads, the drain at idle, and finally
the drain with the GPGPU card removed from the
node.

ISI had access to three versions of the NVIDIA
GPUs that were tested, the 8800, 9400, and 9800. The
NVIDIA C1060s and C2050s were not available for
this early test. Data on them will be presented when it
is available. In each case, the host for the GPGPU was
chosen to best complement the GPU itself, so different
platforms were used in every instance. While this may
seem to be comparing apples and oranges, this is a
necessary result of the choice of the target GPUs and
would be more convoluted if they were all tried on one
platform with the concomitant compromises.

A Model 22-602 Radio Shack AC ammeter probe,
as seen in Figure 3, was used to test current flow to the
entire node.

Wattage parameters from the vendor are typically
maximum current allowed, not typical current usage
under various conditions. That is why the authors
measured each value themselves. All values in this
article were either measured or calculated.

In each case, the amperage was measured, within the
accuracy of the meter, of the current to the node under
test while exercising the GPU (a) to the maximum
extent feasible, (b) at idle while running, (c) at a sleep
or hibernate mode, and (d) then finally, with the
subject card removed. Cost, time, and instrumentation
constraints precluded measuring the entire power
consumption of the cluster Joshua, so figures for that
power consumption were derived from findings and
from data available from the vendors.

Figure 2. Screen capture of 10 million entity run.

Figure 3. Ammeter and harness used for current quantification.
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The authors wish to issue a caveat about the
amperages cited. They can reliably be used for
comparative purposes, but care should be exercised if
trying to calculate actual amperages to be experienced
in different computational environments and using
different analytic tools. The accuracy of the meter used
could be reliably certain to return comparative figures,
but the absolute numbers might be off by some
significant fraction. Test and retest numbers were very
stable, giving some assurance that the comparative
values were meaningful. The question that was being
posed was: ‘‘How much power does the GPGPU card
consume in each of several different states and with
different host environments?’’ (Table 1). The details of
the hosts are omitted here for space considerations but
are available from the authors upon request.

These data indicate that the entire node takes on the
order of 50 percent more power at full load and that
the GPGPU adds on the order of 15–20 percent power
consumption, even at rest, assuming one GPGPU card
per processor. For T&E purposes, the authors would
recommend something more on the order of one
GPGPU per four to eight cores of a CPU.

GPGPU Programming in CUDA
Again, looking at the overall productivity issue,

programming ease may easily outweigh power con-
sumption and new hardware costs (Kepner 2004).
While we do not want to analyze CUDA program-
ming too stringently, the authors think it advisable to
show the potential user some indication of what
CUDA programming entails.

First, here is some FORTRAN code:

do j = jl, jr

do i = jr + 1, ld

x = 0.0

do k = jl, j 2 1

x = x + s(i, k) * s(k, j)

end do

s(i, j) = s(i, j) 2 x

end do

end do

Now, here is the same algorithm, implemented into
CUDA:

ip=0;

for (j = jl; j ,= jr; j++) {

if(ltid ,= (j21)2jl){

gpulskj(ip+ltid) = s[IDXS(jl+ltid,
j)];

}

ip = ip + (j 2 1) 2 jl + 1;

}

__syncthreads();

for (i = jr + 1 + tid; i ,= ld;

i += GPUL_THREAD_COUNT) {

for (j = jl; j ,= jr; j++) {

gpuls(j2jl,ltid) = s[IDXS(i,j)];

}

ip=0;

for (j = jl; j ,= jr; j++) {

x = 0.0f;

for (k = jl; k ,= (j21); k++) {

x = x + gpuls(k2jl,ltid) *
gpulskj(ip);

ip = ip + 1;

}

gpuls(j2jl,ltid) 2= x;

}

for (j = jl; j ,= jr; j++) {

s[IDXS(i,j)] = gpuls(j2jl,ltid);

}

}

A critical factor, if not the most critical one, in
heterogeneous programming is the need to understand
which algorithms map well enough to the GPGPU to
warrant the overhead costs of porting and maintaining
them. For a more disciplined treatment of the
programming environment and approach that will be
useful, the reader is referred to the authors’ Web sites
on GPGPU processing (Davis 2009). NVIDIA also
offers course materials online, and the authors willingly
acknowledge the assistance that NVIDIA has given to
them. Like all tasks, there seems to be a critical
experience level required for reliable programming in
this mode.

Table 1. Power readings using different GPGPUs.

Status R

Whole node watts ( ±4% )

Max Idle Sleep Removed

8800 264 228 228 156

9400 444 360 324 275

9800 730 586 540 460
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Other approaches to better computation/
watt ratios
ELM moves data more efficiently

Many in the T&E community may be familiar with
computing pioneer Bill Dally. He has been advancing a
different approach to saving power during computa-
tion. Analyzing the power used on microcircuits, his
team observed that most of the power was being used
moving data around the chip. Because many of these
movements were the nonoptimal artifacts of earlier
VLSI designs, he and his Stanford team set out to
make the data flows more power efficient (Dally et al.
2008).

Professor Dally’s (ELM) project has sought high
performance in the creation of a low-power and
programmable embedded system. He has sought to
reduce the very inefficient memory transfers by
designing a chip composed of many efficient tiles and
providing a full software stack. It is his intention that
ELM will be able to reduce or eliminate the need of
fixed function logic blocks in passively cooled systems.

The ELM team maintains that energy consumption
in modern processors is dominated by supplying
instructions and data to functional units. If intercon-
nects benefit less than logic from advances in
semiconductor technologies, driving the interconnects
has accounted for an increasing fraction of the energy
consumed. This may account for more than 70 percent
of the energy consumed by the computing unit.

Providing a platform that can execute real-time
computationally intensive tasks and still reduce the
power used is the goal of the ELM architecture. This is
being done in reaction to the fact that embedded
systems, e.g., cell phones, are composed of micropro-
cessors and fixed-function circuitry. Programmability
for the system is provided by the microprocessor, but it
is too inefficient to meet the computation, timing, and
power constraints of many communication and mul-
timedia protocols. This, in turn, requires fixed function
logic to be added to embedded systems to provide the
necessary performance. Unfortunately, this cannot be
changed once the system has been fabricated.

ELM implementations are designed so that software
replaces the fixed function hardware. This removes the
inefficiencies associated with this programmability
conundrum. Clearly, this is a good thing because
software applications are more cost-effective to create
and update than silicon and the concomitant power
savings are still realized.

Ensembles, which are simple tiles, are made up of
software managed memory (EM) and several Ensemble
Processors (EPs). Prof. Dally maintains that these small
tiles are much more energy efficient than large cores and
offer more computation contexts for each die area. The

team is developing the tiled architecture using software
to take advantage of the available computation resourc-
es. The rationale here is that a larger software up-front
cost will be amortized over a program’s lifetime.

Each EP can issue both an arithmetic and memory
operation using a two-wide instruction. Load latencies
are managed easily. Prefetching into the instruction
registers prior to execution eliminates stalling on jumps.
Some old parallelization techniques are used, e.g., the
ELM architecture supports single-instruction multiple
data execution within an ensemble. All EPs execute in
lock step with instructions coming from a single in-
struction register file. This has effectively quadrupled the
amount of instructions that can be stored.

These is a 64-entry, software-managed instruction
register file that is available to the EPs. The register
files are adequate to hold the inner loops of programs
with little performance degradation. Reduced energy
requirements are realized by having only one instruc-
tion fetch per cycle per EP.

The Stanford team reports that there can be power
reductions of two orders of magnitude for individual
operations on the silicon. In Table 2, Dally’s team
presents their data on power reductions (Balfour et al.
2008).

This approach shows much promise but may not be
immediately applicable to the T&E community and
may be encumbered by the, as yet demonstrable,
capability of journeymen programmers to master the
analytical techniques required for optimization. Fur-
ther, the authors were not able to find any data that
supported an analysis of overall power savings. In an
analogous way, there is a temptation for GPGPU
advocates to claim huge processing speedups for some
restricted subroutine, but they are less inclined to say
what the impact was on the total functioning code base
that is actually needed by the user.

IBM’s Blue Gene
IBM is also contributing to power reduction

technologies in the form of the ‘‘big-iron’’ Blue Gene
series of high performance computers. For its Blue Gene
initiative, IBM integrated all of the putatively essential
subsystems on a single chip, with each of the
computational or communications nodes dissipating
low power (about 17 W, including DRAMs). Low
power dissipation enables the installation of as many as
1,024 compute nodes and the necessary communications
nodes in the standard computer rack. This can be done
in accordance with standard limits on electrical power
supply and air cooling. As discussed earlier, the
important performance metrics in terms of power
(FLOPS per watt), space (FLOPS per square meter of
floor space), and cost (FLOPS per dollar) have allowed
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IBM to scale up to very high performance (Chiu, Gupta,
and Royyuru 2005). The issue may be, ‘‘Was this done at
the expense of general purpose accessibility?’’

This is not a classical ‘‘general purpose’’ computer
because it requires significant esoteric skills to make
optimal use of its power. The compute nodes are
attached to three parallel communications networks:
peer-to-peer communications use a three-dimensional
toroidal network, collective communications use a
collective network, fast barriers use a global interrupt
network, and external communications are provided by
an Ethernet network. File system operations are
handled by the I/O nodes on behalf of the compute
nodes. Finally, there is a management net to provide
access to the nodes for configuration, booting, and
diagnostics.

The compute nodes in Blue Gene/L support a single
user program using a minimal operating system. A
limited number of POSIX calls are supported, and only
one process may be run at a time. Green threads must be
implemented to simulate local concurrency. C, C++, or
FORTRAN are the supported languages and as is
common with clusters, MPI is used for communication.

The Blue Gene/L system can be partitioned into
electronically isolated sets of nodes to allow multiple
programs to run concurrently. The major drawbacks
seem to be that the hardware is not based on a
commercially supported product, as are the cell
processor implementations and the GPGPU accelera-
tions, and on the potentially problematic programming
environment.

Analysis
Out of scientific restraint, the authors have assidu-

ously resisted the temptation to claim huge increases in

computational power or efficiencies in power con-
sumption per unit computation. They note that while
the NVIDIA processors in the 8800 through the
C2050 series may have potential compute power that is
nominally in the several hundred gigaFLOPS range,
the issue of real interest is, ‘‘What will they do to
accelerate the programs the T&E user needs?’’ In the
authors’ case, early experiences on the simulations run
by JFCOM speak to the evaluation segment of T&E
because that is a major thrust at JFCOM.

The GPGPUs can attack some issues, most notably
the spikes of activity occasioned by a data surge by the
sensor being simulated or a new direction of travel for a
large group. These spikes are tailormade for resolution
by GPU processing, bearing close resemblance to the
visualization algorithms for which the GPU was
designed. By easily handling the visualization (Lucas
et al. 2007) and route-finding spikes (Tran et al. 2008),
the GPGPUs do actually provide an effective overall
doubling of effective computing for the cost of an
approximately 30 percent increase in power. Clearly
this is desirable at this level, and considering the
newness of the approach, more impressive gains might
be anticipated for later.

In the case of Joshua, one GPGPU for every eight
cores was considered prudent, and experience has
shown that the GPGPUs have not been insufficient to
meet the needs imposed upon them. In this case, the
power increase is more on the order of 5 percent, with
the anticipated doubling of computational power.
Should this ratio turn out to be valid in other, more
constrained implementations, as described earlier, the
benefits will be significant. Increased habitability,
reduced heat signatures, increased battery life, reduced
environmental stress on electronic components, and

Table 2. Power savings using ELM.

Ensemble Processor

Technology TSMC CL013G (VDD 5 1.2 V)

Clock freq. 200 MHz

Avg. power 28 mW

Multipliers 16-bit + 40-bit acc. 16.5 pJ/op

irfs 64 128-bit registers 16 pJ/read 18 pJ/write

xrfs 32 32-bit registers 14 pJ/read 8.7 pJ/write

orfs 8 32-bit registers 1.3 pJ/read 1.8 pJ/write

arfs 8 16-bit registers 1.1 pJ/read 1.6 pJ/write

Memory 8 KB 33 pJ/read 29 pJ/write

RISC Processor

Technology TSMC CL013G (VDD 5 1.2 V)

Clock freq. 200 MHz

Avg. power 72 mW

Multiplier 16-bit + 40 bit acc. 16.5 pJ/op

Register file 40 32-bit registers 17 pJ/read 22 pJ/write

Instr. cache 8KB (two-way) 107 pJ/rd 121 pJ/write

Data cache 8KB (two-way) 131 pJ/rd 121 pJ/write
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other benefits would accrue with almost trivial energy
costs.

Critically, the computing power that the T&E
professionals need would be made available to them
where they need it, on the range or in the field. This is
not to say that the authors find that other approaches
to heterogeneous high performance computing may
not also hold promise. As with all new technologies,
the costs in terms of availability, adoptability, and
training must be kept in mind.

In more mundane settings, say a domestic comput-
ing center, the cost savings in power alone are
significant. Because the numbers on power usage for
large clusters such as Joshua are merely daunting in
Virginia, in more remote areas such as the Maui High
Performance Computing Center where they face
electric rates that are literally multiples of what is
common on the mainland, it is reasonable to look at
the doubling of computational power as vital. It means
that one’s FLOPS per watt improvements may
generate savings on the order of from $2,500 per hour
to $5,000 per hour, at $0.09 and $0.20 per kilowatt
hour, respectively, for the two centers.

Conclusions
T&E will face increasing demands for ever-growing

computer systems. Many new technologies offer
various paths to increasing computational power, while
restraining the numerous and varied costs of power
consumption. The authors maintain that even their
conservative approach and carefully substantiated
claims support the tenet that heterogeneous computing
displays many attractive features of interest to the
T&E community. C
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Data Fusion of Geographically Dispersed Information:
Experience With the Scalable Data Grid

Ke-Thia Yao, Ph.D., Craig E. Ward, and Dan M. Davis

Information Sciences Institute, USC, Marina del Rey, California

Test and evaluation (T&E) professionals today often face the distribution of data they need to

use over significant distances. Some of these data sources are too large for easy transmission

because of costs, delays, losses, security, and administrative burdens. The Information Sciences

Institute (ISI) has been working with the Joint Forces Command on its transcontinentally

distributed battlespace simulations, and they have conceived, architected, implemented, and

tested a system that uses the data in place. This has been characterized as a scalable data grid

that uses data cubes for rapid and focused retrieval. It is necessary that these data be available in

a timely manner, organized for ease of access, securely stored, and easily manipulated for data

mining. Suggestions are offered listing T&E situations to which the scalable data grid approach

would seem applicable.

Key words: Aggregation and summarization; Apache Hadoop distributed files system;

data collation; data mining; dimensions of interest; expectation-maximization (EM)

algorithm; information from logged data; k-means algorithm; measures of performance;

Meshrouter application; Urban Resolve Phase I.

T
est and evaluation (T&E), while once
done via handwritten analyses, has
increasingly come to rely on computer
collection and manipulation of data
from a myriad of sensors and sources.

In common with most of the rest of the defense
community, T&E can now collect more data than it
can easily analyze. More computing power allows for
increases in the breadth and depth of the information
collected. Now the same computing power must assist
in identifying, ordering, storing, and providing easy
access to that data. Fast networking allows large
clusters of high performance computing resources,
often distributed transcontinentally, to be brought to
bear on T&E. This increase in fidelity has correspond-
ingly increased the volumes of data that tests are
capable of generating.

Coordinating distant computing resources and
making sense of this mass of data is a problem that
must be addressed. Unless data are analyzed and
converted into information, testing will provide only a
fraction of the knowledge that is possible. For the U.S.
Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) Urban Resolve
exercises, which are used to evaluate new systems and
sensors, Information Sciences Institute (ISI) developed
a distributed logging system to capture publish-and-

subscribe messages from the high-level architecture
(HLA) simulation federation. For a 2-week exercise,
omitting nonessential data, this system logged over a
terabyte of data (Yao and Wagenbreth, 2005).

In addition to the scalable data grid approach, the
ISI team found that Hadoop provided a scalable, but
conceptually simple, distributed computation paradigm
that is based on map–reduce operations implemented
over a highly parallel, distributed file system. Map–
reduce implementations of k-means and expectation-
maximization data mining algorithms were developed
to take advantage of the Hadoop framework. This file
system dramatically reduced the disk scan time needed
by the iterative data mining algorithms. It was found
that these algorithms could be effectively implemented
across multiple Linux clusters connected over reserved
high-speed networks. The data transmission reduc-
tions observed should be applicable in most T&E
situations, even those that use lower bandwidth
communications.

For this analysis, Hadoop jobs were created to
experiment with the data mining performance charac-
teristics in an environment that was based on
connections to sites across widely dispersed geographic
regions. Specially configured Linux cluster computers
were installed at ISI in California, at the University of
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Illinois–Chicago (UIC) in Illinois, and at ISI-East in
Virginia. All of these machines had large disk storage
configurations, were located on network circuits
capable of 10-Gb/s transmission, and remained
dedicated to this research. The machine at ISI in
California served as a control. Special network
connectivity was established between UIC and ISI-
East to test Hadoop across that geographic distance.

Agile data framework
In general, T&E analysts and customers have been

interested not only in system data, but also in how well
higher level mission tasks and objectives are satisfied. A
measure of effectiveness (MOE) is a question, or a
measure, designed to illuminate how well particular
mission tasks are satisfied with respect to a system
(Gentner et al. 1996).

A measure of performance is typically a quantitative
measure of a system characteristic used to support an
MOE. For example, sample MOE questions are ‘‘Can
the enemy be located?’’ or ‘‘Can the system effectively
detect movement within urban environment?’’ Mea-
sures of performance supporting these MOEs are
typically statistical in nature.

Data loggers do extremely well at capturing detailed
operational data. ISI’s distributed data loggers have
captured terabytes of experimental data for the Urban
Resolve Phase I exercises at JFCOM (Wagenbreth et
al. 2010). Operational data included individual entity
state changes and interactions among the entities.
Depending on the type of entity, entity state changes
may include location, orientation, and velocity. For
vehicles, additional attributes may include external
lights-on and engine-on. Interactions may include
collision, damage assessment, sensor detection, and
contact report.

The logged data collected from the test is often at
too low a level to be of direct use to the T&E analysts.
Information needs to be abstracted from the logged
data by collation, aggregation, and summarization. To
perform this data transformation, we had to define an
analysis data model that is suitable for analysts and
decision makers. ISI used a multidimensional data
model as a way of representing the information from
their perspective. Next, a logging data model repre-
senting the collected data has to be defined.

Then, to bridge the gap and connect two data
models, ISI defined an abstraction relationship that
mapped the logging model to the analysis model. This
was a part of the scalable data grid toolkit (Yao and
Wagenbreth, 2005).

ISI developed a sensor–target scoreboard that
provided a visual way of quickly comparing the relative
effectiveness of individual sensor platforms and sensor

modes against different types of targets (Graebener et
al. 2003, 2004). The sensor–target scoreboard was a
specific instance of the more general multidimensional
analysis (Kimbal et al. 1998). Such a scoreboard is an
example of two dimensions of a multidimensional
cube. Its two dimensions can be the sensor dimension
and target. One can imagine extending the scoreboard
to take into account, say, weather conditions and time
of day. This would add two more dimensions to form a
four-dimensional cube.

The analysis data model consists of two key
concepts: dimensions of interest and measures of
performance. Dimensions are used to define the
coordinates of multidimensional data cubes. The cells
within this data cube are the measure values (Figure 1).

Dimensions of interest
For large simulations, like the Urban Resolve

exercises, the magnitude of data collected ranges into
the terabytes. Dimensions categorize and partition the
data along lines of interest to the analysts. Defining
multiple crosscutting dimensions aids in breaking the
data into smaller, orthogonal subsets.

Dimensions have associated measurement units, or
coordinates. Choosing the granularity of these units
aids in determining the size of the subsets. For
example, depending on the dynamic nature of the
phenomenon that the analysts are trying to study, they
may choose to define the time dimension units in
terms of minutes, days, weeks, or years.

Another dimension example is in terms of simula-
tion entity groups. For the sensor dimension in the
sensor–target scoreboard, the analyst may want to
group together sensors by the type of platform: high-

Figure 1. Dimensions of interest and measures of performance.
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flying unmanned aerial vehicles, midaltitude un-
manned aerial vehicles, organic air vehicles, and
unattended ground sensors. The targets may be
grouped together, for example, by transportation
mode: air, ground, and sea.

Hierarchical dimensions define how a coordinate
relates to other coordinates as its subset. It serves to
group together similar units from the analyst’s
perspective. By defining hierarchical dimensions,
analysts inform the system about how to aggregate
and summarize information. For example, the analysts
may want to subdivide the sensor platform category
into the sensor modes: moving target indicators,
synthetic aperture radar, images, video, and acoustic.

Hierarchical dimensions can be viewed as a partial
ordering relationship. At the top node of the partial
ordering is the set containing all the coordinates. The
bottom nodes of the partial ordering are singleton sets
containing just one coordinate. Edges between nodes
indicate a superset–subset relationship. A node’s parent
is its superset. A node’s child is its subset. Nodes in
hierarchical dimensions are also given coordinates.
Calling the coordinates for nonsingleton nodes ‘‘ab-
stract coordinates’’ is the accepted practice. Coordi-
nates for singleton nodes are the concrete coordinate of
the single element in the set.

Multiple decompositions of the same dimension are
also useful. For example, there may be many different
simulation federate types playing in the federation. The
analysts may want to verify how each federate responds
to the sensor contacts, so they can define the category to
be the type of federates in which they are interested.

Measures of performance
After the data have been partitioned along lines of

interest, the data subsets may still be large. Measures
provide quantitative ways of characterizing the data
subsets. A key characteristic that measures should have
is that they are can be aggregated. The hierarchical
crosscutting dimensions partition the data into a
hierarchy of subsets. The measure must be able to
provide a meaningful summarization. To be computa-
tionally efficient, the measure aggregation operator
must satisfy the associative and commutative proper-
ties—the measure of a set must be computable from
the measures of its subsets. In the case of the sensor–
target scoreboard, the measure of performance is
simply an integer count of the number of times a
sensor has detected a target. The aggregation operator
is the addition operator.

RTI-s, a highly scalable implementation of the
Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) (Helfinstine, Torpey,
and Wagenbreth 2003), provides an interceptor plug-
in framework that exposes calls to this HLA interface

to registered plug-ins (Figure 2). The SDG exploits
this plug-in to intercept and log messages and federate
attribute updates and interaction sends. With respect
to the RTI, the contents of these messages are raw
binary strings. RTI provides publish-and-subscribe
facilities to exchange these messages but not to decode
their contents. To provide the query and analysis
capabilities, these messages must be decoded with
respect to the federation object model, the simulation
definitional statement.

Cube computation
The data are made up of the facts or observations

from a test. The facts have to be aggregated according
to how hierarchical dimensions are defined. The cells
that correspond to the abstract coordinates of the cube
have to be computed. Here it is assumed that the
aggregation operator satisfies the associative and
commutative properties. Given these assumptions,
measures can be efficiently computed for all the
abstract coordinates by doing a bottom-up traversal
of the partial ordering hierarchy.

T&E use of Hadoop
Easily obtained by anyone, Hadoop is an open

source system, hosted by the Apache Software
Foundation (Apache 2007). It provides a reliable, fault
tolerant, distributed file system and application pro-
gramming interfaces. These enable its map-reduce
framework for the parallel evaluation of large volumes
of test data.

The simplicity of the Hadoop programming model
allows for straightforward implementations of many
evaluation functions. The popular Java applications
have the most direct access, but Hadoop also has
streaming capabilities that allow for implementations
in any preferred language.

Several other communities that need to handle large
amounts of data are using map-reduce implementa-
tions to manage that data. Google started using a map-
reduce system internally before 2004 (Dean and
Ghemawat 2004). Yahoo runs the largest Hadoop
cluster, running over a Linux cluster of over 10,000
cores (Yahoo 2008). Many vendors, e.g., Amazon, use

Figure 2. Logging data flow.
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Hadoop as part of their cloud computing service. A list
of organizations that make use of Hadoop can be
found at the Hadoop wiki (Powered By, 2009).

In the 2008 terabyte sort challenge, Yahoo won by
using Hadoop to sort 1 terabyte of data in 209 seconds
(O’Malley 2008). That cluster consisted of 910 nodes
with two quad core 2-GHz Xeons and 4 SATA disks
per node.

Hadoop distributed file system
The Hadoop distributed files system (HDFS) runs

on top of a native file system and is only accessible
through the Hadoop application programming inter-
faces (APIs). HDFS configurations distribute data in
equal-sized chunks across the available data nodes.
This division of data works best for large files that can
be stored as multiples of the chunking size configured
for the HDFS. If the files are smaller than the
chunking size, the HDFS will waste local file system
resources with empty, allocated bytes. Redundancy and
fault tolerance are achieved by replicating these chunks
on multiple nodes. Hadoop attempts to run the map
operations on copies of the data local to the mapping
task. This reduces the amount of data that needs to be
moved around.

ISI experiments used varying HDFS configurations.
One configuration kept all nodes within a single rack.
Another divided the nodes across half of the
continental United States. Hadoop has three different
node types: nodes for processing tasks, nodes for
storing data, and a single node, called the name node,
to coordinate the others. The tasks that are assigned to
processing nodes are monitored for status. If a task
appears to fail, it can be reassigned to another
processing node. The assignments attempt to keep
processing and data near each other, limiting the strain
on any underlying communications resources, such as a
network.

Distributed data mining algorithms
There are some T&E settings in which discovering

unanticipated or novel data would be useful (Gehrig,
Holloway, and Schroeter 2004). Data mining is a way
of finding patterns in what otherwise would be random
data. Many data mining algorithms are iterative in
nature. They require the data to be scanned several
times during the mining process. These algorithms can
become prohibitively expensive for very large data sets
that do not fit into memory and have to be stored on
disk. Sequential disk access on a single disk can be
several orders of magnitude slower than memory
access. Hadoop with its potential to access thousands
of disks in parallel provides a way of addressing this
problem.

In addition, in some situations the test data
themselves are distributed. For example, for
JFCOM’s Urban Resolve exercises, ISI implemented
a distributed logger that stored high-level architecture
runtime infrastructure (HLA RTI) messages locally,
in situ where the messages were generated (Graeb-
ener et al. 2003; Yao and Wagenbreth 2005). Using
Hadoop provides a convenient way to process the
data without having to move them to a centralized
location.

Two clustering algorithms
To test the feasibility of this approach, the ISI team

implemented two data mining clustering algorithms
in Hadoop: k-means and expectation-maximization
(EM).

K-means is a popular data mining clustering
algorithm that assigns a set of data instances into
clusters (or subsets) based on some similarity metric.
The k-means algorithm requires three inputs: an
integer k to indicate the number of desired clusters as
output, a distance function over the data instances, and
the set of n data instances to be clustered. The distance
of a data instance to itself is zero. The greater the
distance between two data instances, the less similar
the instances are. Typically, a data instance is
represented as a numerical vector. The output of the
algorithm is a set of k points representing the mean (or
the center) of the k clusters. Each of the n data
instances is assigned to the nearest cluster mean based
on the distance function.

Below is pseudocode for the k-means algorithm:

1. Generate an initial guess for the k cluster (for
example, by randomly selecting k points from the data
instances as the k means).

2. Assign each of the n data instances to the nearest
cluster mean.

3. Based on the data instance assignment, compute
the new cluster mean for each of the k clusters.

4. While not done, go to Step 2.

Figure 3 illustrates some results of k-means cluster-
ing, correctly finding the means of the three distinct
clusters. That is, given a set of points generated for this
data set, the algorithm correctly discovered the patterns
in the points.

The EM algorithm can be viewed as a probabilistic
generalization of the k-means algorithm. Instead of
representing a cluster by just its mean, EM represents a
cluster by its mean and its variance (or covariance
matrix), i.e., each cluster is represented by a Gaussian
distribution. In addition, each cluster is associated with
a weight, representing the probability of selecting the
cluster. The sum of these k cluster weights is equal to 1.
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This representation is called a Gaussian mixture
model.

The steps of the EM algorithm are similar to the k-
means algorithm. In Step 1 the initial guess now
includes the k means, k variances, and k cluster weights.
The assignment in Step 2, also known as the
expectation step, is now slightly more complicated.
Instead of assigning each data point to one cluster,
each data point is assigned to each cluster with a
probability based on a Gaussian distribution. In Step 3,
the maximization step, the k means, k variances, and k

cluster weights are recomputed based on the probabi-
listic assignment from Step 2.

Hadoop implementation
Only the Hadoop implementation of the k-means

algorithm will be described, the EM Hadoop imple-
mentation being similar. There exists a variety of ways
to generate the initial guess in Step 1. If there is a
priori knowledge of the range of values of the data,
then k means can be generated randomly using a
uniform distribution. Otherwise, scanning the data
instances once will allow computing the range values.
Or, scanning the data instances and randomly selecting
k instances as the means is possible. To simplify the
algorithm description, we shall assume that there is a
priori knowledge.

Step 2 corresponds to the map operation. Map
functions have the form

Map: (in-key, in-value) R list (out-key, out-value)

In this case, the in-key is null, and the in-value is the
data instance vector. The out-key is an integer from 1 to
k representing the cluster identifier, and the out-value

is a list of pairs, where each pair consists of the data
instance vector and the integer 1.

K-means map: (null, data-instance) R list (cluster-id,

(data-instance, 1))

Step 3 corresponds to the reduce operation. Reduce
functions have the form:

Reduce: (in-key, list (in-value)) R list (out-key, out-
value)

In this case the input (in-key, in-value) is the output
of the k-means map (cluster-id, (data-instance, 1)). For
each cluster-id, the reduce operation sums all the (data-
instance, 1) pairs associated with that cluster-id.

K-means reduce: (cluster-id, (data-instance, count)) R
list (cluster-id, (sum-of- data-instances, number-of-
instances))

Here the sum-of- data-instances divided by number-
of-instances is the mean of the cluster.

Here is a simple, but naı̈ve, Hadoop implementation
of the k-means algorithm:

1. Random generate k points as initial k means.
2. Apply k-means map and reduce.
3. While not done, go to Step 2.

Test environment setup
Data mining Hadoop jobs were created for the

SIMC-IC project to experiment with the performance
characteristics of Hadoop in an environment that
provided high-speed network connections to sites
across large geographic regions. As mentioned before,
clusters in California, Illinois, and Virginia were
connected via a high-bandwidth link.

Each cluster machine was composed of

N 10 nodes
N 5.3-TB local disk
N 2 clusters running Fedora 8
N 1 cluster running Debian
N 1 10-G E network card
N 1 1-G card for management only
N Dual quad core (8 cores per node) CPUs

The version of Hadoop used for the experiments was
0.17.2.1. Each cluster used the Java SE Runtime
Environment 1.6 (build 1.6.0_11-b03).

Hadoop clusters were configured using the available
nodes such that both the control Hadoop cluster and
the distributed Hadoop cluster had the same number
of nodes, one name node and nine nodes running data
and job task services. The only difference was that the
control cluster used only local network connections
while the other used wide area network connections.

For the wide area network Hadoop cluster, two
configurations were used. One configuration used the
default network resources and one used dedicated
Internet 2 high-bandwidth lines reserved for short
periods.

Figure 3. K-Means clustering of three distinct clusters of points.
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Data load
In addition to the data mining jobs developed, the

ability of Hadoop to load and store data was tested. A
simple data load of six 1.2-GB files was performed
using the default settings, each block of data replicated
on three nodes. All time data was collected from the
time(1) command.

As would be expected, the quickest data loads were
with the local nodes configuration (Table 1). The
actual processing times were not that much different
for each configuration. The major difference was in
clock time, indicating that the distributed systems
spent significant time in suspended wait states while
the network subsystems performed their functions.
The Fastnet version using Internet 2 actually took
longer elapsed time than the standard version.
However, during the execution of the Fastnet version,
we observed Java network exceptions being thrown.

Data mining jobs
Two implementations of the k-means algorithm

were used to test the processing capabilities of Hadoop.
An EM job was also developed, but this job was not
used for this experiment. The UIC Angle data set was
searched for points within the data where the data
clustered. One implementation used a ‘‘naive’’ ap-
proach while the other used a more efficient ‘‘smart’’
approach. The naive implementation did not use the
combine step allowed by the Hadoop API. This
resulted in much more network usage because more
data had to be passed among the task nodes. The smart
implementation made use of this step and greatly
reduced the amount of data exchanged.

The k-means jobs iterated over the data set with an
initial set of cluster points, each time updating the set
of cluster points to better fit the data, each resulting set
of cluster points becoming the input for the next
iteration. When either the points stopped significantly
changing or the maximum number of iterations was
reached, the job stopped.

For development and initial testing, the job was
tested using points randomly generated using known
center coordinates. The results of a run were expected
to match the input provided to the random point
generator (Table 2).

As with the data loads, the data mining jobs
performed best on the local nodes setup. The

differences between local and networked systems are
not as pronounced as with the data loads. This is likely
due to the ability of Hadoop to process chunks of data
in a ‘‘rack-aware’’ manner. The smart implementations
tended to not require long haul network services and
were able to process data in what to them was a local
manner. Again, the Fastnet version took longer elapsed
time than the standard version.

Network utilization
In the previous section, our experiments exercised

Hadoop across differing network configurations. One
configuration used the ‘‘normal’’ connectivity found in
the network while another ran Hadoop over special
high-speed links with a theoretical peak throughput of
10 Gb/s. But, Hadoop results did not reflect the
advantage of the high-speed links.

To rule out the possibility that the high-speed links
were faulty, we used another software system to obtain
independent measurements. The tool used to test this
capability was the Meshrouter, which was designed for
high throughput HLA RTI communications (Barrett
and Gottschalk 2004; Brunett and Gottschalk 1998).
The tests show the Meshrouter application is capable
of achieving 1.5 Gb/s with a single TCP stream, and
up to 5 Gb/s with combined streams.

Based on this throughput experiment, we reasoned
that Hadoop was not able to take full advantage of the
high-speed network. As mentioned previously, it was
observed that Java generated network exceptions
during the execution. Although Hadoop is designed
to be fault tolerant, the exceptions most likely slowed
down its execution.

Moreover, to achieve 50 percent capacity of the
high-speed network, the Meshrouter application
required several TCP streams. It is suspected that
even without the network exceptions, Hadoop will not
be able to take full advantage of the 10-Gb/s network.

Below, the details of the high-speed network
throughput experiment using the Meshrouter are
described. The Meshrouter and associated applications
implement interest managed communication (RTI)
used by several entity simulators in general use. Test

Table 1. Data load test results.

User System Elapsed

ISI Local 44.85 22.09 2:05.69

ISIE/UIC (standard) 46.98 18.38 14:27.75

ISIE/UIC (fastnet) 49.18 18.94 29:20.78

Table 2. K-means results.

User System Elapsed

ISI Local (smart) 1.68 0.18 1:37.76

ISI Local (naive) 6.55 0.92 40:38.64

ISIE/UIC (smart/stand) 1.67 0.19 1:52.80

ISIE/UIC (smart/Fastnet) 2.25 0.27 8:25.08

ISIE/UIC (naive/stand) 5.35 0.96 1:12:03

ISIE/UIC (naive/Fastnet) 8.40 1.72 2:14:16 KILLED*

* The naive run was killed at the elapsed time in the seventh job

iteration. The maximum number for a run is 32.
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programs named publish and subscribe were used to
exercise the network in a controlled and repeatable
manner. The Meshrouter is a complex real-world
application.

The bandwidth experiments were conducted using
the standard ISI Meshrouter formalism for interest-
managed communications. A schematic of the Mesh-
router is shown in Figure 4.

The overall communications scheme consists of
collections of processors (labeled ‘‘SAFs’’ in this legacy
diagram) each communicating with a specified ‘‘pri-
mary’’ router (P). Interest-limited message exchange
among the various basic ‘‘triads’’ is done using a
network of additional ‘‘pop-up’’ and ‘‘pull-down’’
routers. As is described in Barrett and Gottschalk
(2004), the three routers on a triad are instanced as
separate objects within a single Meshrouter process.

The execution of an actual message transfer is
implemented by a software stack as shown in Figure 5.

The results reported here use an RTI-s implemen-
tation for both interest enumeration and the lowest-
level communications primitives (‘‘data flow nodes’’).
While this has enormous advantages, it does have the
generic disadvantage of any general purpose ‘‘plug and
play’’ system in terms of significant, incompletely
understood overheads.

Standard RTI-s data flow implementations exist for
both TCP and UDP communications. The results
presented here use the TCP implementation.

The application processes for the benchmark tests
are of two forms:

Publish Processors: Send out messages of specified
length and interest state. The nominal total
publication rate (megabyte per second) is con-
trolled by a data file that is reread periodically
(by all publish processors). This means that the
nominal experimental data rate can be controlled
dynamically.

Subscribe Processors: Receive messages for a
specified interest state, collecting messages from
multiple publishers, as appropriate. The subscribe
processes are instrumented to measure actual

incoming message rates and to detect missed
messages.

The routers in Figure 5 direct individual messages
from publishers to subscribers according to the interest
declarations. The router processes are also instrument-
ed to determine the fraction of (wall clock) time spent
in communications management (vs. simply waiting
for input).

Two modes were tested. In the first mode, a single
TCP connection was set up between a pair of
Meshrouters at distant locations. The measured band-
width was approximately 300 Mb/s. The second mode
used eight mesh routers at each site, each with multiple
clients and multiple TCP connections. Measured
aggregate bandwidth was approximately 4.6 Gb/s.

This test demonstrated that 50 percent of the
capacity of the high speed wide area network can be
effectively employed by a real world application.

Programming Hadoop
For the T&E programmers, Hadoop should be an

easy system to use. Installation was straightforward.
The rapid changes in Hadoop releases made keeping
up problematic; some releases broke existing code. In
the middle of a test evolution, one might be well
advised not to install every update, but ‘‘freeze’’
Hadoop for the duration of the test.

Shell scripts might be found useful to reduce the
complexity of setup, change, and maintenance of the
various Hadoop configurations across sites. ISI expe-
rience was that once these configurations were in place,
changing them was an easy and straightforward
operation.

Development was convenient for Hadoop jobs.
Running and debugging standalone Hadoop jobs in
the Eclipse IDE allowed rapid turnaround on appli-
cation bug fixes.

Conclusions
This article supports the proposition that the

implementation and use of the SDG and Hadoop

Figure 4. Schematic meshrouter topology. Figure 5. Factored Meshrouter implementation, with

application-specific communications primitives.
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show promise for the T&E environments. It reported
on experiments implementing the SDG and on using
distributed data analysis and data mining implemented
over the Apache Hadoop framework. ISI’s experience
is that the SDG and Hadoop provided a scalable, but
conceptually simple, distributed computation paradigm
based on the standard map and reduce operations
implemented over a highly parallel, distributed file
system. ISI found it practical to develop map and
reduce implementations of k-means and EM data
mining algorithms that took advantage of the Hadoop
framework. The Hadoop file system dramatically
reduced the disk scan time needed by these iterative
data mining algorithms. ISI has successfully executed
these algorithms across multiple Linux clusters over
dedicated 10-Gb/s networks. The ISI team holds that
the results of these experiments support the potential
for the use of these tools in T&E. C
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DCFH—A JAUS and TENA Compliant Agent-Based
Framework for Test and Evaluation of Unmanned Vehicles

Nicholas Lenzi, Benjamin Bachrach, Ph.D., and Vikram Manikonda, Ph.D.

Intelligent Automation, Inc., Rockville, MD

Real-world applications for unmanned and autonomous systems (UAS) teams continue to grow,

and the scale and complexity of the teams are continually increasing. To reduce life cycle costs

and improve test and evaluation (T&E), we increasingly need to develop a generalized

framework that can support the design and development of T&E approaches for multi-UAS

teams and validate the feasibility of the concepts, architectures, and algorithms. This challenge is

most significant in the cognitive–social domains, where the development of test approaches and

methodologies are difficult because of the emergent nature of behaviors in response to dynamic

changes in the battlespace. Today much of the initial validation effort is done using simulations,

which unfortunately rarely capture the complexity of real world effects related to net-centric

communications, vehicle dynamics, distributed sensors, physical environment (terrain), external

disturbances, etc. Furthermore, very often high fidelity simulations do not scale because the

number of UAS increases. This article addresses DCFH—a JAUS and TENA compliant agent-

based T&E framework for simulated, mixed-model (virtual and live–hardware in the loop)

and live testing of teams of unmanned autonomous systems.

Key words: DCFH; emergent behavior; real world battlespace; simulation; UAV teams;

unmanned autonomous systems; validation.

T
he successful deployment of unmanned
platforms in the battlefield has led to
an increased demand for greater num-
bers of unmanned and autonomous
systems (UAS). Coupled to this in-

crease in demand is the expectation of greater levels of
autonomy for these systems (DOD, 2009). There is a
compelling need for the development of flexible test
and evaluation (T&E) frameworks that can address the
challenges associated with testing increasingly complex
systems over shorter testing cycles (DOD, 2009;
Streilein, 2009).

Under an ongoing effort with the Test Resource
Management Center, Unmanned and Autonomous
System Test program, we have developed an integrated
agent-based T&E framework for Simulated, Mixed-
Model, and Live Test and Evaluation of teams of
unmanned autonomous systems. At the core of this
T&E architecture is an agent-based distributed control
framework (DCF) (Kulis et al. 2008; Manikonda et al
2008a; 2008b). As part of ongoing efforts, an enhanced
JAUS and TENA compliant version of DCF is being
developed and tested. A user interface with integrated

T&E environment development, simulation, and
command and control capabilities has been imple-
mented. The DCF is also being tested and evaluated at
the Armament Research Development and Engineer-
ing Center (ARDEC) in Picatinny Arsenal in a
relevant test environment.

In this article, we discuss the details of these recent
enhancements and present initial results from a
technology development conducted at ARDEC, in-
cluding a discussion of the features of the vignette
editor, our implementation of JAUS and TENA
compliance, the details of the technology demonstra-
tion, our conclusions, and future research directions.

Vignette editor
DCFH (IAI, Rockville, MD) is a small and

lightweight T&E framework that may be deployed
on any computing architecture that supports the Java
Virtual Machine (Kulis et al. 2008; Manikonda et al.
2008a; 2008b). The DCF adopts an agent-based
modeling paradigm and simplifies the implementation
and test of distributed algorithms, supports mixing of
virtual robot agents with real robot agents, and enables

ITEA Journal 2011; 32: 95–102
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data sharing via peer-to-peer messaging. A controls-
centric design is adopted wherein a robot agent is
composed of a sensor layer, state estimators, motion
planners, and an actuation layer. Algorithms are
implemented as plug-ins and include hardware device
abstraction and self-contained sensor–actuator drivers,
with components loaded at run time via XML
configuration files. The DCF currently provides
drivers for a variety of robots (e.g., iRobot Creates,
Pioneers, Amigobots, FireAnt, LAGR), and a wide
ranges of sensors (e.g., digital encoders, sonars, stereo
cameras, GPS receivers, inertial navigation systems,
LIDARs, and cameras). The DCF also provides
hardware-in-the-loop support, discrete-time and real-
time simulations, built-in equation solvers, distribution
across multiple computing resources with repeatable
results, cross-layer (network-level) modeling, and
human in the loop support.

To further facilitate T&E, the DCF now provides a
user interface called the vignette editor (Figure 1). The
functions of the vignette editor include visualizing the
state of the UAS team, creating T&E scenarios,
monitoring the UAS team performance, and generating
automated T&E reports. Most importantly, the vignette
editor provides the user with the ability to issue real-time
commands to the team and to upload a new distributed
control algorithm (mission) on the fly. A description of
the main components of the vignette editor follows.

Project View
The project view provides a tree view of all of the

robots. From this view, robots can be added and
configured and missions can be built and assigned.
Each robot element displays the set of actuators, sensors,

state estimators, coordinators, and planners based on the
robot agent architecture.

Run-time View
The run-time view provides a view of all of the robot

agents in the DCF community. From this view, the
contents of the sensor map and the active plan are
displayed. Each element within the tree can be
selected, and the corresponding parameters such as
serial port or desired position can be viewed via the
properties sheet view. The run-time view can be
extended to support new device types as programmers
create them. Via the context menu and the local
toolbar, users can assign, pause, and resume plans;
display a live video feed; and run the robot by remote
control.

Components View
The components view provides a view of all

components that can be added. The user simply has
to drag the selected component onto the map to make
the necessary change.

Figure 1. DCF vignette editor.
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Mission Building Editors
In addition to building missions with XML files,

two graphical mission editors are supported. The serial
mission editor allows the user to string discrete
behaviors into a serial sequence. These behaviors are
then executed by the robot sequentially (Figure 2). A
state machine mission editor allows mission builders to
use behaviors from the component view and visually
configure them in a finite state machine (Figure 3).

Map Editor
The map editor is an eclipse editor implemented

within the uDig1 application to provide a way to
display a series of map layers such as geographical maps
and road locations. It provides a two-dimensional
canvas to display layers on a map such as robot
locations. Users can drag robots to adjust their
positions and orientations.

Web Map Tile Server Visualization
A series of uDig renderers, using any standard Web

map tile server for the back end, were created to
visualize street maps, aerial photographs, and terrain
maps. These components download the images from
Web servers, cache them locally, and display them
accordingly in the map editor (Figure 4).

Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTED) Visualization

DTED is a file format used by the military to
encode elevation data over a large scale. Leveraging an
existing technology, a DTED-based UDig renderer
was built. The DTED renderer displays a topographic
map built from DTED level 0, 1, or 2 (Figure 5).

Streaming Video
The vignette editor supports any number of

incoming video streams, as long as their sources are
known. Users can right click a robot in the run-time
view, and select Show Video Stream to bring up the
video window for a particular robot.

Metrics Evaluation Integration
Visualization capabilities for real-time metrics have

been incorporated into the vignette editor. Users may
visualize metrics via configurable plots during run time
using the JFreeChart library. Numerous types of plots
are supported via JFreeChart. An example of a time
sequence chart showing the navigation error of a robot
is shown in Figure 6.

Joint Architecture for Unmanned
Systems (JAUS) Compliance

JAUS is a messaging standard that has been
mandated by the DoD to facilitate interoperability
between unmanned systems (OpenJAUS 2010). In

Figure 2. Serial mission editor with selected waypoints.

Figure 3. State machine editor.

Figure 4. DCF map view with open street maps.
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addition to the messaging standard, JAUS also defines
a series of hierarchically organized software-naming
schemes to reduce confusion. These object names are
Subsystem, Node, Component, and Instance.

A subsystem is generally viewed as a complete hard-
ware and software solution such as an unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV) platform or an operator control unit. A
node is generally viewed as a process running on a
dedicated central processing unit. Components are logically
organized software components that generally perform
some specific sensing or driver level task within the node.

There are three levels of JAUS compliance—Level
1, Level 2, and Level 3. Level 1 compliance indicates
that all communication between JAUS subsystems is
done via JAUS messages. Level 2 compliance indicates
that all communication between JAUS nodes is done
via JAUS messages. Level 3 compliance indicates that
all communication between JAUS components is done
via JAUS messages.

To enable JAUS compliance, we implemented a
DCF-style JAUS controller that sends JAUS messages
to specific JAUS components on the platform. Our
initial implementation is Level 1 compliant because it

sends and receives messages at the subsystem level. The
JAUS controller was designed to directly interface with
the Primitive Driver, Reflexive Driver, Local Waypoint
Driver, and Global Waypoint Driver to support driving
the platform. Additionally, periodic updates of impor-
tant sensor data were required. Global Pose Sensor and
Local Pose Sensor were implemented to support the
creation of higher-level DCF behaviors that allowed
more complex tasks such as perimeter surveillance.

Other data that were implemented included the image
data from the visual sensor and platform operation data
from the primitive driver. Additionally, FireAnt-specific
experimental custom messages were implemented to
support control of the pan/tilt/zoom camera, querying
the encoders, and querying the LIDAR.

TENA Compliance
The Test and Training Enabling Architecture

(TENA) is a middleware designed to support interac-
tion between remote software components (DOD
CTEIP 2010a). The specific applications that use
TENA are T&E applications where users want to
integrate data collected with remote test ranges.

Figure 5. Screenshot Google map with DTED topographic overlay.

Figure 6. Real-time metric display.
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TENA classes are implemented in their own program-
ming language, which is similar in syntax to C++, and
compiled remotely by the TENA community at the
TENA Software Development Architecture Web site.

To facilitate interfacing with TENA, we developed a
DCF-TENA integration approach to support relaying
DCF robot agent data across the TENA infrastructure
and support waypoint tasking from remote TENA
applications. Our initial implementation adopts the
‘‘gateway’’ architecture as discussed in DOD CTEIP
(2010b). A series of TENA classes was developed and
compiled, which are available via the tena-sda Web site
(DOD CTEIP 2010a). TENA application program-
mers can task robots to an (X, Y) location using the
TENA method moveToLocation. Additionally, they
can query the position of the robots as well. Future
development will be done by integrating with an existing
TENA repository, and logging data to it.

Evaluation of DCF at ARDEC in
Picatinny Arsenal

ARDEC personnel at Picatinny Arsenal have
developed the Firestorm system, a fully integrated and
scalable decision support tool suite for the mounted–
dismounted warfighter–commander. Firestorm is an
open, extensible, and scalable family of tools that support
network centric warfare and can be configured for user
experimentation in either a virtual or field environment.
ARDEC is also developing the concept of a Joint
Manned–Unmanned System Team (JMUST), for which
target handoff and sharing of situational awareness
data between humans and unmanned and autonomous
systems working together have been demonstrated. This
is a groundbreaking program in terms of implementation
of advanced concepts for human–UAS teaming in
combat operations. Some examples of unmanned
systems currently being integrated at ARDEC include
military robots such as the FireAnt, PackBot, Talons, and
Scouts (Figure 7). However, because new unmanned
platforms (manufactured by different vendors with

different levels of JAUS compliance, if at all) are being
integrated into Firestorm, new challenges are emerging.
There is a critical need at ARDEC for a framework to
coordinate the behavior of these platforms and to test the
performance of teams of unmanned systems.

To address this need, ongoing efforts with ARDEC are
designed to validate and demonstrate the benefits of DCF
to a multirobot coordination task performed in a realistic
environment. Use cases for ‘‘perimeter surveillance’’
scenarios were identified and implemented in two stages.

Single UGV perimeter surveillance. For an
unmanned system to conduct autonomous
perimeter surveillance, the operator would
provide a region (such as a building, for
example) around which the unmanned system
should conduct surveillance. The unmanned
platform would have to generate a surveillance
path plan around the region of interest as a
sequence of waypoints. At each way point the
unmanned system would conduct a surveillance
activity, such as searching for candidate targets
using a camera (the target could be predefined
or a moving object). If such a target is identified,
a message would be sent to the operator control
unit together with an image of the target.
Multiple UGV perimeter surveillance. As in
the previous discussion, the operator would
provide a region around which the team of
unmanned systems should conduct surveillance.
The unmanned platforms would collaboratively
generate a surveillance path plan around the
region of interest as a sequence of waypoints for
each of the unmanned platforms. At each
waypoint the unmanned systems would conduct
a surveillance activity, as in the single platform
case. Higher and more interesting behaviors can
be achieved by multi-UAS systems. For exam-
ple, if a given target is identified by UAS-1 (say
UGV 1), it could be confirmed or handed over

Figure 7. Some of ARDEC UGV platforms: (a) FireAnt, (b) Talon, and (c) Packbot.
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to UAS-2. UAS-2 could be commanded to
follow the target while UAS-1 continues the
surveillance, etc. This decision could be taken
with or without operator intervention.

The main stages of the perimeter surveillance
mission implemented in collaboration with ARDEC
personnel were the following:

a. Selection of region of interest. The operator uses
the mouse to indicate on the vignette editor the
region over which the UGVs are to perform
surveillance (Figure 8). This region can be any
nonintersecting polygon. Once the region is select-
ed, the planner defines a sequence of waypoints that
the UGVs are to traverse during the surveillance.

b. Deployment of UGV team. The UGV robot
agents negotiate over equally spaced starting
positions of each platform. Once a starting point
for each platform is assigned, both platforms
navigate to their respective starting positions
(Figure 9).

c. Surveillance. Both robots start a clockwise rotation
pattern traversing each of the waypoints in the
perimeter of the region of interest. At each waypoint
the platforms stop and conduct a target detection
search where they pan their cameras toward the
outside of the region of interest (Figure 10).

d. Target detection. If a target is detected during any
point of the surveillance mission, a pop-up menu is
displayed on the vignette editor prompting the
operator to take an action such as ‘‘Continue
Surveillance,’’ ‘‘Remote Control,’’ ‘‘Follow Target,’’
etc. If no action is taken by the operator within a
timeout period, the surveillance mission continues.

e. End of mission. At the completion of the mission,
the operator has the choice of manually tele-
operating each of the platforms or giving them all a
command to go back to their starting positions.

The use cases listed were implemented over a
number of visits to Picatinny Arsenal. In June 2010,
a coordinated perimeter surveillance mission using two
FireAnt UGVs was successfully demonstrated. Fig-
ures 11 and 12 show the two platforms performing the
prescribed mission.

Conclusions and Future Research
In this article we presented the details of enhance-

ments made to DCF, a T&E infrastructure developed
for unmanned and autonomous systems. We focused
on the vignette editor, JAUS and TENA compliance,
and test and validation at ARDEC. This enhanced
system has already reached a technology readiness level
of 6 and is currently in the process of being evaluated at

Picatinny Arsenal. Future research includes further
enhancements to the vignette editor, adding further
JAUS compliance levels and improving the initial
implementation of the TENA-DCF gateway. Further
enhancements to the vignette editor to allow test
engineers to develop T&E scripts for command and
control approaches for navigation through a cluttered
terrain and urban terrain, using non–line-of-sight
instrumentation techniques; UAS team coordination
and performance in nondeterministic, unscripted

Figure 8. Selection of region of interest.
Figure 9. Deployment of UGV team.

Figure 10. Surveillance.
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modes of operation (emergent behavior); and fault
tolerance under various failure modes and bandwidth
constraints (hardware, sensor, network) need to be
developed. While DCF currently supports drivers for a
large class of UGVs, in future work UGV drivers and
sensor payload for Department of Defense UGVs will
be further developed and tested. C
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description languages, multiagent systems for modeling and
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Manikonda was the principal investigator on the initial
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Endnotes
1uDig is a GIS framework for Eclipse (see http://udig.refractions.net/).
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Chapter News

George Washington Chapter

At its luncheon on October 21 
at the Army Navy Country Club 
in Arlington, VA, the George 
Washington Chapter heard Ms. 
Mary Bedrick, staff meteorologist 
C for the 16th Weather Squadron, 
Detachment THREE at Wright 
Patterson AFB, brief the methods 
and challenges associated with 
capturing 30-70KM altitude 
atmospheric data in support 
of hypersonic research and 
development projects.  In particular, 
she discussed the pros and cons of 
each current meteorological data 
collection method and the condition 
of each data source.  

She went on to discuss 
the impact of lack of fidelity 
in meteorological models at 
these altitudes on the T&E of 
hypersonic projects.  Follow up 
questions included discussions 
about the severity of impact 
on vehicles due to air density 
variations (affectionately known 
as “potholes in space”), and 
potential sources of support for 

resolving atmospheric modeling 
challenges. After a Q&A session, 
chapter president Mike Wetzl 
presented Mary Bedrick an 
ITEA-inscribed crystal globe as a 
memento of the occasion.

At its November 18 luncheon 
at the Army Navy Country Club 
in Arlington, VA, the George 
Washington Chapter heard Mr. 
Edward R. Greer, the Director 
of Developmental Test and 
Evaluation (DT&E) describe 
his recently established office 
and his goals. He said Congress 
wanted Department of Defense 
level oversight of DT&E and gave 
his office the mission to improve 
materiel acquisition outcomes by 
advancing the state of the practice. 
Greer said he plans to minimize 
discovery of system deficiencies 
in operational testing by early 

involvement. He will focus on 
test planning, especially schedule, 
in reviewing Test and Evaluation 
Master Plan adequacy. He intends 
to change the current paradigm by 
gaining Program Managers’ trust 
in the test community. After nine 
reorganizations of Defense T&E, 
stabilization will aid program 
managers. He said he meets with 
his Director of Operational Test 
and Evaluation counterpart almost 
weekly to coordinate.

Greer discussed his Assessment 
for Operational Test Readiness 
(AOTR) initiative, which 
states his position on whether 
developmental testing shows a 

Chapter president Mike Wetzl 
thanks Mary Bedrick for her talk

Mr. Greer addresses George 
Washington Chapter

Attendees at the George Washington Chapter 2010 Winter Social
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system is ready for operational 
test. He attends Defense 
Acquisition Board meetings, and 
informs Defense and Service level 
Acquisition Executives of his 
assessment. Among the AOTRs to 
date are some he recommended 
not go to operational test, one 
of which went anyway. He is 
keeping score of the results of 
AOTR predictions and building 
a reputation. Greer pointed 
out that his mission includes 
oversight of T&E education and 
training, including approval of 
that required for certification. 
He was not completely satisfied 
with the Defense Acquisition 
University curriculum relating 
to T&E, and is working closely 
with their president to ensure 
Defense Acquisition Workforce 
Improvement Act levels 2 and 
3 certification are meaningful. 
He commented that he finds 
service level T&E training to be 
good, especially the Army’s basic 
course.

He challenged ITEA to get away 
from a “stove piped” approach and 
partner with other organizations 
in advancing T&E. He ended his 
remarks by saying the three key 
take-away’s from his presentation 
should be: 1) DT&E is back; 2) 
DT&E is an advocate for program 
success; and, 3) DT&E means 
continuous engagement. 

The George Washington 
Chapter held its annual winter 
social December 16 at the 
seasonally decorated Army Navy 
Country Club in Arlington, VA 
for members and guests from the 
T&E community. In spite of an 
unexpected snowfall, there was a 
good turnout. During a pause in 
socializing, Chapter Education 
Committee chair Jim Hutchinson 
briefed the chapter’s plans to 
sponsor scholarships for T&E 
interns in local test organizations.

European Chapter

The European Chapter of ITEA is 
once again collaborating with the 
French SEE and 3AF organisations 
to host the 2011 European Test & 
Telemetry Conference (ETTC). The 
conference dates for your diaries 
are 14-16 June, and the venue is the 
Centre de Congres Pierre Baudis, 
Toulouse, France. This year the 
conference is sharing the Toulouse 
venue with the SFTE’s European 
Chapter Symposium. Full details 
can be found at www.ettc2011.org 

The conference schedule is 
still being finalised at the time 
of writing, but a number of 
tutorials upon T&E topics is 
presently planned for Thursday 
16 June. Visitors planning to 
attend ETTC’11 should be aware 
that Monday 13th June is a public 

holiday in France which may affect 
travel schedules. Please visit the 
ITEA Web site (www.itea.org) for 
more information.

Central Florida Chapter

The Central Florida Chapter held 
its first officers’ meeting of the 
New Year on 13 January. We are 
currently working on plans for 
a membership drive, a general 
membership meeting, a joint 
meeting with the local INCOSE 
Chapter, and the establishment 
of a golf tournament at the ITEA 
Annual Symposium to be held 
September 12-15 at the Doubletree 
Hotel Universal Studios in 
Orlando.

To help get information out 
to our members our Chapter 

ITEA president Stephanie Clewer and Chapter president Mike Wetzl
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Web site development is 
underway. The Chapter continues 
to coordinate with the local 
professional organizations on 
events and programs—with the 
University of Central Florida and 
their technology incubator on 
outreach, and also with the George 
Washington and Emerald Coast 
ITEA Chapters in planning a future 
event on Testing and Training.

Emerald Coast Chapter

The Emerald Coast Chapter is 
pleased to announce that the 
3rd quarter winner of “Tester 
of the Quarter” was Capt. 
Arubey M. Wiggins III of 
the 46th Test Squadron (46TS/
OGEJ). Capt. Wiggins was the 
lead Test Engineer on the high 
priority Unmanned Aircraft 
System (UAS) and Battlefield 
Airborne Communications Node 
(BACN) program, which was 
a joint Developmental Test and 
Operational Test (DT/OT) event 
that involved 5 sites and over 100 
people. Because of his efforts, the 
test was completed under budget 
and ahead of schedule, with a 
savings to the government of over 
$1.5M.

In other news, the Emerald 
Coast ITEA Chapter participated 
in the annual “Talk Turkey” 
Thanksgiving luncheon on 8 
Nov 2010 at the Eglin AFB 
Enlisted Club Lounge. The guest 
speaker was Maj Gen CR Davis, 
Commander Air Armament Center 
(AAC) Eglin AFB, who briefed 
“Eglin State of the Union”. 

Gen. Davis presented the 
AAC armament program 
accomplishments for the year, 
which included Small Diameter 
Bomb (SDB I and II), HARM 
Control Section Mod (HCSM), 
Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff 

Missile (JASSM) and JASSM-
ER (Extended Range), Massive 
Ordnance Penetrator (MOP), 
PL-MK82, Hard Target Void 
Sensing Fuse (HTVSF), Miniature 
Air Launched Decoy (MALD) 
and MALD Jammer (MALD-J), 
and other programs. He also 
briefed the status of the Next 
Generation Missile, the future of 
Penetrators, and future programs 
and challenges. In addition, 
he presented the status and 
challenges of new missions to 
Eglin, in particular the addition 
of the 7th Special Forces Group 
and F-35 Integrated Training 
Center (ITC). In closing, Gen 
Davis discussed the future focus 
of AAC, which will include 
challenges associated with 
workforce management, new 
missions to Eglin, and the aging 
base infrastructure.

As a final note, the Emerald 
Coast Chapter would like to thank 
our 2010 President, Mr. Rob Crist, 
for a job well done. His outstanding 
leadership throughout the year 
helped guide this organization 
to support and sustain the T&E 

community at Eglin AFB, Florida. 
Carrying on this duty for 2011 are 
the newly elected chapter officers:

Mr. Bob Guidry 2011 President
Mr. Doug Davis 2011 President-elect
Ms. Arissa Hodges Secretary
Mr. Buff Tibbetts Treasurer
Mr. Luke Gianelloni Board of 

Directors
Mr. Dale Bridges Board of Directors
Mr. Moe Bandy Board of Directors
Mr. Chris Nixon Board of Directors
Ms. Jeri Ghosh Board of Directors
Mr. Andrew Gosnell Board of 

Directors

■  ■  ■

Association News

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
2011 ITEA Test  
and Evaluation  

Professional Awards

On behalf of the ITEA Board of 
Directors, the Awards Committee 

“Tester of the Quarter” – Left to Right - Mr. Rob Crist (2010 President, 
Emerald Coast Chapter of ITEA), Capt Arubey Wiggins III, and Col 
Michael Brewer (Commander, 46 Test Wing).
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is pleased to announce the call 
for nominations for the 2011 Test 
and Evaluation Professional 
Awards to be presented at the 
Annual Symposium, September 
12 – 15, in Orlando, Florida. To be 
recognized within your professional 
community is a testament of your 
accomplishments in Test and 
Evaluation.

Consider submitting a 
nomination for those in your 
organization who deserves to be 
recognized by his/her peers. For the 
categories, criteria, and eligibility 
visit www.itea.org/awards for all 
the details. The ITEA professional 
award program provides an 
excellent means to showcase 
your personnel for outstanding 

accomplishments in Test and 
Evaluation.

2011 ITEA Test and 
Evaluation Professional  

Award Recipients

In 2010, ITEA was pleased to 
recognize the following individuals 
and teams for their outstanding 
accomplishments. Dr. James 
J. Streilein was honored with 
the 2010 Allen R. Matthews 
Award for his lasting, significant 
contribution to the field of T&E. 
It is the highest award bestowed 
by ITEA. Dr. James J. Streilein 
is cited for a distinguished career 
in test and evaluation during 
which he made significant and 
lasting advances in the quality 
and efficiency of test procedures 
and analysis. Over a period of 40 
years he formulated, practiced, led, 
and mentored in virtually every 
critical improvement in Army test 
and evaluation of weaponry and 
other materiel systems. As one 
of the most respected members 
of the reliability, availability, and 
maintainability community, he has 
been pivotal in improving state-
of-the-art test engineering. As 
an innovator and leader in Army 
analysis, he has been a key driver 
in the introduction and refinement 
of many of the analytic processes 
underlying evaluation. As a director 
of increasingly higher level analysis, 
test, and evaluation organizations 
up to and including the Army Test 
and Evaluation Command, he has 
been and continues to be the mentor 
and inspiration for the thousands 
of practicing professionals in Army 
test and evaluation. Dr. Streilein 
was a recognized expert and 
advisor to other military services, 
the Department of Defense, and 
the entire international test and 
evaluation community. 

2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Award recipient Dr. Jim Streilein and 
Awards Chair, Al Sciarretta.

2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Award recipient Rick Dove and Awards 
Chair, Al Sciarretta.
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Mr. Rick Dove, Kennen 
Technologies, was honored with 
the 2010 Publication Award for 
his outstanding contribution to the 
written body of knowledge and 
understanding in Test and Evaluation 
as the author of the two-part article, 
“Paths for Peer Behavior Monitoring 
Among Unmanned Autonomous 
Systems” and “Methods for Peer 
Behavior Monitoring Among 
Unmanned Autonomous Systems” 
published in the September 2009 
and December 2009 issues of The 

ITEA Journal, respectively. 
Mr. Ralph E. Hughart, 

US Army Test and Evaluation 
Command, is honored with the 
2010 Cross Award for significantly 
advancing the quality of Army 
test and evaluation education 
since 1986. Mr. Hughart has 
been continuously commended 
by students, other instructors, 
supervisors, and senior oversight 
officials for developing, presenting, 
and improving Army T&E 
education. 

Major Benjamin C. Both, 
Air Force Operational Test and 
Evaluation Center was honored 
with the 2010 Technical 
Achievement Award for his 
excellence as Bomber Test 
Operations Division Chief, B-2 Test 
Director, and B-2 Operational Test 
Pilot at Detachment 5, Air Force 
Operational Test and Evaluation 
Center (AFOTEC). Major Both’s 
IDT/OT experience helped reduce 
the total B-2 EHF test timeline by 
six months, saving an additional 
eight million dollars and driving 
a 25% reduction in dedicated 
operational testing for the B-52 
CONECT and B-1 FIDL programs. 
Major Both’s ability to balance 
detailed analysis with high-level 
test management directly impacted 
the United States Air Force’s global 
strike combat capability. 

The NUWC Division Newport 
Lightweight Torpedo Mk 54 Red 
Path Testing Team was honored 
with the 2010 Special Achievement 
Award for using innovative 
engineering and management 
processes during Lightweight 
Torpedo Mk 54 Fire Control 
Interface testing to discover and 
resolve safety anomalies. Through 
innovative process improvements, 
outstanding dedication, and 
superlative effort, the Team has 
made significant contributions to 
the Fleet. 

The ITEA leadership also 
recognizes those individuals within 
our association for their outstanding 
contributions o this organization 
and to the test and evaluation 
community. Dr. J. Michael Barton 
was honored with the 2010 Board 
of Directors Award for his years 
of service as Chair of the ITEA 
Publications Committee. Among his 
many contributions to the committee 
and the ITEA community at large, 
Dr. Barton: Restructured the 
Committee and actively revamped 

2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Award recipient Ralph Hughart, Cross 
Award Chair, Larry Leiby and Awards Chair, Al Sciarretta.

2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Award recipient Major Both, David 
Hamilton, and Awards Chair, Al Sciarretta.
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the volunteer composition to include 
diversity representation; Focused 
major effort on expanding content 
to non-traditional T&E topics 
outside of our typical membership 
perimeters; Spearheaded the 
decision to outsource the publication 
of The ITEA Journal and its 
managing editing, thus providing 
the Association with significant 
annual expense savings; Was 
instrumental in developing an 
improved look for The ITEA 
Journal; and, established the concept 
of recognizing contributing cover 
art work for the Journal by sending 
contributing partners a framed copy 
of the issue featuring the cover 
art. Dr. Barton works tirelessly to 
improve the Journal, with little 
fanfare and need for recognition, has 
never missed the scheduling of the 
quarter publications meetings, and 
is an amazing taskmaster at pulling 

together dozens of contributing 
authors for each issue and reviewing 
their contributions, while always 
working on the next issue. Dr. 
Barton’s work ethic and volunteer 
efforts are exemplary and the 
ITEA Board of Directors wishes to 
acknowledge his dedication to this 
Association. 

Mr. Michael Schall was 
honored with the 2010 President’s 
Award for his over twenty years of 
outstanding service as a member of 
the Association. Currently serving 
as the Chair of the Ways & Means 
Committee and as a member of 
the Revenue Action team, Michael 
previously served as Chair of 
the Executive Director Search 
Committee and the Corporate 
Development Committee. As 
President of Quadelta, Inc., a 
veteran owned, small business 
ITEA Corporate Member, he has 

ensured that Quadelta has been 
a strong corporate supporter of 
ITEA. Mike continues to dedicate 
his valuable time and efforts to 
ensure that ITEA maintains its 
position as the premier Association 
for the Test and Evaluation 
community. 

Mrs. Cathy Pritts was honored 
with the 2010 Energizer Award 
for exemplary performance and 
outstanding achievement during 
the period May 2000 through 
August 2010, while serving as a 
member of the Francis Scott Key 
(FSK) Chapter of the International 
Test and Evaluation Association. 
Mrs. Pritts embodies the tenets 
of the “Energizer Award” through 
her vigorous support to local and 
National level ITEA events; to 
improving information exchange 
and networking opportunities by 
teaming with the Armed Forces 
Communications and Electronics 
Association (AFCEA); to 
emphasizing careers in Test and 
Evaluation not only through the 
scholarship program but through 
assistance with internships; 
to the acquisition of senior 
level speakers of FSK Chapter 
luncheons. If there is something 
the Chapter needs Mrs. Pritts 
is there to support. Mrs. Pritts’ 
cooperation, dedication, and 
professionalism reflect greatly 
upon herself, the Francis Scott 
Key Chapter, and the International 
Test and Evaluation Association.

The Board of Directors also 
extends their appreciation to the 
Chapters that are vibrant and 
contribute effectively to ITEA’s 
mission and goals to help us in 
furthering the professional and 
technical interests of the Test 
and Evaluation community. The 
following Chapters met stringent 
guidelines intended to measure 
their level of effectiveness: 
Antelope Valley, Emerald Coast, 

2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Philip Campo accepting the award, 
Special Achievement Award Chair, James Brock and Awards Chair, Al 
Sciarretta.
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George Washington, Francis Scott 
Key, Rocket City, and Greater 
San Diego. From the pool of 
Chapters that qualified for 2010 
Awards for Excellence one Chapter 
was selected for its superior 
performance and contributions. 
The Antelope Valley Chapter 
distinguished itself as an ITEA 
leader by its superior initiatives in 
areas of events, sponsorships, and 
education.  This Chapter’s superior 
support of its membership and of 
the Test and Evaluation Community 
at large reflects great credit upon 
its members and ITEA. The ITEA 
leadership ecognized the Chapter 
with a scholarship check in the 
amount of $500.

ITEA WANTS YOU! 
Call for Volunteers

Volunteers are at the heart of our 
association, and our strength is 

a result of the time and effort 
provided by those who volunteer 
to serve. ITEA offers many 
opportunities at the local, regional, 
and international levels for its 
member to contribute their time, 
talents and energy by giving back 
to the test and evaluation industry, 
helping us advance the profession, 
and supporting the association. If 
you want to become part of the 
ITEA volunteer team, now is the 
time to let us know. 

There are many volunteer 
opportunities to volunteer at 
either your ITEA Chapter or 
to serve on an ITEA Board 
Committee, such as: Awards 
Committee; Chapter and Individual 
membership Development 
Committee; Corporate 
Membership Development 
Committee; Communications 
Committee; Education Committee; 
Elections Committee; Event 
Committee; History Committee; 

Publications Committee; 
Rules and Bylaws Committee; 
Strategic Planning Committee; 
Technology Committee; and the 
Ways and Means Committee. If 
you have experience, passion 
and a willingness to share, 
please consider participating 
as a volunteer on one of these 
committees. One of our goals 
is to have volunteer groups 
that represent the diversity of 
backgrounds, experience and 
demographics of the test and 
evaluation community. 

If you have a desire to contribute 
to ITEA’s ongoing development and 
management of the Association’s 
governance, services, and guidance 
for the profession, you are 
encouraged to learn more about 
our volunteer opportunities. Please 
contact James Gaidry, ITEA 
Executive Director, by e-mail at 
jgaidry@itea.org, or at 703-631-
6222, for more information.

Back Row: Award recipients, Chas McKee – GW Chapter, Jack Sears – Greater San Diego Chapter, John Schab – 
FSK Chapter, Rob Crist – Emerald Coast Chapter, Front Row: 2010 ITEA President, Rusty Roberts, Sean Dobbin – 
Antelope Valley Chapter, Mike McFalls – Rocket City Chapter, and Chapter Development Chair, Mark E. Smith.
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ITEA 2010 Annual 
Symposium Awards 

Announced

The following individuals were 
recognized during the 2010 ITEA 
Annual Symposium.

• BEST PAPER: Performance 
Assessments of Two-Way, 
Free Form, Speech-to-Speech 
Translation Systems for Tactical 
Use - Mr. Brian A Weiss and Mr. 
Craig I. Schlenoff

• BEST PRESENTATION: 
Integrated Mission Based 
Testing - MAJ Garth Winterle, 
JITC

• BEST PRESENTATION 2nd 
PLACE: Challenges to Effective 
Cyber T&E - Mr. Jon Callahan, 
General Dynamics C4 Systems

• BEST PRESENTATION 
3rd PLACE: The Multi-
Relationship Evaluation 
Design Framework: Producing 
Evaluation Blueprints to Test 
Emerging, Advanced, and 
Intelligent Technologies - Brian 
A. Weiss, NIST, and Dr. Linda 
C. Schmidt, University of 
Maryland

• BEST POSTER 
PRESENTATION: Development 
of a Test, Evaluation and 
Analysis (TE&A) Methodology 
for the DHS Domestic Nuclear 
Detection Office - Mr. Scott W. 
Tousley, DHS, and Dr. Marshall 
Millett, ManTech SRS 

BEST TUTORIAL: Fundamental 
Statistical Concepts and Methods 
needed in a Test and Evaluator’s 
Toolkit - Mr. Mark Kiemele, Ph.D. 

ITEA 2011 Board of Directors 
and Officers Announced

Seven new Board members were 
introduced at the International 

Test and Evaluation Association’s 
(ITEA) Board of Directors annual 
meeting, which was held during the 
2010 Annual Symposium hosted by 
the Renaissance Glendale Hotel in 
Glendale, Arizona. New members 
elected to three year terms were 
Mr. Michael T. McFalls of Trideum 
Corporation and Dr. Charles 
“Chas” McKee of Alion Science 
and Technology. New members 
appointed to one year terms 
were Mr. Stewart “Stu” Burley 
of Strategic Theories Unlimited, 
Mr. William “Bill” T. Keegan of 
SAIC, Mr. Ted McFarland of Booz 
Allen Hamilton, and Mr. Keith 
Sutton of Syzygy Technologies, 
Inc. Also joining the Board 
is Mr. Gene Hudgins of BAE 
Systems Technical Services who 
was appointed to complete the 
remaining year on the term of a 
vacant Board position.

Re-elected to the Board for three 
year terms were Ms. Stephanie 
Clewer of CSC and Mr George R. 
Ryan of DHS. Other Board members 
include Dr. Mark D. Brown of 
Scientific Research Corporation, 
Dr. Steven Hutchison of Defense 
Information Systems Agency, Rear 
Admiral Charles “Bert” Johnston 
(Ret.) of Wyle, Mr. John Smith of 
COMOPTEVFOR, Mr. Mark E. 
Smith of Mark Smith Associates, 
and Mr. John L. Wiley of the Federal 
Aviation Administration.

During the meeting the Board of 
Directors also elected as its 2011 
officers Ms. Stephanie Clewer as 
President, Dr. Mark D. Brown as 
Vice President, Dr. Charles “Chas” 
McKee as Secretary, and Mr. 
Michael T. McFalls as Treasurer.

Government Advisors  
Position Added to ITEA Board 

of Directors

During the December 8th, 2010 
meeting of the ITEA Board of 

Directors, the following change to 
the ITEA Bylaws was approved to 
establish “Government Advisor” to 
the Board. 

Section 12. Government 
Advisors. To assist the Board 
in achieving its stated goal of 
including a broad spectrum of 
the T&E community, including 
representation from Government, 
the Board may appoint from 
time to time, as the needs of the 
Board dictate, individuals who are 
employed by the Government to 
act as Advisors to the Board. The 
number of Government Advisors 
serving should not to exceed four 
(4) at any one time. Appointments 
shall be made by the President 
subject to approval by the Board. 
An individual does not need to be a 
member of the Association to serve 
as a Government Advisor to the 
Board.

Government Advisors to the 
Board shall be appointed to serve 
for a term of one year, renewable 
no more than twice. Government 
Advisors to the Board shall attend 
all regular meetings of the Board 
and may participate in debate. They 
shall not, however, vote in board 
matters, nor shall they participate 
in executive sessions, unless 
specifically invited by the Board.

While serving as a Government 
Advisor to the Board, a 
government-employed individual 
shall be responsible for consulting 
with their agency/department 
ethics counsel regarding 
the appropriateness of their 
involvement with serving as an 
Advisor to the ITEA Board, and 
ensuring their compliance with 
any and all guidelines provided 
by their agency/department 
ethics counsel. Additionally, 
the Board will abide by those 
agency/department ethics counsel 
provided guidelines.

Individuals that are interested in 
volunteering their time, talent, and 
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energy to serve as a Government 
Advisor to the ITEA Board of 
Directors should forward their 
resume and references to Ms. 
Stephanie Clewer, ITEA Board 
President, at sclewer@itea.org, for 
consideration.

ITEA Welcomes New 
Corporate Members

Air Academy Associates
Air Academy Associates has spent 
more than two decades assisting 
clients in reducing variation, 
improving efficiency and creating 
better, faster and lower cost 
products and services.  We support 
organization with our practical 
experience and tools to implement 
change and generate return on their 
investment. Based on industry 
proven strategies and tools our 
programs target improvements in 
development, design, manufacturing, 
testing and operations. 

The key element of our 
strategy is our “Keep it Simple 
Statistically” (KISS) approach to 
gaining knowledge. This strategy 
allows non-statisticians in industry, 
government and the service sector 
to embrace the philosophy and 
effectively apply continuous 
process improvement needed to 
optimize the bottom line. Our 
foundation lies in our passion for 
efficient, effective and accurate 
data collection and analysis through 
the use of Design of Experiments 
(DOE). We have helped a variety 
of groups within the DoD realize 
the need for improved testing 
and validation through DOE and 
Combinatorial Testing.

Our network of more than 
35 highly qualified and certified 
consultants have extensive 
experience in government, business 

and industry. This background, 
combined with targeted statistical 
software applications, allows us 
to meet the demands of a diverse 
client base. In addition to structured 
training, we provide on-site 
project mentoring, independent 
data analysis, experimental design 
analysis, and advanced testing 
solutions. Our training aids, 
textbooks and powerful, user-
friendly software packages are 
integrated in our materials and set 
us apart from our competition.  For 
more information on our products 
and services, see our Website at 
www.airacad.com or call 800-278-
1277 for more information.

Avion Solutions, Inc.
Avion, a Veteran and Employee 
– Owned, Small Business 
providing high quality Specialized 
Engineering, Software 
Development, Logistics and 
Technical Support services.  Formed 
in January 1992 in response to the 
engineering and analytical needs of 
the U.S. Army Aviation community 
providing technical expertise 
support in the following areas:

• Engineering Services, 
Logistics Services, & Software 
Development 

• Software Systems Engineering/
Development/Fielding

• Automated Information 
Systems (AIS)/Automated 
Identification Technology 
(AIT) Army Aviation Logistics 
Support - Enterprise Asset 
Management, Technical Data 
and Configuration Management

• Critical Asset Management: 
Qualification, Engineering 
Testing, Product Assurance

• Comprehensive Life Cycle 
Engineering and Logistics 
Services

• Test and Evaluation 
Management and Planning

Avion supports the Department 
of Defense (DoD) Army 
customers including: OSD, Test 
Resource Management Center 
(TRMC), Program Executive 
Office, Aviation (PEOAVN) 
Project Management Offices 
(PMO);  Research Development 
and Engineering Command 
(RDECOM) Aviation System 
Integration Divisions; Special 
Operations Aviation; and Aviation 
and Missile Command (AMCOM) 
functional elements and related 
organizations.  Additionally 
Avion has a customer base in 
the State and local Government 
organizations as well as in the 
commercial sector.  As an ISO 
9001:2008 certified company, 
the business processes are well 
established and documented.  
With more than ten business 
locations across the country and 
approximately 150 employees 
Avion has the right expertise and 
personnel to respond to any task in 
the defined above technical areas.

Lockheed Martin Corporation
Headquartered in Bethesda, Md., 
Lockheed Martin is a global 
security company that employs 
about 133,000 people worldwide 
and is principally engaged in the 
research, design, development, 
manufacture, integration and 
sustainment of advanced 
technology systems, products and 
services. The Corporation’s 2009 
sales from continuing operations 
were $44 billion. For additional 
information, visit our website at 
www.lockheedmartin.com.

■  ■  ■
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